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Abstract
Historical Developments in First Nations agriculture provide an essential element
for
understanding the current staf€ of the industry in the First Nations
across Canada. Equally
importantis acomprehensive understanding of specific policies and programs
undertaken by
governments to assist FirstNation farmers. One of those endeavors,
the now defunct Manitoba
Indian Agricultural Program (MIAP), is the subject of this dissertarion.
This study is concerned with chronicling the fate of MIAP in order to
ascertain the
difficulties and accomplishments encountered by MIAP, as well as analyzing
the problems and
prospects of First Nations agriculture in gcneral. An historical
background of First Nations
Agriculture in Maniúoba" as well as a brief history of IWAP, are undertaken
in order to situate the
program within Canadian Indian policy.
The implications of the demise of MIAP are discussed, as is the contemporary
situation

of

First Nation agriculture post-MIAP. Further insights and implications of
the demise of MIAp are
discussed in order to outline the present strengths, weaknesses, and
opportunities for First Nation
agriculture. Recommendations on goverïrment policies are also discussed
in order to higtrlight
possible future First Nation economic development initiatives.

Findings suggest that MIAP's problems mostly originated from a failed government
policy,
which included a lack of commitment for adequate funding, long term programming,
and farmer
education and advisory services as well as a lack of accountability and
sufficient checks and
balances within MIAP's Board of Directors. MIAP's other problems
originated from a lack of
commitrnent from First Nations goverrlments and organizations, particularly
in the support of First
Nations agriculture and the settlement of land tenure issues.

MIAP did have

a number

of successes as well. Chief among those successes is the high

level of achievement made by First Nations farmers during the MIAp period
when compared to the
situation that exists today. There were more farmers producing more produce
from more land and
receiving more income from farming than at present. MIAP farmers also
were able to spread the
awareness of the potential for farming to other prospective farmers,
and in so doing, they
acted as

role models for the entire agricultural industry on First Nation communities.
Most importantly,
however, is the fact that the MlAPexperience can be used to develop a blueprint
forany future
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agricultural policies in First Nations communities.
Despite the problems experienced by MIAP, the situation of contemporary First Nations

farmers has deterioratedand is cerøinly worse than during the MIAP period. Reasons for this
deterioration include the weaknesses in post-MIAP programs and policies, most notably the
Canadian Aborigrnal Economic Development Stategy (CAEDS). Discussions of Internal

Colonialism and Political Economy arguments are also given as re¿Nons for both MIAP's demise
and the general problems with contempora"ry First Nation agriculture. Recommendations are made

for creating a viable First Nations agricultural sector in Manitoba.
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Chapter One

Introduction

Introduction

Historical developments in First Nation agriculture provide an essential element in
understanding the current state of the industry in First Nation communities. Hisûorically, a number
of difficulties have confributed to problems in the development of Aboriginal agricultural endeavors
(Wotherspoon and Satzewich, 1993). One of those endeavors, and the subject of this study, is the

ManiûobalndianAgricultural Program (MIAP). MIAP, whichoperaûed from1975 until operations
ceased

inl993,

was based on the British Columbialndian Fisheries Assistance Program

(establishedin 1ftí8), which involved loans and grants to make Aboriginal fishermen more
competitive in that Province (Wotherspoon and Satzewich, 19%). MIAP was funded through the
Federal Government and sought to promote, assist and support First Nation participation in the

agricultural secûor. While in operation, MIAP was the primary source of support, training and
technical assistance for First Nation farmers in Manitoba (Tribal Wi Chi Way Win Capital

Corporation, L99g).

Purpose
Since the sûory of MIAP has never been investigated academically, the purpose of this
research is to document the historical development of MIAP in order to analyze the problems and
prospects of First Nation agriculture in Maniûoba. MIAP represents a key component in the history

of First Nation Organizations in general and First Nation agriculture in particular. Therefore, such
investigation will also shed light on how the discontinuation of

MAP

has affected contemporary

First Nation agriculttne in Manitoba in addition to highlighting the implications of government
Indian policies towards First Nation agriculture.

Objectives
The objectives of this study are to chronicle the history of MIAP, to document both its

accomplishments and weaknesses, to shed light on the reasons for its demise, to illustrate
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contempofttry First Nation agriculture in Manitoba following the demise of MIAP, to offer
perspectives on government Indian poli"y in regards to Hrst Nation agriculture and to offer policy
recommendations towards First Nation agricultural policies.

Methodology
My approach to the study involved adetailed review of program documentation and MIAP
data together with unstructured interviews with

MAP farmers, Board members

involved or knowledgeable about the program such

as

and other

officials

officials at DIAND, the Maniûoba

Department of Agriculture and Manitoba First Nation organizations. In brief, my methodology
consisted of the following:

Review of program description literature including policy manuals, Treasury
Board Submissions and previous consulúant reports.
1.

2. Review and, where appropriate and possible, conduct quantitative analysis

of

information in MIAP files including client fîles, taining and corporaûe machinery
files, minutes of Board meetings, and loan and contribution ledgers.
3. Interviews with former Board members and former staff of

office staff

as

well

as

MAP, including

head

field staff.

4. Interviews with a sample of MIAP client farmers and representatives of Manitoba

First Nation organizations such as Assembly of Manitoba Chiefs (AMC) or the
Southern Chiefs Organization (SCO).
5. Interviews with officials of

DIAND, Manitoba Agriculture, FCC and Credit

Union Central of Manitoba, Special Agricultural and Rural Development
Agreements (Special ARDA), and any Program Auditors.
)

Review of Documents
Since

MAP

is no longer in operation, it was necessary to locaúe the files concerning the

program. I procured the help of l-arry Amos, former Chief Executive Officer of Tribal Wi Chi Way

Win Capital Corporation, and discovered that all MIAP files had been placed in sûorage at Facs
Records Centre on47 Gomezin fVinnipeg. The wealth of information contained in the MIAP files
has been placed into an imposing pile of 300 boxes with no clear delineation of categories.
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I

attempted to add to my research by accessing potential documentation at Indian Affairs and the

Assembly of Manitoba Chiefs, but all documents concerning MIAP had been removed to the
present MIAP file location at Facs Records or did not exist any longer. As a result, all

documentation on MIAP appears to be at the Facs Records Centre. Other than what exists at Facs
Records Centre, there appears to be very little in the way of documentation on MIAP. Neither the

University of Manitoba Library, FCC, or Special ARDA documents nor the Royal Commission on
Aboriginal Peoples (RCAP) (1996) appear to have any direct reference to MIAP (though RCAP
does make general reference to Aboriginat agricultyre in Canada). Therefore, the liærature review on

MIAP

is based

primarily on the documents procured from the MIAP files deposited at the Facs

Records Centre. In addition, it should be noted that, according to Gord Van Hussen (Z00?),the

former Training Officer for MIAP, the MIAP files at Facs Records are incomplete and many files
were lost or destroyed shortly after the demise of the progr¿ìm.
Furthermore, the original intent was to absffact data from all client files to provide a
compleûe picture of

MIAP's clients, and to develop a daø

base using the

facilitate analysis. Unfortunately, it was sometimes impossible

úo

file data

as inputs

to

compare data over the length

of

the MIAP tenure due to the fact that much of the file data was missing or contradictory and that

which was available was not always presented in the same way. Also, my intended anatytical
procedure had been
1993)

ûo

ûo

trace production and financial information over the MIAP úenure (1975-

gain an appreciation of changes that occurred during the life of the progr¿m or to compare

the situation with non-Aboriginal farmers in Manitoba. However, only a handful of files had

complete financial information over the

perid

and there was very

little information on production

figures. In other words, insufficient data has limiûed the ability of this study to draw conclusions
based on production or financial figures during the lifetime of

MIAP. In addition, three different

ItzflAP evaluations (see Intergroup, 1983; DPA Group 1990; Fossay and Cassie, L9g3) all come to
the same conclusions regarding MIAP data, with Inúergroup

(

1983: 29) stating that,*the data

required for such evaluation are often either non-existent or contradictory." The DPA Group
(1990:a-8) goes even further by stating that:

Skepticism is warranæd in light of other known deficiencies in the database, e.g.
sample unrepresentativeness (it is predominantly comprised of data from the ûop
performing farmers), possible double counting of mixed farm enterprises (i.e.
-1 1-

reported both under the grains and the livestock category), and inconsistencies and
additional data misgivings. Tentative observation should therefore be qualif red by
these general misgivings.

Despite the shortcomings of the MIAP data stored at Facs Records, an ¿Nsessment of the
progr¿tm was made based on the information which was available. Discrepancies in database figures
are noted and certain inconsistencies were checked with interview evidence in orderto achieve

reliable data conclusions.
Furthermore, in order to access the files at Facs Records, Tribal Wi-Chi-Way-Win insisted,

for legal reasons, that all farmers names be omitted from the final copy. I was able to get further
data from the First Nations Agricultural producers Survey

(IW), a survey that was delivered to

Manitoba First Nation farmers and included an initial contact list made up of

MAP

loan clients.

Interviews
From the loan client list provided by the First Nations Agricultural producers Survey

(L999),I was able to locate and administer unstructured interviews with

a number

of First Nation

farmers who utilized MIAP. Many of these individuals had given up on agricultural pursuits; many
others were reluct¿nt to get involved; and of those who agreed to interviews, all asked to remain
anonymous due to the controversy surrounding the MIAP program. In addition, I was able

úo

get

valuable information from a number of individuals involved with MIAP or who had an intimate

knowledge of the progftrm. These included Jim Miller, former Economic Development Officer with
Indian Affairs, Stan Bear, of Romanow and BearAssociates and Gord Van Hussen, former MIAP

Training Officer. No one at either the Assembly of Manitoba Chiefs (AMC) or the Southern Chiefs
Organization (SCO) were interested in being interviewed. As well, no one from Manitoba

Agriculture, Farm Credit Canada (FCC) or those connected with Special Agriculnrral and Rural
Development Agreement (Special ARDA) were willing to be interviewed. Of the inærviews
conducted, none were able to provide absolute production, sales, land development or income

figures.
The remaining chapters will discuss the historical background of First Nation agriculture,

MIAP and the contemporary period. Chapter Two gives an historical background to First Nation
agriculture before the MIAP period, while Chapûer Three discusses First Nation agriculture in
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Manitoba during the MIAP period. Chapter Four provides a commentary on the accomplishments

of MAP and Chapter Five examines the weaknesses found in the program. Chapter Six examines
the aftermath of the

MIAP program by analyzing contemporary First Nation agriculture, current

agricultural policies and the implications of those policies while Chapter Seven looks at the future
of First Nation agriculture and offers

a

number of policy recommendations culled from a variety of

sources including government, RCAP, the Manitoba First Nations Strategic Plan, and other sources.
Chapter Eight offers some final concluding comments regarding MIAP based on my own
observations and analysis.
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Chapter Two
The Past: Historical Review of Aboriginal Agriculture

Agriculture has played

a

role in the livelihood sfategies of First Nation in Manitoba since

around the time of the first treaties (Miller, LÐI;Carter, 1991). However, other Aboriginal groups
such as the Iroquoians of the east€rn woodlands (Hurons, Mohawh Oneida" Senaca" Onondaga,

Cayugq Neutral, Tobacco etc.) areas of eastern Canada" shared a strong corn, beans and squashbased agricultural subsistence whereby uptoS}To of their food derived from agricultural pursuits

(Steckley and Cummins, 200 1 ). As Friesen (L997 : 67) states ;

When the French first came into contact with the Hurons they were essentially being
infoduced to some of Canada's most successful farmers. Contrary to popular myth,
Canadian agriculture did not begin with the Alberta or Saskatchewan Wheat Pool!
By Canadian historical standards, farming in this country has virnrally an "ancient"
history.
In Manitoba, the creation of the reserve system, which accompanied the treaty-making
process, meant that First Nation people would no longer be able to pursue traditional activities such
as hunting, fishing, gathering and trappin E, etc.as the sole source of their livelihoods (Dickason,

2000). The limited land base afforded by the reserve system, coupled with the dwindling of the
bison, which had been so important to the economic well-being of First Nation people across the
prairies, meant that an alternative economic base would have to be developed.

With the creation of the reserves, it was generally undersûood at the time that fraditional
livelihood straûegies would no longer be sufficient for First Nation people (Carter, 1991). With
limited tenitory available, it became clear that

a more sedentary

lifestyle woutd be required; and the

it

treaty process sought to facilitate this as well. The crown held the view that agriculture, just as

lured thousands of Europeans into Canada, would be the ideal industry to sustain Hrst Nation
peoples on reserve. In addition, many government officials saw agriculture as a way to assimilate

First Nation people (Treaties, IWB). Further, the First Nation people themselves,

as they saw

their

traditional straûegies rendered useless by over-hunting, land transfer and a burgeoning European
presence, saw agriculture as an opportunity for self-sufficiency in changing times, as illustrated by

Cree Chief Sweetgrass.
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We heard our lands were sold and we did not like it; we don't want to sell our lands;
is our property and no one has the right to sell them. Our country is getting ruined
of fur-bearing animals, hitherto our sole support, and now we are poor and want help
- we want you to pity us. We want cattle, tools, agricultural implements and
assistance in everything when we come to settle - our counüy is no longer able to
support us (Buckley, 1992: 3+3Ð.

it

As Buckley (1992) and Carter ( 1990) note, the terms of the treaties ¿rcross western Canada were
pretty much the same. They included: a grant of land, the Queen's protection, a small per capita
annuity (with higher accounts for chiefs and councilors) and basic farming tools, namely: two hoes,
one spade and one scythe for each farming family; one plough for every úen families; five harrows

for every twenty families; and (for each band) one axe, three saws, a grindstone, an auger,
carpenter'

s

tools, seed, one yoke of oxen, one bull and four cows (Cloutier, 1957). Agriculture,

it

seems, was essential to the reserve concept.

Even at the time, these treaty provisions were by no means generous. Instead, they reflerted
the desire of the government to minimize obligations to First Nations while at the same time,

securing the peaceful relations required to ensure swift settlement and establishment of the new
Canadian economy (Wotherspoon and Satzewich, 199Ì). Although they were

faditionally hurters

and had no real experience living in permanent settlements, the First Nation people of the Canadian

plains were keen

ûo

establish themselves in agriculture. Many could see the times were changing

rapidly, and their historical predisposition towards changes and adaptabiliry assisúed them in
accepting new circumstances and, in some c¿Nes they began to thrive (Rupert's [-and Research

Centre, LWZ). At first, there were early success sûories in the transition to agriculture. For example,
the Dakotapeople arrived in Manitoba with agricultural experience from the United States. They

planted gardens and raised cattle on their reserves (Elias, L99I). [n fact, one of their chiefs planted
test crops and ranked among the earliest farmers to plant the newly developed Red Fife wheat

(Romanow, Bear & Associates, 2000;34-35). An inspector at one Dakota reserve declared the
wheat crops to be "as fine as any

I had

seen among white settlers" (Buckley,

L9V2:3435). Elias

upon the soil and an increasing experience in commercial agriculture..." Mayer (1f45: 35) also
talks of the interestin farming among the Cree, stating:
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The Red Earth Crees, who had earlier fled the chaos of the Plains and settled in a
marshy deltawhere the Saskaæhewan Riverflows intolake V/innipeg, made anew
life baied on potato growing and cattle, which they acquired for themselves,

becoming completely self-sufficient
Others provided further evidence of successful Aboriginal involvement in agriculture. For
instance, Deputy Superintendent of indian Affairs, Frank Pedley (in Rothney, 1975: l8F) when
discussing Aboriginal agriculture noted: "The most satisfactory and encouraging feature of the

situation is the demonstration of the possession by the Indians of a spirit of independence and of

sufficient self-reliance to enable them

üo

hold their own under comparatively difficult conditions."

However, there were detractors to this position as noted by S. Swinford, Indian Agent af the
Manitowapah Agency near Porúage la Prairie who stated that, "the hard, steady work necesm4l to
keep the land freæ from weeds and prepare it for the next year's crop is so contrary to the Indian
nature that

it makes grain-farming

a distasteful

occupation" (In Rothnay,1975: 183). Sounding

like a Chicago school type of opinion (see Wotherspoon and Satzewich, L9%), which holds that
"elements of Aboriginal culture create a ctrlture of poverty'' (Wotherspoon and Satzewich,1993:

3), these detracûors seem to be arguing, much like Naglar (lE7Ð does that the Aboriginal cultural
system breeds a culture of poverfy. Naglar
succeed and achieve economic

(Lns),

believes that Aboriginal people are unable to

mobility because of the absence of a culturally-sanctioned work ethic

and the lack of emphasis on the value of education when compared to non-Aboriginal people. Such
víews frequently override consideration of the material factors behind the culture involved. Thus,

what Naglar interprets as a cultural trait of Aboriginal people may instead be a rational reaction to
their own circumstances. Consequently, the surface phenomenon of apparent cultural traits are often
blamed for poverty. As Wyatt (T973:4) states when paraphrasing several books (published in
1971 and IWZ) on the life of Canadian Aboriginal people:

Both the poor and the savages are uncivilizdable - not successfut ll city gjvllization
and not eãsily made successful. For both, the failure to be civilized is attributed to
the failed themselves: savages remain savages because they lack culture; the poor
remain in the eulture "of poverly" because its values, rules, and expectations are
learned early in life. Outsìde influences are never cited as c¿uses for failure."
However, contrary to this Chicago school of thoughl Carter(1990), Elias (L99I), Buckley
(1996), Wotherspoon and Satzewich (!993) and The Royal Commission for Aboriginal Peoples
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feel that the failure of reserve agriculture was not due to lack of effort or inûerest on behalf of First
Nation people, but was the direct result of inappropriate policies implemented by the federal
government. As the Royal Commission For Abori ginal Peoples (RCAP) notes:

In the decade after 1885, government policies made it virually impossible for
reserve agriculture to zucceed because farmers were prevented from using the
technology required for agricultural activity to succeed in the West. The promotion
of reserve land surrender after the turn of the century further precluded the hope that
agriculture could form the basis of a stable economy on the reserves. (RCAP, 1996:
868).

This view is shared by Buckley (I9V2:36) who states:

As things turned ouÇ the hoes and scythes which the treaties promised were soon
obsoleûe, rrs were the wooden ploughs and the oxen, and for the next hundred years
reserve agriculture floundered, as government continued to deny its legitimaûe needs.
This is but one example of what makes a liæral interpretation of the treaties
untenable in any but a strict legal sense

Another argument against the failure of Aboriginal agriculture on reserves, as expounded by

Tough ( 1996), involves the fact that off-reserve farm labour became an important component of the
post-1870 Aboriginal economy. Indian Commissioner Simpson reported in 1871 that; "...in the
province of Manitoba, where labour is scarce, Indians give great assistance in gathering in the crops
and I found many farmers whose employees were nearly all Indians" (Canadian Sessional Papers,

Indian Affairs, 1872: 3t). Another annual report in 1901 noted the example of Aboriginal
participation in off-reserve farm labour in Sandy Bay, stating that; "The greater part of the adult
male portion of the band came down to work in the Manitoba grain fields during harvest and

threshing" (Canadian Sessional Papers, Indian Affairs, 1801: 98). Tough (1996:,202) staæd this
"was seen as distracting from reserve development." He goes on to give examples:

Indian Agent Jackson argued that the Ebb and Flow band 'go out to work with
farmers a good deal and neglect their own places." Similarly, findian Agentl
Swinford recorded that Indians "can get such súeady work at good wages with the
settlers that it is difficult úo keep them on their reserves long enough to look afær
their own little farms in a proper manner." In this sense, farm wage labour
conflicted with reserve gardening and the policy priorities of the Department of
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Indian Affairs (Tough, L996: 2O2).
As a result, the failure of reserve agriculture during this time, can be attributed to the attraction

of

off-reserve farm labour opportunities, and not due to cultural traits or simply the failure of
government policies.

However, others point to govemment policy, which was heavily influenced by the thought
that Aboriginal peoples cultural traits were uncivilized, as the reasons for the failure of on-reserve

agriculture. Early agriculture policy on reserves played a small role within a larger policy

framework for dealing with First Nation people and settling them into the reserve sysûem (Buckley,
LWZ).The main policy goal, beyond economic development, was the civilizing of a people that were
largely viewed as inferior. This overriding policy goal was set up within a larger plan that involved
missions, residential schools, farm instructors and alargeteam of civil servants, including "Indian

Agents" who set out to absorb First Nation people into the mainstream economy (Buckley, 1992:
3e).
It was this overriding belief that Aboriginal people were backward and inferior, a view held
by key government officials that led to the establishment of policies which not only did not facilitate
development, but entrenched dependency and povefy inûo the First Nation communities. One of the
early archiæcts of Indian policy on the prairies for the federal government was Hayter Reed.
Beginning his civil service career as an Indian Agent, Reed's beliefs and approaches led to his
bureaucratic rise to Deputy Superintendent General of Indian Aftairs in 1893. Reed held the belief
that the Aboriginal people were inherently inferior. He believed it was the government's

responsibility to manage the affairs of the "ignorant savages" (Carter, I99O: t42). Under Reed's
leadership, the role of the Indian Agent was solidified as a paternalistic dictator who should readily

utilize his power and control within the Indian reserves to forcibly change Indian character and
culture.

By 18&t, Aboriginal leaders were complaining that treaty obligations were not being
honoured (Rupert s [-and Research Centre, I992).The supplies agrædupon in the treaties proved
inadequaúe, and frequently seeds, tools, oxen, and rations that First Nation had been promised never

arrived (Ireaties, \WS). The governments reply was that "the Indians had no good reason for
serious complainl... They were most generously treated by the govemment far beyond any
expectations they could have entertained under the most liberal inûerpretation of the treaties"
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(Vankoughnet, 1884In Treaties, 1978: 8O). Several explanations for the governments actions have
been advanced. One is that the Aboriginal peoples of Manitoba and the North West Territories

were, in the governments opinion, not yet sufficiently advanced to make the best use of the

promised ûools, livesûock and schools (Treaties, LW9). Another possibility is that the government
either believed that minimizing government assistance would force Indians to greaúer self-

sufficiency or the half-heart€d nature of government policies toward Aboriginal people wÍN simply
due to budgetary restraints

(Iitley,

19t36).

Another reason for not honouring government promises, as suggested by the Rupert's t-and
Research Centre (1992: 149) was that the "Victorian mind-set'' impelled government leaders to

instituæ such farming policies. This mind set is also investigaûed by Prentice (L977) in terms of

improving Canada's lower classes through education. According to Prenúce (LyT1), social theorists
of the late 1800s believed that societies developed on an evolutionary basis, that Aboriginal peoples
were primitive and had to pass through the various stages of social development before reaching the

civilized condition. Because each society had to pass though all the stages, being unable to leap
from Sûone Age

ûo the

nineteenth century in one bound, Aboriginal people were prevented from

using any state-of-the-art techniques that were available to their socially advanced neighbours. The

imposition of what was essentially peasant agriculture and the restrictions against the use of laboursaving devices were designed to assist Indian societies to pass through all the evolutionary stages

of

social development in sequence (Rupert's [-and Research Centre, 1992: Prentice, IW7).

In spite of these obstacles, Aboriginal farmers had considerable success. Some managed to
buy necessary equipment without Department aid by pooling their money and sharing costs of
machinery. Flandicapped as they were, Aboriginal farmers in the late 19th century were showing
signs of becoming successful agriculturalists. Hull (L982) reports that in the Treaty Six and Seven
areas in Saskarchewan, Aboriginal people were actively interested in becoming farmers, that

Aboriginal farmers steadily increased the number of acres under cultivation, and that they were able
to grow enough food for both subsistence and occasional sale in the market. In fact, both Carter
(1990) and Buckley

(lWz)

argue that Aboriginal people were quickly producing higher quality

wheat and cattle than their non-Aboriginal neighbours.

However, by the late 1880s, settlers were complaining of 'unfair' competition from

Aboriginal farmers. A petition from residents of Battleford, Saskatchewan, in 1888, "proûested
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Indians raising produce that was so high-quality and so abundant that they, the whiæ settlers, were
shut out of local markets (Carter, 1989:36). The result of these proûests caused Reed to instituæ the

approved system of farming policy in 1899. The approved system of farming, was inænded to
"destroy... the tribal or communist system... and implant a spirit of individual responsibility
instead" (Reed. [n Carter, 1989:30). The approved sysûem of farming dictaæd thatAboriginal
farms were to remain small. One acre of wheat, one acre of roots and vegetables, and one corv were
considered sufficient as a subsistence base for most families (Carter, 1989).
One year later, the Indian

Act amendments of 1890 prohibited the selling of produce and

livestock by Aboriginal farmers (Tobias, L9ß;Treaties, Iy78). For example, section 32 of the 1890

IndianAct

states that;

A transaction of any kind whereby

a band or a member thereof purports to sell,

barter, exchange, gíve or otherwisê dispose of cattle or other animals, grain or hay, .
whether witd õr cültivaæd, or root crops or plants or their products from a reserve in
maniúoba, Saskaúchewan or Alberta, tó a person other thana member of that band" is
void unless the superintendent approves fhe transaction in writing. (Indian Act. In

Rothney, 1975:

t&).

The 1890 amendments to the Indian Act limiæd on-reserve farms to forty acres, while early
settlers were allotted a minimum of quarter section (160 acres) farms

úo get

started. Further, while

the settler farmers were intensifying profit yielding grain crops, Reed preferred First Nation farmers
to plant root crops, whose labor intensive cultivation he felt would æach the Aboriginal farmers

diligence and attentiveness (Romanow, Bea¡ & Associates, 2000). Without adequately sized farms,
First Nation producærs muld aspire to no more than peasant agriculture (Buckley, L992). Further,
the 1890s brought even more restrictions to First Nation farming, most notably, the introduction

of

the permit system. The permit system, in which Aboriginals were required to obtain a permit from
the local Indian Agent ûo either purchase or sell goods, effectively eliminated the single greatest

incentive to any economic activity on the reserve or anywhere - money. Aboriginal farmers were
paid with

*chits' for their produce that could be exchanged for goods only at the local store

(Buckley,1992).
The permit system afforded the Indian Agents a great deal of authority on the reserve, and
there are numerous historical accounts of the agents using this authority as a device for control

(Getty & Smith, Iï79;Hoxie, 1fA9). If there was a band member that the agent did not like, or a
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transaction he did not approve of, for any reason, he could deny or delay a permit indefinitely

(Buckley, 1992). While there were cases of individual Aboriginal fatmers who did achieve some
measure of success, they were usually individuals selecæd by the Indian Agent for their

"whiteness" or "progressiveness" (Carter, 199O: I47). Though no data could be located
concerning how often Indian Agents were approached to approve sales/purchases of agricultural
items, there are numerous accounts of the permilchit system and Indian Agent influences on
reserve agriculture (See Getty

& Smith, L978; Goodwill and Sluman, t9%;Elias, 1988; Hoxie,

Lgl39',Carter, 1990 and Buckley, L992). Buckley (quoting Elias, 1988) gives an example of one
such Indian Agent by stating thaü

The permit system was condemned by many settlers who "were incapable of
imagìning themselves having üo operate under such strictures," but the government
paid no heed and the more enthusiastic agents could make the system ev€n worse.
V/.4. Markle, who had charge of several o'go-ahead" Dakota bands in the 1890s,
was rigorous in his enforcement of the ban on credit "In this wâ]," said he, "I
hope tó assist the indians to spend their gains from farming to best advantage." He
expropriated cattle which the Dakota had purchased and hired an instructor, whose
main duty was to search out offenders in the matter of alcohol purchase. (Buckley,
1993: fl).
Furthermore, Aboriginal farmers were forbidden to use machinery or have labour-saving
devices and were expected to make most of their own tools themselves.

It

was felt that

if Aboriginal

farmers could not bring in their harvests by hand, they were expecûed to hire extra labour, or else
refurn some of their reserve lands to the Crown (Carter, 1989). The government's reasoning
according to Carter ( 1989) and the Rupert's I-and Research Centre (I9y2) was that the busier

Aboriginat farmers tvere, the less opportunities they would have to get into trouble. Collective
farming was also forbidden, because, according

ûo

Reed, community ownership would not

encourageAboriginal people "to become self-sufficient as individuals not as bands" (Carter,

l%9:34). Superintendent-General Dewdney noted in 1889 that:

One of the most assuring indications of the growth of advanced ideas among the
Indians recently taken in hand is the willingness, and in some cases preference,
shown by many of them ûo accept of separate lots of lands, over whicþ th_ey can
exerciseindiviãual control as locatees..- the ownership within recogntzÊd,bounds
a location inspires the holder of it with a desire to improve his holding, and with

of

úo which, undertheprevailing sy-qtgm of co_mmunity
previously
a complete stranger. (Indian Affairs, 1889).
of ownership, he was

wholesome sþiritof emulation,
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IndianAffairs actively opposed communal production in favourof private competition. The
rationale offered for this policy according to Rothney (1E75) reflected capitalistic ideology of
private land ownership and the encouragement of iqdividual self-sufficiency. According to Rothney

OnÐ,instead of channeling communal sharing into collective economic planning, government
officials supported individualistic, bourgeois culture. Hence, drawing on the 1895-'96lndian
Affairs annual report, Tazlow (1971:93) notes:

Gradually these northern [north of the N. Sask R] reserve Indians began putring in
crops, and some even began to show a change of outlook that caused Agent John
Ross of Saddle l¿ke Reserve to rejoice: "they are displaying more thrift and the
former custom of sharing with their neighbours and of giving feasts when their
supplies were in a flourishing condition, has nearly altogether ceased, and they now
put in practice the maxim of 'every man for hinrself."'
However, private lots and individualistic culture minimized potential economies of scale artd
collective bargaining power, thus facilitating the severe subordination of Aboriginal communities to
state and capltal. Therefore,

it has been suggested that the-fortures of Aboriginal peoples

was directly and indirectly tied to the larger fortunes of Canadian capitalism (Rothney,

as

farmers

t975;

Dempsey, 197 8: W'otherspoon and Satzewich, 1993)
Furthermore, the idea of the self-sufficient farmer and independent yeoman farmer, meeting

all the family's needs through home-farm production, is "another one of the myths, dear to the
hearts of Canadian intellectuals like Sæphen l-eacock, created and treasured by non-agricultural

urbanites" @upert's Land Research Centre, L992: 149).In fact, few Aboriginal farmers.wereable'
to survive solely on what they produced for their o\ryn use. Farms and farmers flourish only when
they have access to commercial markets, a point that has been well-made by a number of Canadian
historians in studies of the development of agriculture in Quebec, Ontario, the Atlantic provinces

andRedRiver@umstead,,1987;Clark, 1968; Eccles, 1969;Little, 19&9; McCallurn, 1980; Spry,

InÐ. Cree farmers were no more able to survive on the produce

of their few acres than Frencli-

Canadian habitants, Ontario yeoman, and Metis farmers were on theirs (Rupert's l-and Resea¡ch

Cenfte,19E2).

In addition, Lipset (1968) and Rothney (l97s) point out that Mennonite settlements, which

initially appeared in Manitoba during the 1870s, had experienced steady, relative eeonomic success
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alongside community economic cooperation (as was also experienced by Hutterite colonies

first

established on the prairies during rWorld \Mar I). Eventually, most prairie farmers undertook
cooperative action, building bees, cooperative barn raisings, pooled purchases, cooperative

harvesting and threshing as well as shared ownership of large machinery. Moreover, as a reaction
against monopolistic surplus appropriation, non-Aboriginal farmers increasingly relied upon

collective marketing and politicat lobbying. For examplç, in 1901, the Grain Growers Association
was launched and

in 1906 it formed

a

farmers' cooperative grain handling agency. Over the next

two years the Manitoba branch (along with the Saskaæhewan and Alberta branches) passed
resolutions in favour of nationalization of all grain elevators. By 1916, 28,000 out of 104,000
Saskatchewan farmers belonged to the G.G.A. (Lipset, I 968).

It is clear that self-employed non-Aboriginal farmers relied upon collective action in their
struggle against monopoly capital. In so doing, they made much use of electoral political pressure.
On the other hand, because of the terms of wardship imposed upon registered Indians, First Nation

farmers were roundly criticized for doing in the 19th century what became the norm in the 20th
century (Rupert's l¿nd Research Centre,lWz).
The stated purpose of the lsg0IndianActlegislation was to teach status Indians to cultivate

theirfarms. In practice, the prohibition made reserve agriculture even less viable by preventingthem
from competing with Euro-Canadian farmers in whatfew commercial markets there were (fobias,
1983 ; Treati es, L97 8;Tough, 1996).

Further undermining of the development of reserve agriculture, as explained by

V/otherspoon and Satzewich (1993), took the form of dispossessing Indian bands on the prairies

of

their most valuable and productive farmland which they had chosen under the terms of the treaties.
As noted by Carter (1990), during the turn of the centur], residents (including town merchants and
surrounding white farmers) in the Broadview area of Saskatchewan had for several years covetously
eyed the lands reserved for the Crooked I¿kes band. They sent letters and petitions and met

with

govemment officials to press for the annexation of reserve land. For example, a lW2 petition to

Clifford Sifton, the Minister of the Interior, stated that:

whereas the proximity of ttre Reservation seriously retards the development of these
towns [Broaãview and Whitewood]...[and] whereas the Reservation whichoccupies
an area of two hundred and eighty-hve square-miles is much in excess of the
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requirements of the present Indian population... that the honorable Minister of the
interior use his bestõffices to provide the assent of the Indians to thc sale of this
land to actual settlers. (Deparnnent of the Interior, I9üZ)

Of the approximately

2N

signatures on the petition, the majority consisted of town

merchants or surrounding area farmers. The government eventually relented and transferred the
most productive of the reserve lands to private settler control (Depailrnent of Indian Affairs, 1902).

A similar
(Coates

instance in Manitoba occurred in The Pas

in 1879

and the St. Peter's Band

in 1907

& Morrison, 1986). Wotherspoon and Satzewich (1993) argue that the dispossession of

Aboriginat lands and the failed Aboriginal agricultural policies were the result of particular classbased interests. The existence of land reserved for

Aboriginal people was identified

as a

barrier to

the economic interests of non-Aboriginal farmers and businesses.

As a result of the approved system of farming policy, Status Indians were effectively
prevented from working what agricultural land they had, and then the fact of uncultivated land on
reserves was used as an excuse to force surrender of the land for use by non-Aboriginal settlers.

In

fact, Rothney identiñes the expropriation of reserve lands as one of several external factors which
conflicted with reserve agriculture. For instance, in 1.907-08 the law was changed to promote the
sale of reserve lands (Indian

Affairs, 1873; Rothney, LnÐ. Prairie Commissioner, Laird, wrote:

The amendment in the new law which permits of fiffry percent of the money derived
from the sale of surrendered lands being immediately used, and the investment of
the returns in oufitting lndians for work and enabling them to improve the
conditions in which they live, has led many of the Indians to make surrenders.
(Indian Affairs , 1873:2I)

I¿ird attempted to rationalize government encouragement of private purchases of reserve lands by
stating that the "Indians were unable to make use of all the reservç lands (Laird. In Rothney, 1975:
166). In addition to the sale of uncultivated reserve lands, some Aboriginals were persuaded to

move away from prime agricultural land to new reserve sites. According to Zaslow (197 L: 232-

233\:'By a move that

gave rise to much long, bitter controversy, the historic SL Peter's Reserve,

near Selkirk, Manitoba, was exchanged for another near Fisher River (Peguis) along the coast

of

I-ake Winnipeg, rvhich was deemed better suited to the Indians occupational interests and threw

fewer urban temptations in their way."
Along with land surrenders, government Indian farm policy was guarante€d to prevent
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Aboriginal success when it shut them out of competition with white settlers and took away potential
agricultural land. It is not difficult to conclude, as Carter (1989: 50) has done, "that the
administration acted not to promote the agriculture of the indigenous population, but to provide an

optimum environment for the immigrant settler."
Carter (1990), also argues that rather than develop and implement policies that could assist
the First Nation people with the est¿blishment of a viable economic base, the Federal Government
appeared much more concerned with acculturation and assimilation of the Aboriginal people. Carter

stipulates that it was expected, at this early point in federal Indian policy, fhat the backward First

Nation people would gradually be "trained for enfranchisement and for the privileges and
responsibilities of citizenship" (Carter, 19902146). In this light, a long-term economic development
strategy for reserves would not be seen as important. Despite the fact that successftrl aboriginal

agriculture could be viewed as a form of acculturation, given that agriculture dominated the
Canadian economy, it can be argued, as Rothney

GnÐ

and Wotherspoon and Satzewich (1993)

do, that the fortunes of Aboriginal people as farmers was directly tied to the larger fortunes

of

Canadian capitalism. In other words, the initial success of Aboriginal farmers created conflict

with

non-Aboriginal farmers. Given the limited nature of local markets for the sale of produce in western
Canada in the late 19th and early 20th centuries, Aboriginal farmers were competing

forthe same

urban markets as non-Aboriginal farmers. The latter saw government assistance to Aboriginals

farming

as

for

unfair competition. Local farmers in western Canada appear to have successfully lobbied

federal and provincial levels of government to engage in practices and implement legislation to
undermine Aboriginal fârmers' ability to compete. The argument here is that state policy, despite its
possible intention of assimilatingAboriginal people through agriculture, was in potential conflict

with non-Aboriginal producers who were seeking the same markets. This undermined the
development of reserve agriculture which involved the forced sale of more productive lands,

restrictions on the sale of produce, and restrictions on Aboriginal farmers' use of technologies to
increase productivity.

Wotherspoon and Satzewich (1993), point out several explanations for state policies
concerning Aboriginal agriculture at this time. They insist that:

The dispossession of Indian lands was not effected simply because of "bad
planning," incompetence, or maliciousness on the part of state officials. Second,
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it

was not "white" people in the abstract that pressed for the dispossession of Indians
from their l¿nd, but rather "white" people who occupied particular positions in the
relations of production: those who had particular class-based interests. Thírd, the
existence of land reserved for Indians was identified as a banier to the economic
interests of farmers and small businesses. And fourth, businessmen and farmers
placed pressure on the state to engage in particular practices that were in their best
interests, but that were clearly not in the best interests of Indian people. Certain
classes of 'white" people were able to use the political system to suppress the
ability of Indians to establish an independent agricultural base (Wotherspoon and
Satzewich, I993:256)

In short what appears to be a case where Indian Affairs officials did not have Aboriginal
farmers best interests in mind, instead appears to be a situation where Indian Affain officials had
land speculators and small business interests at heart when they undertook to dispossess Aboriginal
people of theirland. This is an example of the contradictory nature of the pressures faced by the
state in the area of Aboriginal agriculture that some (such as Wotherspoon and Satzewich, 1993)

would argue existed throughout the remainder of the 20th Century.
The expropriation of reserve lands on the prairies peaked near the end of V/orld V/ar

I

(Rothney, LnÐ. By the time of the depression, Aboriginal agriculture was decreasing rapidly
(Indian Affairs, 1990). It appears that the depression had a more negative impact on Aboriginal than

non-Aboriginal farmers. In the context of the mechanization of agriculture and the growth in farm
size, particularly after the depression, Aboriginal farmers were less able to compete than they had
been

(Iyler,I966;'Wotherspoon and Satzewich, 1993). Because Aboriginal farmers could not

mortgage reserye-based properly, they had resticted access to credit to fïnance expansion and

mechanization (Dempsey, 1978). This process is reflected in the Indian Affairs (1990) Annual
Report figures between L8l99-LgM. From 1899 to 1T29, Abonginal people gained 31.5 percent of
their total income from farming and ranching activities which represented the most important source

of income over wage related work, fishing, ftapping and hunting. However, during the period from
1930-1939 this farm figure drops toZl%o and after 1!)4O declines to 20.8 percent. In addition,

during the L9Æ-I9Æ period wage related work replaced farm activities as the most important
source of income for Aboriginal people rising to 30.8 percent (Wotherspoon atd Satzewich, 1993).

Further evidence can be found in Tough's
1896

- 1935. Using income

(lWz)

analysis of Aboriginal income between the years

data from the Deparfrnent of Indian Affairs, Tough noted that in many

regions of Manitoba, First Nation agriculture dropped in all regions during the 18f}6 - 1935 period
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except the Manitowpah region (which included reserves in the Interlake area such as l¿ke

St

Martin and Winnipegosis) (fough, t992). Additionally, wages in all areas rose considerably
supporting the figures fromWotherspoon and Satzewich (1993). Collectively, then, these sources
suggest that the economic marginalizationof Aboriginal farmers was finalized in the 20th century.

However, Tough (1992: ftí) does state that there is a "lack of useful information in the
annual reports after L917" and that there is an "overall paucity of archival records for the

Deparfnent of Indian Affairs after the IV2O's." In addition, I have found that Indian Affairs
records after the 194Os tend not to list agricultural incornes suggesting that agricultural figures were

not important or were too insignificant to be included in income figures following the 19Os.

During this time, govemment assistance and wage related work become the dominant incomes of
First Nation people according to the statistics from Indian Affairs reported in'Wotherspoon and
Satzewich (1993). Furttrermore, statistics for agricultural incomes of First Nation producers are
impossible to find until the Manitoba Agricultural Survey was completedinl9Tl.
Given these circumstances and the availability of government assistance and cash wages offreserve, particularly during World War

II when general labour shortages were acute, it is not

surprising that many First Nation farmers gave up on farming to pursue either government
assistance or casual labor, typically on off-reserve non-Aboriginal farms (Romanow, Bear

&

Associates,2000). The ertd result of govenrment policy therefore, was the virn¡al destruction of the
on-reserve agricultural economy and the creation of a low wage casual pool that was very much to
the benefit of the non-Aboriginal farmers (Romanow, Bear & Associates, 2000). As the on-reserve

farms were being cut or limited in size, non-Aboriginal farms were growing as fast as the farmers
could afford to purchase more land (Romanow, Bear & Associates, 2000).

Knight (1978) Lithman (L984), Louglnan (1996) and RCAP (1996) all suggest that it was
during the posr1945 period that there developed a "welfare economy" on reserves. Aborigínal
peoples appear to have been displaced from their jobs by returning war veterans and immigrant

workers who were recruitedfor unskilled manual labour employment beginning in the late l,940s.

In addition, Clement (1988) suggests that the large-scale economic marginalization of Aboriginal
peoples in the farming economies of the prairies began with the renewed capitaliz.ation,

mechanization, and "decasualization" of labour that was associated with the resource boom in the
1950s and 1fb0s. Furthermore, the Indian Act amendments of 1951 abolished the pass system and
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the

rightto buy and sell withoutpermission was recognized.In addition, the Expropriations Act was

repealed, as were clauses concerning land surrenders without Band consenL However, the original

philosophy of the 1876IndianAct of civilize and assimilate was notabandoned, norwas the goal of
speedy integration (freaties,

ln

Ð.

During parliamentary hearings before the passage of the 1951 Indian Act Amendments, the
Indian Association of Alberta noted the anomalous position of the Superintendent General in
relation to the Crown and his clients, stating:

Difficulties appear to have arisen in Indian Affairs because the same person has
sought to act and represent both the Crown and the Indians.... In this inconsistent
position... he has, thèrefore, leaned heavily in favour of the Crown, it being the
stronger, more vocal and the more affluent of the two parties (Treaties, 1978: 138).
Even so, the new Act did not significantly alter the paternalistic approach of the government. Frrst

Nation people continued to be wards of ttre state in need of civilization and assimilation (Ponting

&

Gibbins, 1980).
During the following period (1959-1969) INAC expenditures grew three times as fast as
federal government expenditures as a whole (Loughran, L996). First Nation special status coupled

with First Nation poverty and a high rate of population growth (particularly from the 1950s), was
clearly creating

a

financial problem for the federal goveriment (loughran, 1996).

As a result, there were sÖme government efforts to reverse the damaging effects of early
policies during the early 1960s. One attempt, according to Ponting and Gibbins (1980), failed
because the old philosophy and the old rules remained in place. A test program in the early 1960s

calledthe Community DevelopmentProgram, which was designedto mobilizeAboriginal
populations by creating better social and economic conditions through community participation,

initiative, and self-reliance was organized on62reserves. Though not solely designed to help
Aboriginal agriculture, the test program did attempt to include reserve agriculture

as part

of its

program (Rupet's l¿rtd Research Centre, L992). However, Ponting and Gibbins (1980) as well as
Weaver (1981), contend that the progam:

...disintegrated in a welter of bureaucratic infighting and conflicts among the
community development staff, Indian agents, senior bureaucrats, and factions in the
Indiancommunities. The communitydevelopment staff, tornbetweenloyalty totheir
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employer and to the Indian people, frequently found themselves as partisans on the
side of the Indians against the government and as such their support and
effectiveness within the Indian Affairs bureaucracy rapidly dissipated (Ponting &
Gibbins, 1980:21).
Superintendents resented challenges to their authority, and their dissatisfaction bounded up the

bureaucratic ladder. The program was terminated with the realization that the Departmenl's
continued existence was at stake (Weaver, 1981).
In mid 1fb8, a majority Liberal Government was elected with Pierre Trudeau as kime

Minister. This government, in its early yearr¡, pursued its policy of a "Just Society." Consistent
with its liberal individualism and its concern about expenditures on First Nations and about Fírst
Nation dependency on government, the Trudeau Government in 1969, issued its Indian policy
paper known as the "White paper," which attempted to terminate the Indian Affairs Branch and

eliminate Indian Special status, among other things (.oughran,IÐ6iWeaver, 1981). V/ithin a year,
in the face of a strong, negative reaction from Indian leaders, provincial governments and the general

publiç, the Prime Mnisterformally withdrew the policy. The episode soured relations between First
Nation leaders and the governÍient and indicated to the government that if greater integration with
Canadian society was to occur and the future drain on finances was to cease, First Nation government relations had to be recast so as to undo, or to avoid creating or reinforcing, special
dependencies on government.

With this in mind, programs such

as the

Agricultural and Rural Development Act (ARDA),

Special Agricultural and Rural DevelopmentAgreements (Special

ARDAS),

and Economic and

Regional DevelopmentAgreements (ERDAS) were createdunderthe newlycreated Departmentof
Regional Economic Expansion (DREE). These programs were to coordinate their activities with the
developmental activities of otherfederal deparfrnents and the provincial governments. These
programs were supposed to mobilize more comprehensive, multidimensional attacks on regional
disparities (t oughran, IÐ6). Furthermore:

Provincial input was encouraged throughjoint, regional policy and adminishative
committees, andthrough provincial involvementindefining thefoci of subsidiary
agreements (I-oughran, 1996: 1O9).
However, these programs had very little success in bringing reserve lands into effective
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agricultural use (RCAP,I996),partly because DREEdid not have, in general, sufficientfinancial
clout nor organizational power to perform these duties fl.oughran ,1996). By the early 1970s, First

Nation people, for the most part, had given up on the agriculture indusûy as a component of the
reserve economy despite the fact that agriculture was developing and thriving in non-Aboriginal

communities (Romanow, Bear & Associates, 2000). Figures from the Manitoba Agricultural

Information Survey (Manitoba Agricultural hogram Committee,l97l) show that by 1971, there
were only 52 self-supporting Aboriginal farmers in Manitoba, earning an estimated $3,2OO perfarm

unit (over 907o of these farmers were earning much of their income from offfarm activities) (MIAP
1980). This earnings estimate was significantly below the

(Manitoba Agriculture,

lnÐ.

lïl?Manitoba

average of 5L4,225

The Manitoba Agricultural Program Committee

On D also points

out that the Indian agricultural gross farm production was $465,000 compared to the Manitoba
gross agricultural production of $525,109,000. In addition it was reported that less than 477o

of

actual agricultural land (170,000 acres) on the 26 reserves identified as being within the Manitoba

agricultural zone was actually developed

inl9Tl,and muçh of that was being farmed by non-

Aboriginal farmçrs (P.M. Associates, Ly78). This was the result, according to P.M. Associates
(1978), of a number of factors including undercapitalization and a lack of machinery and technical
knowledge on the part of Aboriginal farmers (Manitoba Agricultural Program Committee, Ln D.
However, Baron (1873) offers a number of alternative views as to why Aboriginal farming
was almost non-existenl He recounts a story told to him by

Rl Anderson

member who helped form the Manitoba Indian Agricultural Committee

in

(a Fairford Reserye
197

I and would later

become chairman of MIAP). At the time, Indian Affairs provided very hard to get loans to farmers

who showed great potential. Anderson recalled:

To see that the loan was secure, Federal officials monitored his farm operations. He
recalls learning of one visit when he, and his wife and a couple of hired men were in
the fields building fences and breaking land to seed tame forages. One officer saw
little sign of work around the buildings and didn't bother to seek out Anderson.
"And," he says, "he drew up a report saying that we weren't making progress."
(Baron, 1973¡ 12- l4).
Anderson also offered anotherexample of IndianAffairs clumsiness:

An Indian farmer with

a loan

from the Departnent suffered a tractor breakdown
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eârly ìn haying. He paid for the tractor repairs with a cheque. Dgspite the fact he had
just sold sóme cattle and he knew he had money in the bank, it bounced. The reason,
he discovered, was that Departrnent officials had put the cattle money into his
savings account where witlidrawals could only be made with their approval. (Baron,
1973:14).
Baron

QnÐ

also lists a number of other reasons why Aboriginal farming has been a

failure, based on discussions with

helpformMIAP. He

a

number of First Nation farmers, nulny of whom would later

states that:

Indians never had the background to farm successfully. Most weren't raised on a
didn't belong to 4H clubs and didn't grow up with farm fathers who could
show them how to make farm management decisions... lAlso] when reserve farms
were managed by the Canadian Government's Indian Affairs Branch,band
members hád nochance to develop their management abilities and their confidence.
That's why their interest in farming died... and why band farms in Manitoba tryere
done away with in 1957. (Baron,1973: I2).

f,arm,

By

the early 1970s, it was apparent that government programs were inadequate to the needs

of Aboriginal farmers and the first seeds rl'ere sorryn to develop a new progrcm that would be

Aboriginal driven and not reinforce special dependencies on government. This program would
eventually become MIAP (See ChapterThree).

ConcluSion
In the late 19th and early

2fth centt¡ries

some promising starts were made at reserve

agricultural developmenL HoweveÌ, commercial land pressures, divisive Indian Affairs policies,
concentrated merchant bargaining power, the attraction of off-reserve farm income, and the Indian

Act, stifled the progress. Aboriginal farmers were effectively prevented from working what
agricultural land they had, and then the fact ofuncultivated land on reserves was used as an excuse
to force surrender of the land for use by non-Aboriginal settlers further disrupting Aboriginal

agriculture. Govemment Indian farm policy \Mas guaranteed to prevent Aboriginal success when
shut them out of competition

with non-Aboriginal settlers

as a result

it

of pressures from non-

Aboriginal merchants and settlers. Presented in these terms, an analysis of Aboriginal agriculture
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must be grounded in the consideration of Aboriginal peoples' struggles for subsistence and
survival underchanging material circumstances. In addition, the status of Aboriginal agriculture

within Canada has been severely affecæd by the role played by the state in regulating Aboriginal
life. Resenünent and despair were the predictable outcomes, and manyAboriginal farmers
abandoned their farms to look for other means to survive. In sum, to quote Rothney

GfiL: I75)

'hnderdevelopment has long been characteristic çf native communities caught in capitalistdominated, social relations of production." In the next chapter, I will discuss the history of MIAP

from its early inception to its demise in 1993.
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ChapterThree
A Hisúory of MIAP

Introduction
Historically, Governmentprogramming and managementof the agricultural industry on
First Nations reserves was project oriented and ad hoc in application. Progress had been slow and

infinitesimal in results (MIAB 1980). In addition, Baron (1973) comments that overly generous
welfare programs discouraged Aboriginal people from working and that many First Nation
members with farm management ability and other agricultural talents had left the reserves to t¿ke

opportwrities elsewhere. However, In 1970, the DeparEnent of Indian Affairs introduced a policy of
Program Review and Development, the underlyingprinciples of which included jointprogram

planning and consultation by First Nation community members and organizations, the Provinces
and the Deparfrnent. As a result of this policy, throughout the

mid 1970s and 1980s, beginning with

MIAP, Indian and Northern Affairs Canada furtded a series of agricultural programs across the
prairies that included

in 197 5 the Saskatchewan Indian Agricultural hogram (Kennedy,

1980;

Resource Initiatives Ltd. (a), 1985), in 1979 the Albert¿ IndianAgriculhral Development

Corporation (AIADC, 1986), and in 1984 the Indian Agricultural Program of Ont¿rio (IAPO, 1984;
Resource Initiatives Ltd. (b), 1985). In Manitoba,

beginninginl9Tl,the Manitoba Indian

Agricultural Committee (MIAC) was formed (Northern Affairs, 1983) to draft

a proposal that

called

for First Nation to direct an Aboriginal agricultural progrrim. From this committee, the Manitoba
Indian Agdcultural Program (MIAP) would arise in 1975.

Pre-MIAPPeriod
The concept of MIAP actually began in 1fb9 with a conference at the Viscount Gort Motel
on what was referred to as the "Manitoba Project,o'which discussed the merits of First Nation
people planning and programming programs (much of which still continues today) specif,tcally

for

their communities (Manitoba Project, L969). The emphasis of this conference was on discussing
the devolution of programs managed by Indian and NorthernAffairs Canada (INAC) and the

transfer of these programs and their resources to First Nation people. Farming was included in the
discussions despite the fact that INAC did not have a stand alone program for Aboriginal
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agriculture. The Manitoba Project discussions illustrated the potential for agricultural development
on reserve communities and exposed the lack of an overall agricultural development policy. In

addition, it identified the need for the planning and development of a regional agricultural program
through consultation with Aboriginal people and appropriate federal and provincial agencies.
Shortly after, in 1970, the Deparlrnent of Indian Affairs introduced a policy of Program Review and

Developmenf the underlying principles of which included joint prograrh planning and consultation
by First Nations, the Provinces and the Departrnent (Baron,

LnÐ.In

keeping with this policy, "the

Federal Departrnent of Indian Affairs requesûed a commitúee be set up to develop a new farming

prograrnl'@aron, 1973: I2). To this end, the Manitoba Indian Agricultural Committee (MIAC)
was formed

inl97l

for the purpose of identiffing resources, potentials, current activities, problems

and overall program needs. The

MIAC committçe included First Nation farmers Ed Anderson

(Chairman), Çhief Howard Stan, James Moar, Tom Cochrane, and Oliver Nelson as well as
representatives of the Manitoba and Federal Governments and an agricultural consultant (MIAP,
1e80).

Inl97l, an inventory of reserve agriculture

resources was undertaken to determine the

potential forAboriginal agriculture within the hovince of Manitoba (ManitobaAgricultural

DevelopmentCommittee,l9Tl).Thefindings of this inveptory analysis revealedthe

need

to

develop a First Nation agricultural program. At the time, some 26 reserves were identified as being

within the Manitoba agricultural zone. The total acreage in these reserve areas rvas 335,170 acrçs of
which 5O7o wasconsidered to be of agricultural importance. However, less than 477o of this
agricultural land was actually developed inl9Tl,and of that developed land, only 40,126 acres was
cultivated by Aboriginal farmers (the remainder was farmed by non-Aboriginal people) (MIAR
1985). Furthermore, there were only 52 self-supporting ManitobaAboriginal farmers

inl97l,

earning an estimated $3,200 perfarm unit. This was significantly below the lg72Manitoba average

of $14,225. MIAP (1992:2.0) also stated that, "the average Indian farm production was around
1I7o of the provincial averug€'atthis time. Accordingto the DPA Group (1990), FirstNation

farmers, when compared to non-Aboriginal farmers, were mostly operating subsistence farms
(based on the very low estimated earnings of $3,200

perFirstNation farm unit) with little modern

equipment little access to credit (due to Section 89 of the indian Act which made it impossible for
First Nation farmers to use properly on reserve for security loans, meaning any credit would have to
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be based on a borrowers' reputation), and

little or no record keeping (DPA Group, 1990). Because

they used fewer chemicals or fertilizers, and had little training in farm practices, their yields, income
and assets were lowerthan non-Aboriginal farmers. Furthermore, First Nation farmers often

harvested or seeded late and improved their farm practices by trial and error, using few Manitoba

Agricultural services (DPA Group, 1990).[n addition, the ManitobaAgricultural Development
Committee

QnD

shted that non-Aboriginal farmers leased much of reserve land and little new

land was being developed. The committee, as a resulg considered the creation of a program which

would provide the Aboriginal people living on these 26 reserves with the means to help themselves
.establish an economic Iifethrough the planning and development of agricultural resources

The committee, following its initial work of identifying the resources, agricultural potentials,

current agricultural activities, program needs and potential problems, met on 22 qgcasions with First
Nation farmers, Band Chiefs and councilors

MIAP,

1980). Following these meetings, a draft

program document to create a new First Nation farming program was prepared and submitted to the
Departrnent of Indian and Northern Affairs. This draft was presented and endorsed by the
Manitoba All-Chiefs Conference in March and August of 1972. The draft proposed the
establishment of a separate entity which would be "resp,onsible forthe overall delivery of a
comprehensive agricultural development program to the Indian people of Manitoba" (P.M.
Associates

,lnï)

Further consultation was held regarding program implementation with the

Manitoba Indian Brotherhood Executive later that year. Under the MIAC proposal, as reported by
Baron (1973:14):

Indians themselves would set up individual farm units with technical assistance from
competent farm advisors. At the start, a locâl review program would identify people
who want to farm. Training and extension programs ryould be set up to help them
develop their skills...Advisors wouldhelplndianfarmfamilies develop theirfarm
budgets, providetechnical services and advise them of the various extension courses
and agencies.
Furthermore, Baron (1973:14) reports that the proposal specified that a:

special loan program would be developed to help them findians] buy mqcii,nery,

livestock and buildings and a thorough credit counseling would be provided.-Cattle
herds would be set uþ and loaned to individuals or bands so people involved could
get experience and help in becoming established. At the end of 3 years, those who
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prove capable of managing livestock could buy the herds at a percentage of the
original costprice.
The proposal also suggests that as young First Nation members graduate from colleges of
agriculture, they should be employed as extension workers with other new First Nation farmers.

MIAC further predicted that the proposal could improve the incomes of the already established
reserve farmers in addition to training another 200 First Nation farm families to farm successfully.

In February,1973, an official presentation of the proposed progr¿rm was made to the
Minister of Indian Affairs, the Honorable Mr. Chretien, by the Committee Chairman. By June of
lyTS,consultation meetings were held in Ottawa between senior officials of Indian Affairs, MIAC,
and the Manitoba Indian Brotherhood. From these consultations came the agreement in principal

for the Program (MIAP, 1980).
In August of L973,written confirmation was received from Mr. P.B. Iæsaux, Department of
Indian Affairs, agreeing to fund MIAC to further develop a farming progr¿rm outline and to actively
assist in having the program proposal approved by the Treasury Board with a tentative

implementation date ofApril L,lg74$.8.7n325). Furtherconsultation andrevisionstothe
program necessitated a postponement of the implementation date to April

l,

L975 (Girman

&

Associates, 1989).
Treasury Board approval of the program was obtained on May 9,1974.It was proposed at
that time to use the

MIAC to manage

the program. Subsequently, however, it was decided that

greater responsibility and accountability for management could be achieved by the establishment
a legal

entity (MIAB 1980) c¿lled the Manitoba Indian Agricultural hogram (MIAP). Under this

¿urangement, MIAP rvas to be a non-shareholding, non-profit legal entity to be formed under the

Companies Act of Manitoba by the MIAC to manage the approved program under an agreement
between INAC and the Corporation.

MrAP

of

1975 - 1980

The Manitoba Indian Agricultural Program was initiated on July 1,1975 (Girman

&

Associates, 1989). MIAP was first envisioned as a'Tive-year program" (MIAP, 1987) whose
purpose was outlined in a 1980 MIAP Report. It stated that:
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The Indian people living on?ßreserves having agricultural potential have no other
resources or employment opportunities available to them by which they can create
economic activity.... The MAPI program is intended to provide Indian people the
means by which they can help themselves in seeking an economic way of life, by
participating in the planning and decision-making process and generally improving
upon their circumstances. Secondly it is designed to bring into focus and use all
existing forms of assistance provided by government agencies and thereby improve
upon the efficiencies and effectiveness of these scarce resources. The program is
aimed primarily at Indian farmers presenfly in the industry, including those farmers
who are marginally self-supporting because of a lack of development assistance and
training. The program is also aimed at the farm family: particularly the youth in
order to encourage their acceptance of farming as a fulfilling way of life. Finally, the
program is aimed at the larger reserve community. Through extension services, it is
hoped to gain improved understanding and support of farm enterprises which are or
will be establishedintheircommunities. (MIAP, 1980: 10)

In shorÇ MIAP was to "provide Indian people with the means to help them establish an economic

life through the planning and development of agricultural resources" (freasury Board, 1986). To
this end, the program's long range goal aimed at creating 300 viable farm units, the term "viable"
explained by Intergroup (1983; 1) as being:

A farm business which will generate enough income to pay all operating expenses
living for the operator and
his family comparable to the standard prevailing in the surrounding community.

and other financial obligations, and provide a standard of

The Department of Indian Affairs in Manitoba was to support MIAP. This was done in a

variety of ways. An officer of DIAND was to sit on the Board of Directors of MIAP. Therefore,
was felt that the policy objectives of

it

DIAND in respect to the development of agriculture in

Manitoba was represented by the policy objectives of MIAP. The program of DIAND with respect
to First Nation agriculture in the province was to consist of financial and policy support for MIAP

(MIAP, 1980). V/ith the exception of some continuing supervision of certain

aspects of credit

allocation, the role of DIAND was considered indirect (MIAP, 1980). DIAND contributions were
to be employed improving land on reserves used by First Nation farmers. DIAND contributions
were also to be employed to execute and administer agricultural extension and training programs.
These progfttms were intended to match or parallel programs provided by the Provincial

government such as the New Careers hogram and which provided adult career training,
Federal/Provincial progr¿Ìms such as Special ARDA, and Federal programs like the Farm Credit
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Corporation (MIAP, 1980).
The Special ARDA programobjectives were to:

Assist in the economic development and social adjustrnent of residents of rural
areas, particularly those of Indian ancestry, who have previously had little or no
access to regular earning and employment opportunities. (Resource Initiatives Ltd.,
1985: 13).
The Special ARDA agreement between Canada and Manitoba provided for program assistance to
remove constraints to improved income and employment opportunities. Special ARDA funds were

to be applied to the improvement of farm lands on reserves such as brush clearing, breaking and
grazingland improvement. Special ARDA funds were also to be used by MlAPforfarm
management councilors to assist First Nationfarmers in developing land suitable for establishing a

commercial farm. The total of grants received by any farm from MIAP and Special ARDA were

limited to $60,000.
The Farm Credit Corporation was "established by the Government of Canada to provide

long term mortgage credit to assist farmers and those wishing to become farmers to purchase,
develop and maint¿in sound farm businesses" (Resource Initiatives Ltd. (a), 1985:

lQ. Section

19

of the Farm Credit Coqporation Act provided authority to lend to Status Indians and DIAND had
the authority to guarantee such loans, thus eliminating FCC risk exposure in such cases (Resource

Initiatives Ltd.(a), 1985).
Representation on the MIAP Board of Directors from 1975 to 1978 included, Chairman Ed

Anderson (Fairford Reserve), unnl1977 when he assumed the position of hogram Manager, (a
position responsible to the Board of Directors), but retained a seat on the MIAP Board at the
request of the remaining Board members, Howard Stan (Sandy Bay Reserve), until Lg7'7 whenhe
assumed the position of Board Chairman, Tom Cochrane @eguis Reserve), Fred Soldier (Swan

I-ake Reserve), who resigned

inlg76, Gordon

Bone (Sioux Valley Reserve), who joined

inlg76,

Claude St. Jacques (DIAND), V/illiam Johnson (Manitoba Dept of Agriculture), and Wesley
Cook (Moosehorn Credit Union), which conformed to the required structure first envisioned by

MIAC which was to include four farmers,

a

non-voting member from Indian Affairs, a member

from the Manitoba Department of Agriculture, and one member from the business community at
large @.M. Associates,InS). Despite this fact, P.M. Associates
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(198:

88) notes that though

Rl

Anderson's retention of his seat at the MIAP Board, despite changing duties to Program Manager:

is not an uncornmon practice in Corporate stn¡ctures as it provides the Board with a
member which is actively involved in Corporate activities...þoweverl it does prohibit
an additional Indianfarmerfromactively participating in programleadership.
Board members were selected by standing board members on the basis of program requirements,
experience and qualifications for the position. There was no formal process for the removal or

appointrnent of Board members by the farmers or elected community representatives, but MIAP
was to solicit reactions from

All Chiefs

Conferences and special Indian Agricultural Seminars and

special agricultural Chiefs conferences (P.M. Associates, 197 8).

The initial objectives of MIAP according to

(MAP, L985: L2) were to;

Bring into production 8,500 acres of arable land and 35,000 acres of pastureland. To
provide 20O Indian farmers with intensified on farm training and managerial
advisory services. To increase the number of farm units from 52to 195 (and to
establish 300 such units over a ten year period). To increase gross farm income per
unitfrom $3,200 in1975 to $12,750 in 1980. To facilitate obtaining loans by 195
farmers by 1980.
In addition, MIAP predicted an overall growth in First Nation gross farm production from
$4ó5,000 in t97 L, to $2,550,000 in 197918O or 897o of the Manitoba average over the first five
years. To accomplish these

loffy objectives, the program was given the resources to provide farm

advisory services, as well as farm ftaining for employment opportunities in the agricultural
secondary industry, equity and developmentfunds and loans (MIAP, 1985).
The financial components of the program were intended to provide suitable capital inputs to

farm operators so that each operation had an appropriate and sound financial structure. MIAP was
to assist farmers in in this regard by providing loans and/or accountable contributions

(contributions being

a

non-repayable sum granted to an applicant by MIAP, butfor which

accountability is required of the applicant by MIAP) to clients to a maximum of $60,000 per unit in
order to provide a ready source of intermediate and long term capital in order to offset the

resfrictions placed on conventional lenders as a result of Section 89 of the Indian Act. l,oans were
to be provided to clients from the Indian Affairs Indian Economic DevelopmentFund (IEDF), a

federal program which was to "provide a source of capital, financing, and advisory services to
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Indian people for economic development activities, both on and offreserves" (Northern Affairs,
1983). I-oans, through the fund, were designed to meet the specific problems encountered by

Aboriginal businessmen, particularly restrictions imposed by the Indian Act and credibility gaps
which existed between financial institutions and Aboriginal people. Applicants rflere expected to
make an equity contribution QOVo of total eligible project costs) towards all projects. MIAP acted
as an agent

for all IEDF loans in this regard. Corporate loan systems and procedures were as

follows; applications received by the program were forwarded to the Loans Officerforreview arid
comment These applications were then submitted to the Board who had the authority to review and
recommend the requests, and then to the INAC

Distict Office for approval. If

approved, the loan

agreement was forwarded to the client for signature, returned to the Corporation (MIAP) and

retained at the Corporation. MIAP was to perform post loan counseling, security procurement,
disbursement collection, and all other administrative requirements up to the point of hard collection

activities (which was assumed by MIAP in 1978 due to the fact that DIAND did not possess the
resources to perform final collection action for the agricultural loans

porfolio) (P.M. Associates,

LnÐ.
Instead of having MIAP clients own or rent commercial equipment and farm machinery,

MIAP sftategies were to provisionfarmers with necessary machinery. Therefore, all machinery,
despiæ being in the possession of the reserve farmer, was to be owned by MIAP. However, in 1981,

it was suggested by P.M. Associates (1981: .41) that "title to machinery should

be given to the

farmers." It was felt that this would foster a feeling of ownership and responsibility" (P.M.
Associates, L98l: .42).

An evaluation of the first four years of MIAP were undertaken by P.M. Associates (1978)

with a financial audit undertaken by Keith A. Shipou & Co. (In P.M. Associates, 1978) of
Winnipeg. Highlights of the evaluation and audit reported that the program spent some

$t.U

million on land development compared to a budgeted $1.84 million. It was also reported by P.M.
Associates (1y79) that over40,000 a¡able acres of crop and hay had been developed by 1978. The
report also noted that some LO,842 acres previously leased by non-Aboriginals had been taken up
by MlAPclients for a total of 5O,842 acres exceeding goals as set in 1975. Thus, during the first

five years of MIAP Gns - 1980) the program had virtually achieved its objective with respect to
arable land by 1978 and had exceeded those goals by 1980.
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Even though Farm Credit Corporation loans were available to Status Indians (and
guaranteed by DIAND to minimize risk to FCC) it was reported by P.M. Associates (1979)that

few First Nation farmers had obøined credit from the FCC by 1978. The reason being that the
procedure to procure FCC loans was cumbersiome and that there was a perceived lack

of

understanding by First Nation farmers on how to obtain such credit (P.M. Associates, 1979). As

well, the report states that the majority of First Nation farmers preferred short term operating loans
(as long term financing is commonly used to acquire farm machinery, land, or to finance major land

improvement projects such as clearing or drainage). First Nation operations typically required short
term financing to cover the costs of seed, feed, fuel, and fertilizer and not machinery (since the

MIAP provisioned farmers with machinery

as opposed to

individual ownership and commercial

rental of equipment) and majorland projects (P.M. Associates,L9T9;1981). However, no short
term operating loans were provided by the FCC so those prefened type of loans were made by

IEDF/MIAP. Also, the FCC loaned only to commercial farms and to operations intended to achieve
commercial profitability within five years. This eliminated enterprises which were not perceived as
profitable or were such small scale as to be considered "part time farms, weekend farms, hobby
farms... or ente¡prises which only provided some supplement to family income," a category which
mariy First Nation farms fell under (Resource Initiatives Ltd.(a), 1985: 3). MIAP/IEDF also
espoused the goal of achieving commercial

viability, but were more flexible concerning loaning to

smaller scale, but profitable or potentially profitable enterprises. As a result, the total number of
FCC loans was small (only 2 FCC loans to First Nation farmers were recorded by 1978) and loans
to First Nation farmers represented an extremely small fraction of all loans made by the FCC in
Manitoba (P.M. Associates,

Ing).

In addition, P.M. Associates (1978) farm production figures reported that gross farm
production had risen from $465,000 in 1975 to $3,000,000 in 1Ø8 (and would reach $4.0 million

by 1980 (P.M. Associates, 1980), exceeding the stated goal of $2.5 million set in 1975). The
average gross income for First Nation farmers was$19,622
1971 figure of $12,750). This figure

in 1978 (a rise of M,872from the

still represented almost half the Manitoba average of $36,000

and showed that the income gap between Manitoba's First Nations and non-Aboriginal farmers
was far from the stated goal of 89Vo of the Manitoba average over the

first five years first projected

in1975 (Intergroup, 1983). However, MIAP had exceeded its goal of providing on farm training to
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200 First Nation farmers having trainedZ29 individuals by 1980. However, MIAP would only

record 168 established farms by 1980, well short of the 1975 objective of 195 farms. There were
also a total

of

128

MIAP clients in 1978 (which would rise to

170

by 1980) and a total of 389 loans

(totaling $4.3 million) to 168 farmers by 1980 (MIAP, 1980). In short, the 1986187 Treasury
Board (1987: 11) submission states that, "In the 1975-80 period, MIAP met or exceeded all of its
main objectives except the goal set for the number of farms to be established." However, the 1978
audit did uncover a number of accounting errors stating:

In summation, it would appear that the original accounting system designed for the
handling of loans and contributions were inadequate. As a result of a number of
enors developed in the recording of loans and contributions... and there was still a
number of book-keeping enors that as of yet not been corrected (Keith A. Shipou
& Co.,In P.M. Associates, 1978: 18).
In addition, it was found that data required for such evaluations were often either non-existent or
contradictory. It was found that MIAP did not maintain easily accessible records of how much land
developmenÇ what type of land development was canied out in each fiscal year, although cost

of

land development was well documented. In addition, production and income data was based on

small samples (only I2Vo of activeAboriginal farms were sampled) (MIAP, 1980).

It was also reported that because MIAP "is for all intents and purposes, regardless of the
wording of the security, acting as lender to the native farmer population...it is felt by MIAP... that

MIAP should be made wholly responsible for collection and porfolio management" (P.M.
Associates

,1118:26). It was therefore, the goal of the Board to obtain separate loan funds that

would be controlled by MIAP with all associated responsibilities such as legal action, cost of writeoffs, etc. However, it was recognized that such a goal would take time to realize and that the
program was prepared to work under the existing system in place since 1975 through the IEDF.
Furthermore to the issue of loans, P.M. Associates (1978) and Keith A. Shipou & Co. (In

PM. Associates, 1978) reported that by l97&,there were 211 loans (representingl2l clients) in
force with an approved amount totaling$2,375,ß0. Some 54.57o of approved loans were allocated

tomachineryandequipmenÇZTVotooperating, IO.lVotolivestock,6.3%otobuildingsand2.l%oto
other items. In addition, 104 of

those2tl

loans were in arrears (74 clients) totaling $311,361

principal payments and $56,218 in charged interest with l0loans (7 clients) deemed to be
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in

uncollectable. MIAP was taking an active role in collection action with equipment seizures taking
place in several instances (P.M. Associates;1978).
Despite some of the above reported problems, "the evaluation determined that, in general,
the program was achieving its goals" (Intergroup, 1983;16). It was felt that clients had been
assisted and gross incomes had increased threefold between 1975 and 1980. The program had:

a technically qualified and experienced advisor base familiar with the
Indian situation in Manitoba...and... a solid base for an efficient, effective and
responsible administrative component. @.M. Associates, Ig7 8: 7 9)

developed

As

a

result, P.M. Associates (197S) recommended that funding continue for MIAP. As a result of

its ñrst five years of success, MIAP's mandate was extended for five more years (MIAP 1985)
beginning in 1980. Funding was continued as recommended with expenditures totaling $6 million.
This included $3.5 million in contributions, $1 million on advisory/extension services, $0.7 million
on fiaining and $0.8 million for program development. The total expenditures of $6

million

compared with an original program budget of $5.6 million (Intergroup, 1983).

Exhibit 1
A ComparÍson of 1971Farm Figures,
1971 Manitoba

MIAP Objectives &

1978

MIAP Achievements

Agricultural Survey Figures

Farm Production
Farmlncome
Farm Units
1975

1975

$465,000
$3,200
52

MIAPObjectives

Production
Farmlncome
Farm Units
Added l¿nd Production
Farm

$2,550,000
$12,750
195
43,500 acres total (35,000 pasture + 8,500 arable)

19?8 MIAPAchievements

hoduction
Farmlncome
Farm Units
Added l-and Production
Farm

$3,000,000
512,750
168

50,842 acres
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MraP

1980 - 1985

MIAP's new Five Year Plan,

as highlighted

in P.M. Associates (1980:10) illustrated that

MIAP's objectives were to:

Bring into production some 6,000 acres of arable land and 10,000 acres of pasture
land (total 16,000 acres). To provide training in specified amounts: On the job - 80
clients; on farm; 2C[) clients; workshop - 1650 trainee days; other training 100
clients; Demonstration 90; Specialized training; 78 clients. To increase gross farm
production to $14.4 from 350 farms. To increase gross income per farm unit to
$+9.0 from 21.0 in 1980. Increase the number of fully developed farms from 50 in
1980 to 185 in 1985.
Fully developed farms were outlined

as

farms which were viable and self sustaining, meeting

operating and capital costs plus providing basic income (Intergroup, 1983).

A

1983 evaluation conducted by Intergroup (1983) reported that many of the objectives

reported in 1980 were not being met.

A

1986187 Treasury Board (1987) submission also st¿ted

that, "in the 1980-85 period only the goals for increased acÍeage and training (except specialized)
were meL" Only Zl2farms with a gross production of almost $5.0

million had occurred by 1985

(far below the 1980 goal of $14.4 million from 350 farms). The average gross farm income had

only reached $23,400, rather than the projected $$48,600 (though, once again, up significantly from
the $12,750

inl975). However, when compared to the overall Manitoba average of $57,507, MIAP

(1985; 10) concluded that; "this would imply Indian production per farm was 367o of the
Provincial average... thus indicating

a need

for improvement in productivity." Instead of making up

ground on non-Aboriginal Manitoba farmers, it appeared that First Nation farms were falling
behind the Manitoba average. In addition, only 87 farms were identified as being viable (meeting

operating and capital costs plus providing basic income) and notthe 185 fully developedfanns
projected in 1980.

Also, Intergroup (1983) showed that the majority of First Nation farms were not covering
operating costs and were yielding a negative net return as low as -$4,800 in some cases. However,
Intergroup (1983: 49) also compared that figure to the non-Aboriginal Manitoba farmer and found
that the average Manitoba farm

in

1980 rvas; "experiencing even larger negative net returns, i.e.

$32,000 in 1980." Despite this,Intergroup (1983: 50) states that:
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very few Manitoba Indian farms appear to be viable... it appears that, at most 30 per
cent of MIAP supported farms can be considered viable at present and many of
these would be marginal. Support for the remaining 70 per cent must be derived

largely from off-farm income, loan arrears, drawing down of equity and social
assistance. That 30 per cent of farms are viable coincides with some program
ofËcials' subjective assessment. These assessments range from 20 per cent up to 60
to 70 per cent potentially viable in two or three years.
On a positive note, Intergroup reported in 1983 that some 4O00 acres of cropland and 5000
acres of cultivated hay and pasture had been made possible by

MIAP contributions which

corresponded with the 1980-85 objectives to bring on some 6,000 acres of arable land and 10,000
acres of undeveloped pasture lands.

By 1985, targets for developing cultivated land had been

exceeded. It was reported that 85,000 acres of arable land had been added, far above the 16,000 acre

goal set in 1980 (freasury Board, 1987).

In addition, advisory services and training was also seen as a bright spot in MIAP's 198085 achievements. The Treasury Board (1987:15), stated that, "Goals were met in all cases except

sub-goal in specialized training to graduate 41 new clients from the University of Manitoba with

Agriculture Diploma. Five have graduated, 15 are enrolled."
During this period, representation on the MIAP Board had not changed since its
establishmentinL9T5 (with the exception of GeraldTherien who had replaced WilliamJohnson as
the Manitoba Deparûnentof Agriculture representative) (Intergroup, 1983). In addition,Intergroup

(1983: 119) repoted that "since 1980, expenditures on Board activities had fallen within the
budgeted allocation."
Despite the positive areas of land contributions and advisory and training services, the

Intergroup (1983) performance evaluation did conclude that the shorfalls from the projections
during the 1980-1985 mandate period were serious setbacks for the program. The treasury Board
agreed, and as a result, there would be a number of changes over the following years.

ivtrAP 1985 - 1990
After the second mandate (1980-1985) came to an end, MIAP was extended for only an
additional year (instead of the traditional 5 years as had occurred since 1975). A management
review was initiated due to the shorlfall in program goals during the 1980 to 1985 mandate period.
The management review concluded that most of the objectives had fallen short of expectations and
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recornmended developing a program plan for each year to 1990 as well as action plans for each

programcomponent(MIAP, 1985). As aresulg anumberof

nerry

recoÍlmendations weremade.

Intergroup (1983) recommendations concluded that MIAP concentrate its resources on existing
clients with minimal new farms beyond the current 184. In addition, improved case by case

monitoring and recording systems to include data from the day the farm enters the program on
progress in productivity,acreage,eamings, assets, net worth, loan performance, contribution rates,
and cost per client (Intergroup, 1983). Finally, recommendations that Board members be prohibited

from receiving contibutions or entering into contracts with the program (aside from employment)
were made.

In 1986, MIAP obtained conditional funding approval from the Treasury Board through to
1990. Funding was conditional upon MIAP meeting specific program goals each year ris set by the

Treasury Board. MIAP then developed a strategic plan through to 1990 (see Exhibit 8). One of the
Treasury Board's requirements was to develop adatabase program. In addition, program
objectives, according to MIAP (1985), were to:

increase Indian farmer productivity for the existing farms to $32,000 per farm by
1990, implying that Indian farmer productivity would be 45Vo of the provincial
average by 1990....to develop and maintain 250 fully developed faim units
producing some $8,000,000 in annual sales....to increase Indian control of cultivated
lands to 100,000 acres by 1990.

Further objectives were to increase the average farm size to 682 acres with

Aboriginal farm

assets to reach

a

total value of

$14117,050. Otherobjectives, according to the DPA Group (1990:

5.9) included developing:

a client database on production and financial results; a training database on clients
trained, training costs, and the application of training; annual training requirements,
forecasts and plans as well as an assessment of training results for the program as a
whole; and monitoring to ensure the program's objectives are met.

Furthermore, the 1985 MIAP program plan addressed a number of financial issues as well,
statingthat:

The amount of funding available for contributions has declined from $1,26,f)60 in
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1980 to $445,63, in 1985...þutl farm investment requirements have increased
significantly from program inception to the present time due to the diminished
purchasing power of the dollar. To illustrate, a $60,000 conÍibution adjusted to
1985 dollars is worth $22,000... lAlso] the IDEF/MIAP loan fund has an arears
problem. The existing arrangement for joint DIAND/I4IAP administration of the
IEDFis complex and inefficient. (MIAP, 1985: 59).

Therefore capitalization for a new separate loan fund designed to establish each farm with
appropriate financial structures and to provide additional equity to the client so as to reduce interest
costs was proposed. The plan called for a major change to the method of funding so that the

program could use available resources to provide farm clients with sufficient levels of funding at
interest costs commensurate with their abilities to pay.
As a result in 1986, a new entity called the Manitoba Indian Agricultural Development

Corporation (MIADCo) was created under the Companies Act of Manitoba with MIAP as its only
member. MIADCo was established to fully take over the IEDF/MIAP loan fund porfolio and
administer loan services separately. MIADCo's Board was appointed by the MIAP Board of
Directors and included the Chairman of the MIAP Board, one individual with agricultural lending
experience, and "an Indian woman with business and/or farming background (DPA Group,

IÐO;

2.2). Anoffice building was purchased in V/innipeg at286 Smith St., and MIADCo had purchased
a portion of the

IEDFloan porÉolio, as well

as

investigated possible invesünents in rabbits, geese

and wild rice @PA Group, 1990). In addition, the MIAP Board of Directors had begun

reorganizing the program's structure in 1989. A new coordinating body called the Manitoba

Aboriginal Resource Association (MARA) had est¿blished

a

committee to develop program plans

for all its activities. Furthermore:

managers of MIADCo and MIAP have found a considerable portion of their time
occupied with internal conflicts overthe direction of activities and a deterioration in
relations with Indian Affairs. It is hoped that the establishment of MARA and the
program plan will address these internal and external relation problems. The new
structure is hoped to:
- provide more effective control and allocation of resources;
- clarify progr¿rm objectives and responsibilities;
- provide accountability to Indians through the appoinünent of one representative
from the Assembly of Manitoba Chiefs to the Board of MARA; and
- allow more focus of program resources on improving the situation of Indian
farmers. (DPA Group, 1990: 5.9)
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In 1990, a formal evaluation review by the DPA Group Inc. was initiated by DIAND with a
final report released in March of 1990 (DPA Group, 1990). The evaluation reported thatAboriginal
people had better access to credit through the creation of MIADCo though few still had credit

for

large operating or capital loans from private financing sources due to Section 86 of the Indian

Act

which still made it impossible for First Nation farmers to use propefy on reserve as security for
loans. Despite the fact that MIADCo loans were felt to be insufFrcient to lend to all (and that6/7o
were written off as uncollectable), the DPA Group stated that an estimated 100 Aboriginal farmers
were commercially viable (a figure that the report questions due to a lack of firm data on

MIAP

farmers - see below). However, Land utilization was reported to have reached 115,886 acres by
1988, surpassing the 100,000 acres projected by 1990. On the other hand, gross farm income had

only reached about $17,000 in 1986 and had only risen to about $20,000 in 1987 ,far below the
goat of $32,000 projected in the 1985 to 1990 MIAP Program Plan (freasury Board, 1984; see

Exhibit 8). However, the DPA Group (1990:4.8) determined that the figures for farm income were:

..,by no means sufficient to allow forfull confidence in the numbers provided.
Skepticism is warranted in light of other known deficiencies in the database, e.g.
sample unrepresentativeness (it is predominantly comprised of data from the top
performing farmers), possible double counting of mixed farm enterprises (i.e. reported both under the grains and the livestock category), and inconsistencies with
interviewevidence.

In that same year (1990), the Manitoba Aboriginal Resource Association was established

(MARA). The objective of MARA was to act as an "umbrella" for all of the related operating
companies such as MIAP and MIADCo and the newly developed First Nation Ventures Inc.

(FNV). FNV's objective was to operate for profit businesses.
The

MARA organization consisted of three organizations

(as depicted in

Exhibit 1) with

MIAP being one of those organizations. It was hoped that the new structure would provide more
effective control and allocation of resources, would clarify program objectives and responsibilities
and would allow more focus of program resources on improving the situation of First Nation

farmers (DPA Group Inc., 1990).

The Organization of MARÄ

MARA was the "umbrella" under which all the other programs fell. MARA itself provided
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direction and support services that were shared by the three other organizations (see Exhibit 1).

MARA was mariaged by a seven member board of directors comprised of four representatives of
the First Nation farmers, one representative each from

DIAND

and the provincial government and

onefromthe business community (Northern Affairs, 1983).
The mission staúement of

MARA read:

MARA will exist to provide a vehicle for the exploitation of resources for the Indian
People of Manitoba. The intention is to develop opportunities forlndian People to
prosper economically and make a sustained and increasing contribution to the
economy of Manitoba through pursuits in agriculture and other resource based
pursuits Clribal Wi Chi V/ay V/in Capital Corp., 1999).
MIAP was the farm advisory arm of the MARA group of companies. Its mandate
was to provide advisory extension and training services to First Nation farmers to ensure economic
success.

MIAP also provided direct, non-repayable funding to assist clients in four specific areas:

1. Crown land improvements

2.Farmdemonstrations
3. Specific funding for new ventures

4. Formation and support of local farmer associations

MIAP's mission statement was as follows:

MIAP will exist under the stewardship of MARA to provide income enhancement
services to Manitoba Indian farmers. The intention is to continue to close the gap
between the Indian farming community's average sales per farm and the hovince at
large. This will be done by providing special advisory services, training through
cooperative on-farm demonstrations and development improvements. A new
initiative is the mandate to provide special services to northern reseryes in respect to

agriculture. (MARA, 1Ð0: 8)

MIADCo (Manitoba Indian Agricultural Development Corporation) was the financing arm
of the MARA group. MIADCo provided repayable loans to FirstNation farmers to develop and
sustain their operations. MIADCo's mi ssion st¿tement follows
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:

MIADCo will exist under the stewardship of MARA to provide repayable financing
to pqmary and secondary agricultural business ventures forAboriginal people
within Manitoba. The intention is to provide financing at rates and-terms
commensurate with the clients ability to pay in order to achieve the overall
objectives. (MARA, l9XJ: L2).

FNV (First Nations Ventures Inc.) was the venture capital arm of the MARA group of
companies. FNV canied out capital investrnent to develop agri-business ventures to benefit the First

Nations agricultural sector. FNV's mission statement read:

FNV will exist to serve as a development entity under the stewardship of MARA to
analyze,assess, develop and invest in business ventures that will provide
opportunities for Indian people. (MARA, 1990; 3I).

It was felt that all of MARA's organizations would provide the necessary services and
programs designed to benefit First Nations farmers. As part of its mandate,

MARA

was to maint¿in

adatabase of all of its clients in Manitoba (DPA Group, 1990).

In addition, the DPA Group (1990) made anumberof recommendations concerning MIAP,

MARA, FNV and MIADCo, particularly on program structure and managemenl They included:

1) "MIAP's Board of Directors needs a more clearly defined role with more
emphasis 99 pglicy, planning, and monitoring and less on operations and dealing
with individual clients... in our opinion, the Board of Directõrs should set policy and
review policy regularly, perform regular planning of activities, setting prioiities lor
the future and monitor the results of past plans on the production, inõome and
productivity of clientfarmers" (DPA Group, 1990: 5.10).

It was felt that there was no systematic planning for the future of MIAP activities
and that MIAP's Board did not have an active part in planning each years activities.
Much of their time was occupied by dealings with individual ólients and little in
policy and planning.

MARA, FNV and MIADCo Boards must be
clearly defined, explicitly stating which is responsible for planning and policy in
which areas... Various points of view can be accommodated with tlTe new structure
but, to forestall needless problems, MARA's Board should define the relationship
between their various sister organizations and set clear measurable goals for eaclito
meeL because MIAP advisors are vital to the functioning of MIADCo and the
proposed First Nation Venfures, the programs mlqt
þ tightly and clearly integrated,
a major management challenge (DPA Group, 1990: 5.1 1).
2) The relationship between MIAP,

There was an evident uncertainty about the future form of the new organization.
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C<xlrdinating policies and programs betweenfinancial and advisory, nerv ventur€s,
and financial services were deemed essential. Although by 1990, dhe general oütliûe
of the new organi?ation lsee Exhibit I I was alreacly approverl, there were conflicting
views aboutthe general purpose and eventual outcome of the restructuring.
According to the DPA Croup (1990: 5.1I):
some board membersfbel the restrocturíng is unfortunately necessary to satisfy
Indian Affairs- ühers feel that it is needed to establish a neïv native venture
corporation, First Nation Ventures, but that no changes will be needed in MlAPor
MlADCs,excepttheestablishmentof an umbrellaorganization (MARA), Somefeel
the establishment of an umbrclla is the primary purpme of the restructuring.
Withoutclearauthority over MIAPand MIADCo,conflicts overprogram ilirection
çannoth resolved.
3) To enhance constituency support the program should... begin publishing short
rcgular newsleffers on program activities to keep farmers, chiefs and councils and
tribal councils informed of the program's achievements and plafls; publish a regular
Annual Report with consolidated fin¿ncial ståtements of all MARA's subsidiarils;
initiate asystÉm of regular reporting toTribal CouncÍls,encouraging discussion of
program plans and priorities; and institute a formal method to allow constituency

input into progftrm planning antl monitoring through the Assembly of Manitobã
Chiefs. (DPÀ Group, 1990: 5.ll-5.12'r.

Exhibit 2
MARA O¡ganizntion

?096

Scxrrcc: Irossay and Cassic, 1993
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omcrshþ

It was felt that farmers and clients overwhelmingly supported the program, the most often
mentioned reasons for support being MIADCo loans and MIAP contributions. It was felt that First

Nation leaders were more divided in their opinion. Some supported the program while others were
more openly critical. For instance, in the north, many Bands and Tribal Councils felt left out of the
program and wanted more resources in their area, particularly in the area of wild rice production

which had yet to produce any results despite being
Peat Marwick Consulting Group Study of the

a

priority of the program for three years (See

Wild Rice Indusby in Manitoba, 1989).

In addition, DPA Group (1990) mentions that some Bands and Tribal councils also believed
that MIAP had not been sufficiently accountable to First Nation leaders and would support the
program if they knew more about it and if they had confidence that the program's management was
keeping track of results. Increased communication and a formal mechanism to allow input into the
program planning and monitoring were felt to be needed to enhance support. By 1990, it was felt by
the DPA Group (1990) that too few farmers and First Nation leaders were aware of the program's
successes and some were wonied by its problems.

The program must establish a system to monitor clients results - production, income
and productivity over time. Annual updates must be made and the quality of the data
checked yearly to ensure that decisions can be based on actual changes in farmers
results. The program cannot manage its activities and promote new directions unless
it knows what it is accomplishing. (DPA Group, 190: 5.16).

It was felt that a client database was essential in order to monitor advisors, to ensure that
clients were progressing, to check program performance against goals and to report results to First
Nation farmers and leaders. The existing database was found to have serious design, data quality
and definitiorr problems and was felt to be inadequate to allow credible assessment of either the

program's advisors or client results (DPA Group, 1990).
Furthermore, the DPA Group (1990:5.18) statedthatit

recognizes that the roll and function of the MIAP Board has gone through
considerable evolution since MIAP was created in 1975. Generally, the Board has
moved gradually from being "working or hands-on" to being more one of
establishing and monitoring policy, with more delegation of authority and operating
matters to managemenl This evolution has been encouraged and supported by

DIAND
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The Canadian Aboriginal Economic Development Strategr (CAEDS)
In 1989, the federal govemment committed itself to the Canadian Aboriginal Economic
Development Strategy program (CAEDS). The program provided for the reorganization of existing
federal government initiatives, and the development of

a

number of new initiatives, in the area

of

Aboriginal economic development. This progr¿rm appears to have been rooted, in part, in the 1985
Neilson Task Force on Improved Program Delivery for Aboriginal People (Neilsen, 1985). In its
review, the Task Force recommended that greater effort be placed on the coordination of program
delivery and elimination of program and administration duplication. It also recommended that the
Departrnent of Industry, Science and Technology (ISTC) should assume primary control over

Aboriginal economic development programs with the Departrnent of Indian Affairs and Northern
Development and Canada Employment and Immigration assuming subsidiary responsibilities. The
outcome of this development was to have grave consequences for MIAP as it was no longer solely
administered by DIAND. In addition, one of the ISTC requirements created the necessity for
separate Boards for

MARA

and its three operating units

(MIAP, MIADCo, and Ventures). The

DPA Group (1990: 5.21) discussed the validity of these requirements:

There are a number of compelling advantages relating to management effectiveness
for operating under one rather than four Boards... There is a very strong need for
close integration of the various MARA resource development activities; this will be
difficult and time-consuming for the members of several Boards and more
importantly will reduce the level of service to the client; the assembly, training and

running of four high quality Boards will in itself be time consuming.

It was felt that a single Board would encourage gteater delegation to program management and the
involvement of Board members in policy level matters and as a result, the DPA Group (199O:5.2I)
recommendedthat:

MARA should seriously explore the feasibility of operating with

a single Board.

If

tax or other reasons render this impractical, then clear policies and procedures
should be est¿blished to ensure the effective integration of the four boards and their
respective operating responsibilities.

Under CAEDS, this suggestion was never to be realized, as MARA, MIAP, MIADCo, and FNV all
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had separate boards.

MIAP

1990

- 1993

MARA developed

a

MIAP zero-based budget (ZBB)

February, 1990 (MARA, 1990). The purpose of the

ßB

as part

of a five year strategic plan in

was to tie expenditures to intended

ouþuts of the program in order to make the program self-sufficient (DPA Group, 1990). Based on
that documentation, theZBB was structured into three main program/decision packages, namely,

farm advisory extension, with a total yearly budget of $5D2,585,contribution and special incentives,
budgeted at $220,000 and corporate managemen! budgeted at$237,WO. However, the DPA Group

(1990: 1) also discussed the problems with aZBB by stating that:

7*ro-based budgeting exercises can potentially self-destruct if one does not adopt a
realistic approach to the next year's budget envelope...Achieving these outputs could
potentially require signifTcantly more resources than we have historically been
allocated in any given fiscal year. However, it is unrealistic to expect that, for
instance, a doubling of the budget is a likelihood in the context of competing
requirements for funds.
In addition, MIAP targets were set at 200 viable farm units, gross sales of $10 million and
an average sales per unit of $50 ,AOO, 5OVo of producers transferred to provincial extension services

and 30 new agri-related enterprises (DPA Group, 1990).
One of those

íew agri-related enterprises

was featured in a CBC I-Team documentary

1993. The enterprise was the Wapos Inc. rabbit processing plant which was situated in

in

Swift

Current, Saskatchewan (a location that was felt to be highly questionable for a Manitoba agricultural
program according to the CBC report). The plant itself cost MARA $3 million and was operated by

MIAP Board member Ralph Schmidt. According to the CBC (1993) report and both Gord Van
Hussen (2002) and Jim

Miller Qæ2), it was during this time that some Board members and

farmers questioned how the spending of $3 million for a "rabbit plant in Saskatchewan was going
to help Manitoba native farmers" (CBC, 1993). In addition there were accusations of conflict of
interest due to the fact that a Board member was running the plant in addition to the fact that Mr.
Schmidt's son Laurie Schmidt was hired as Sales Manager for Wapos (CBC,

2W2). Furthermore, additional charges of questionable spending

\ryere

lÐ3;Van

Hussen,

levied atBoard members for

mis-use of expense accounts and questionable travel reimbursements and for the proposed
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purchase of the Salisbury House restaurant chain (which
Farmer

{2,200l;Miller,

rryas

never completed) (CBC, 1993;

2OO2;Van Hussen,ZÛ02). One such instance was levied at Ralph Schmidt

by the CBC (1993) report which stated that on a trip to Regina, ticket reimbursements (which are no
longer in the MIAP files at Facs Records) were made for Mr. Schmidt's wife and children. In
addition, when there was disagreement among farmers and a number of Board members to Laurie
Schmidt being hired as Sales Manager for Wapos, Ralph Schmidt let him go. However, the CBC
(1993) report discovered that l.aurie Schmidt was later hired as a consultant for Wapos. The CBC
(1993) report also claimed that Ralph Schmidt set up LDR Marketing and wrote a MARA check to
the new entity for $33,500 to purchase a truck without the Board's knowledge.

By l992,Wapos was losing millions of dollars and an agreement to sell the plant was made
by the Board. A suggestion to sell the plant to Ralph Schmidt and MARA Chairman Ed Anderson
and Board member Raymond Swan was made to the Board in June of

lÐ2,

but was rejected by the

Board and subsequently, Mr. Schmidt was fired (CBC, 1993). As Board member Robert Bone was
quoted as saying in the CBC (1993) report; "That was a conflict of interest if you ever saw one."
\iVapos, being millions of dollars in debt, was closed

in1992.

A third party forensic audit by accounting firm Coopers & Lybrant was initiated in 1993 by
Indian Affairs due to all the accusations leveled at MARA. However, Coopers and Lybrant (1993:1)
concluded that "an overall conclusive assessment of MARA and its affiliates is not possible at this

time" The CBC (1993) report concluded that MARA, since it was not wholly funded by Indian

Affairs, did not have to allow Coopers & Lybrant access to MARA oTMIAP files. As a result, the
accounting firm was "denied access to key areas where most of the farmers money was going"

(cBC, 1993).
In response, the Assembly of Manitoba Chiefs (AMC) called on the Board to resign and
initiated a sit-in and occupation of the MARA offices by farmers and Chiefs at286 Smith Sneet led
by Chief Dennis Pashe of Dakota Tipi First Nation. Office files were investigated by farmers, but

it

was found, according to the CBC (1993) report and substantiated by Van Hussen (2W2), that the

most incriminating files had been destroyed.

A final report by Fossey and Cassie (1993) was prepared for INAC in February 1993. This
report concluded that, despite the problems encountered by MARA and its afñliates, that a
continued commiûnent to agricultural programs be continued and that programs like MIAP:
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are required to support the First Nations agricultural sector. Only a small percentage
of farmers have developed theirfarming operations to the point where they can
operate effectively, independent of MARA support programs. Strengthened
commifrnent to support programs is required, in order to expand the number of First
Nations farmers in Manitoba. In order to achieve the goal of increasing the number
of farm r nits, real increases in support programs, like MIAP, is required. (Fossey
and Cassie,1993:?-6)

Other insights from the report state that

MARA organizations

support programs for First Nation farmers, but that

are the primary source

of

MARA financial supports were being spread to

thin implying that too much money was going to FNV and notto MARA's core programs at MIAP
and

MIADCo. Fossey and Cassie (1993: 9) state that:

during this period ÍI99I-921, however, MARA contributions to FNV and general
administration have increased significantly, as compared to increases in programs
directed specifically to producers through MIAP and MIADCo...more of MARA's
financial resources are being applied to the venture capital operations and general
administration. The core MARA programs that directly impact on the First Nations
farmers, namely MIAP and MIADCõ are receiving a õmafer percentage of the

INACfunding.
Furthermore, Fossey and Cassie (1993) take issue of the role of MARA and state:

In examining the service goals of MARA, we see the organization taking on two very
distinct roles. These roles are, firstly, as a provider of support programs for First
Nation farmers in Manitoba, and secondly, as a venture-capital organization with the
goal of starting up 30 new business ventures over a five year period, These dual
roles beg the questions:
l)Can one organization be effective in both roles?
2) Is it appropriate to risk reducing the level of programs to farmers in orderto
pursue new business ventures?

It appears that pursuing nerv ventures presents a reduction in the resources directly
available to First Nation farmers through MIAP and MIADCo.
Fossey and Cassie

(IÐ3)

also conclude that

MARA's service objectives

stated in the

DPA

Group (1990) report, were by tgg3,farfrom being realized. For example, instead of establishing
200 viable farm units, Fossey and Cassie (1993) state that

MARA recorded only I22farmunits.

The 1990 service objectives also predicted overall gross sales of 10 million dollars on the basis of
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a

$50,000 per unit average, when the reality, according to Fossey and Cassie (I993),was $3.5 million
gross sales figure based on an average gross sales per farm of $29,36L. Furthermore,

MARA,

instead of developing 30 new enterprises as stated in the DPA Group (1990) list of objectives, there
were by 1Ð3 only three new enterprises established (one of which, Wapos Inc., had already gone

out of business).
Despite the fact that many of the

MARA objectives

had not been met, and despite the

growing controversy depicted in the CBC l-Team reporq Fossey and Cassie (1993) suggested that
there be a continued support for MIAP.

It

was felt that only a small percentage of First Nation

farmers could develop viable farming operations without the help of MARA support programs.
However, by l993,the federal govenrment decided that programs, such as MIAP, should be
phased out as their core funding was reallocated to suplrort CAEDS highlighting a shift

in

Department priorities away from sectorial based programming (Romanow, Bear & Associates,
2000). According to the Government of Canada (1989) and Wotherspoon and Satzewich (1993),

CAEDS was introduced to end program and administrative duplication which would create better
coordination of program delivery. Furthermore, within the CAEDS framework, the prime objective
was to strengthen Aboriginal financial and local development institutions so that they could act as

delivery agents for the financial, technical business, and employment services that were, at the time,
delivered through

a

variety of govemment deparfrnents (Government of Canada 19S9). As a result,

existing programs such as MIAP were to be either reorganized or phased out to begin the new
strategy (further explanations for the introduction of CAEDS can be found in chapter 5).
and its associated progËms were phased out

in l993,with all outstanding

MIAP

loans taken over by

Arthur Anderson Accounting. Since then, loans have been taken over by Tribal rWi-Chi-Way-\Min
Capital Corporation (which became the premier lending institution for First Nation farmers) who
purchased the MIAP debt (Van Hussen, 20cl2).

PostMIAP
Van Hussen (2W2) states that after the demise of MIAP many of the MIAP farmers went
bankrupt and had their equipment and farm buildings seized. Others, according to both Van Hussen
(20ff2) and Jim Miller (2002) and I-arry Amos (2001) were left with a sizable debt owed to Tribal

Wi-Chi-Way-Win Capital Corporation. In addition, Romanow, Bear & Associates (2000: 53) also
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states that; 'there are existing many First Nation producers who have been financially crippled by

the demise of MIADCo due to the deterioration of their credit ratings caused by the elimination

MIADCo supports and the hike in the interest

rates on outstanding loans." Quoting the

of

First

Nations Agricultural Survey (L999),Romanow, Bear andAssociates (2000: 60) commented that:

many of the farmers who responded to the survey were upset at the way their debts
to MIADCo were handled. Some farmers commented that they believed that some
farmers had received total write-offs, others received partial write-offs, some were
able to re-negotiate more favourable conditions, while others were not given any of
the above options.

I-arry Amos (2001) reported that all farmers were offered a debt write down package by First
Nations Farm Credit (FNFC). This involved afifty percent write down on the loan principle, plus
the elimination of accumulated interest to the date of offer (which varied according to client).

All

farmers were offered the same package. Any difference in terms was due to thefollowing
considerations according to Romanow, Bear and Associates (2000: 60):

. A few farmers illegally sold their assets and did not pay FNFC anything on their
outstanding debts. As a result they would have a judgment held against them for the
full amount outstanding and have ruined their credit rating for a minimum of seven
years.

. Some farmers were unable to meet their debt obligations and FNFC foreclosed on
their operations and sold offavailable assets for whatever price they could obtain.
This may be less than or greater than the fifly percent write off.
In addition, some Eirst Nations farmers were reported to be crippled by old debts that were
restructured under the significantly higher interest rates, which were from 3 to 4 percentage points
higher than those offered by conventional financing (Romanow, Bear and Associates, 2000). First
Nations Information Project (2001) reports th¿t the higher interest rates are necessary to offset loan
defaultrates. Tribal Wi-Chi-Way-Win Corporation, which runs the FNFC program, is a
developmental lender which receives its capital from the federal govemment Under the terms and
conditions of its funding, it must cover all its own operating costs, including loan losses (Romanow,
Bear and Associates, 2000).

Furtherrnore, a report by Romanow, Bear & Associates (2000) states that since the demise

of MIAB conditions for First Nation farmers has deteriorated. When compared to Manitoba non-
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Aboriginal farmers (discussed in Chapter Six), the situation for First Nations farmers has become
quite dire. For instance, the average farm receipts for First Nation producers and the average farm
size of First Nation producers is less than the îverage Manitoba farm operator (see Exhibit 9). In

addition to the problems involving access to capital, the lack of an appropriate land tenure policy on
many reserves has limited or prohibited developmenß of First Nation farms (also discussed in
Chapter Six). In addition, Romanow, Bear & Associates (200O: 52 - 53) state that the:

CunentAboriginal economic development programs are very limited for First
Nation farmers to receive support to est¿blish successful commercially viable
farming operations. This is due to strict criteria being placed on job creation,
incentive limits per applicant, equity and commercial financing requirements... First
Nations farmers have no access to a lending institution with sufficient capital to
compete with the non-Aboriginal agricultural sector. The current Federal
Government is unwilling to provide tribal Wi-Chi-Way-Win and First Nations Farm
Credit with the development capital and support for administering costs to
adequately service the needs of First Nations farm clientele.
Furthermore, the difficulties with acquiring credit (such as providing land as collateral) has
relegated mostindividual farming endeavors on reserves to small-scale,low technology operations.

This lack of capital and technical expertise, which

Ìryas a

hallmark of MARA and its subsidiaries,

according to Romanow, Bear & Associates (2000) has made it difficult for reserve farmers from
acquiring the latest agricultural technology for modern day agriculture, relegating most First
Nations farmers into subsistence farmers. It can be concluded that without MIAP, reserve
agriculture has taken a step backwards since 1993 (see chapter six for more detail concerning the

post-MIAP period).

Chronolory Of MARA/MIAP Milestones

Date

Milestone

Comments

L975

MIAP established

Manitoba Indian Agricultural hogram Inc.
Five year mandate. Objective: establish a
viable agricultural industry on southern
Indian reservations in Manitoba
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-

1980

MIAP extended for five years

Second fi ve-year mandate

1983

InterimReport

Intergroup Evaluation Report

1985

Management review ordered

Program extended with a one-year mandate

-

Management review initiated due to a shorfall

in program goals during the 1980 to 1985
mandate

1986

MIAP conditional funding approved to 1990

Treasury Board approves MlAPfunding to
1990. Funding is conditional upon

MIAP

meeting specific program goals each year

MIAP develops

a strategic plan

Strategic plan is developed as part of the
Treasury Board requirements through to
1990 Treasury Board requirements include

the development of a dat¿ base program

MIADCo established

Manitoba Indian Agricultural Development
Corporation. Objective: administer the loans

fund.

- NEDP
$1.800.000 - MrAP

C-apitzlizatton: $5,475,000

S'1,275,w

1990

Formal evaluation ofMIAP

-

equity

Formal review initiated by DIAND

- Final

report released March, 1990 (DPA Group)

Manitoba Aboriginal resources Association

MARAestablished

Inc. Objective: act as an umbrella for all of the
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related operating companies, MIAP,

MIADCo and FNV

FNV

established

First Nations Ventures Inc. Objective:
Develop and operate for profit bu'sinesses

1993

FinalEvaluationofMARA

Fossay and Cassie report. Coopers

hogramterminated

Lybrand Audir CBC l-Team Report" Loans

&

and Debts bought by Arthur Anderson and
Iater purchased by Tribal Wi-Chi-Way-Win

Capital Corp.
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Chapúer Four

The Upside: Accomplishments of MIAP

Introductio¡¡ f,¡¿¡ining the Facts
MIAPachieved and experienced avariety of accomplishments before its disbandment,
according to the literature (particularly through the DPA Group Inc., 1Ð0 and Fossay & Cassie,

IÐ3)

and to various informants involved in

MIAP. Both the DPA Group Inc. (1990) and Fossay

& Cassie (1993) conducted direct interviews with

an unrecorded number of key stakeholders,

including MARA and MIAP coordinators and ofñcers, govemment officials and First Nations
producers. From these data, it appears that a number of key successes highlighted MIAP's
accomplishments.

Though MIAP was not without problems, it did succeed in propelling First Nation
agricultural efforts by providing access to land, training and advisory services, financial support
programs and, in particular, a substantial growth in First Nation farming when compared to the
situation that existed before the implementation of MIAP. In addition, during MIAP's existence, the

First Nations agricultural sector in Manitoba experienced growth in many areas (particularly in the

Iyls

- 1980 period:

(4,126

acres

see

Exhibit 2) such as total amount of land used by First Nation farmers

in 1972 compared to 117,000 acres in lW2) and significant growth in livestock

(which grew from 26 First Nation livestock producers inl975 to 101 livestock producers in 1990

with a corresponding rise in production figures which reached 3,157 head sold in 1Ð0 compared to
under 4O0 sold

in LnÐ.In addition, it can also be argued that,

as a result

of MIAP, many First

Nation individuals who wouldnothave otherwise been involvedwith agricultural pursuits ultimately
became farmers (Fossay and Cassie,Lggz).These individuals were able to acquire capital resources
such as machinery, buildings and livestock herds, which subst¿ntially increased the production

capacity of First Nation farmers (DPA Group Inc., 199O; Romanow, Bear & Associates, 2000).

Farm Production
Fossay and Cassie (1993) report that 165 active First Nations farm units existed

in 1993.

Though this represents a fall-offfrom the high of 168 farm units achieved during thie 1975 - L978
period, it does compare favourably to the

llTI frgre
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reported in the P.M. Associates (1978) by the

ManitobaAgricultural Program Committee which estimated about 52 First Nation farm units.
Though a modest increase of 116 new farm units was realized between 1975 and 1978 with a less
spectacular20 between 1978 and 1993 (not counting those which ended production during the
same 1978-1993 time period), the real increase was in other areas, including land usage, and in

earnings per farm unit (MIAP 1990). For instance, land usage by First Nations farmers in
Manitoba increased from 69,146 acres in 1975 to I 17,000 acres in l99Z,though it must be stated
that the l99Zfrgare represents a decline from the 1987 figure reported in the MIAP Treasury

Board Submission of

l44,Ml

significant achievement

acres @omanow, Bear and Associates, 2000). This represented a

as the goal

16,500 acres (see Exhibit

of bringing into production 43,500 acres was exceeded by

2). According to a1987 Treasury Board submission, of the approximate

335,000 acres included in agricultural based reserves, about 170,000 acres were suitable

forfull

scale agricultural production. Therefore, only 53,000 acres of suitable agricultural land was not

being used compared to the 100,854 acres not used in 1975, which represents a large increase in the
use of land for agricultural pursuits by First Nations farmers (Ireasury Board, L987).

The largest increases were in native hay, improved hay and native pasture. These growth
areas supported the suggested preference among First Nation farmers towards cattle production

whose total value by L99L was $5,721 ,296froma low of $76,000

in 1978 (the first year such

statistics were available for cattle production) (Intergroup, 1983; Fossay and Cassie, 1993).
Reasons given for the focus on caffle operations were that pasture land was more readily accessible

to First Nations farmers on or near reserves, while quality land for grain production was often more

difficult (Fossay & Cassie, L993). Other explanations include

depressed grain prices, which made

grain production a less athactive option to many farmers. This prevented farmers from entering into
or expanding grain operations. Regardless of these reasons, the number of cropping acres by

MIAP clients did rise, but by a much smaller

67o.

Of thts production, significant rises in rye (I00Vo

over previous years), flax (36Vo over previous years), and canola (27OVo over previous years) were
observed. This figure contrasts sharply with provincial crop yields for non-First Nation farmers

which dropped considerably between
by7.27o

(from29,42in

198-7

to I990,with the number of Manitobafarms dropping

1981 to27,336in 1987),whileaveragefarmincomedropped(from

$64,000 in 1986 to $46,000 in 1988) with production in Rye, Flax and Canola all dropping by 257o

(DPAGroup Inc., 1990).
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Exhibit 3
MIAP - Goals and Achievements 1975-1980
GOALS

ACHIEVEMENTS

Bring into production 43,500 acres

Exceeded goals as measured by evaluations in

1978;1980 tot¿l approx. 60,000 acres
provide 200 farmers with training and advisory
seruces

Exceeded goal - Z29indiwduals received
farm training and
managerial advisory services.

Increase # of farm units to 195

168 farms

in 1980

Increase gross farm production to $2.5

M.

Gross production $+.0 tvl. in 1981

Increase gross farm income to $12,700

in 1980

Average gross farm income approx. $20,000
in 1980

Source: MIAP, 1990

As well, average gross farm production for MIAP farmers increased from about $5,000 in
1975 (the first year of MIAP) to approximately $20,0@

in 1988,

surpassing the 1975 goal

of

$12,700 (see Exhibit2) andreached almost $30,000 in 1991 (P.M.Associates,L978;DPA Group

Inc., 1990). Of course, this contrasts sharply with the average gross incomes of non-First Nation
farmers who enjoyed average incomes of approximately $38,000 in 1975,$46,000 in 1988, and
$70,000 in 1990 (P.M.Associates,I978;DPA Group Inc., 1990; Fossay and Cassie,1993).
Nevertheless, it did represent a significant rise in First Nation farm income over the life span

of

MIAP. In fact, MIAP (1990) and Manitoba Agriculture (1991) detailed that the average production
perfarm in Manitoba increased 3ï2%obetween 1n5 -ß85, while the average First Nation farmer
increased production by 6307o in the same period. Both figures drop after 1985 (to , due to

economic problems experienced in Canada and the drop in average farm size experienced by both

non-Aboriginal and First Nations farmers and the 7Vo drop in number of Manitoba farms), but do
show thatAboriginal agriculture was rising (at least in terms of production) during a significant part

of the MIAP program (1975-1985).

Financial Supports
Afterthe creation of MIAB there was more access to credit (through MIADCo after 1986)
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for First Nation farmers and there were more and larger farms operated by First Nation farmers.
"More farmers were beginning to realize that farming was a business, not simply

a pastime, and

more were operating with better equipment and livestock and some had better record keeping"

DPA Group Inc., 1990:

a.\.By

1993, Fossay & Cassie (1993) reference 80 to 100 First Nation

farmers as commercially viable which compares favourably to the less than 20 farmers who were

commercially viable in 1975, according to the DPA Group, (1990). This represents

a

signifïcant rise

in commercially viable farms which was the main component of the MIAP mandate.
Furthermore,atotal of l2i2farmerswereclientsofMlAPin lggl,manyof whomwerenot
involved in agricultural pursuits previous to the formation of MIAP (Fossay & Cassie, 1993).
Therefore, MIAP helped to create many new farms and supported the development of existing
farms. It was also estimated by the DPA Group (1990) that without MIAP only 35Vo of those
existing farmers would have been able to succeed, while20%o would have survived but with lower
incomes, and357o would not have been able to start at all. MIAP also showed a healthy cost
effectiveness when compared to other Indian Agricultural programs such as the Saskatchewan

IndianAgricultural Program (SIAP) (DPA Group, 1990).
DPA Group Inc. (199O: +12) states that MIAP financial supports did "cause some
improvement in the financial and production results of client farmers." It summarized that there
was an increase in First Nation farms and that MIAP (and

MIADCo after 1986) made it possible

for existing farms to survive. The most important services were reported

as loans and

contributions

and advisory and training services (Cassie and Fossie, 1993). Key accomplishments of MIAP are,

therefore, in its loan program according to the DPA Group Inc. (1990).
For instance, most First Nation farmers did not qualify for private sources of financing as
they lacked sufficient credit history, and lenders were unable to secure their loans with assets on
reserves.

MIADCo loans, therefore, enabled farmers to increase their capital and cover operating

costs which they would othenvise have been unable to finance privately, either because they lacked

equity, collateral or the cash-flow to afford private interest costs. It was noted that MIADCo not

only provided credit which was unavailable through private sources, but also operated flexibly,
recognizing problems that First Nations farmers had with tr¿ditional credit sources. Because

MIADCo had been est¿blished separately from Indian Affairs, it was often perceived as being more
credible to First Nation farmers than Indian Affairs' IEDF loans. It was also observed by the DPA
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Group Inc. (1990) that IEDF loans, although they were available, were often too small and provided

little follow-up advice because DIAND lacked sufficient staff. It was also noted that

a reliance

on

federal government programs such as IEDF was unacceptable as govemment programs had little

credibility in the non-First Nation community, but were regarded

as

welfare (DPA Group Inc.,

1990). As well, the Farm Credit Corporation was an alternative for only a handful of First Nation

farmers. Many farmers, according to the DPA Group Inc. (1990), also appreciated the lower
interest rates available through MIADCo. It was also reported thatBoard members, staffand

MIAP

farmers viewed the establishment of MIADCo with some pride as it was accomplished with
core funding and on the initiative of

MIAP. MIAP was cited

as increasing the

and increasing net income from its lower cost loans. DPA Group Inc.

availability of credit

(1Ð0) concluded that the

est¿blishment of MIADCo had improved farmer's access to credit.

It must also be mentioned that the general farming environment in Manitoba from the early
1980s well into the 1990s was underintense pressure with variable harvests and commodity prices

and increasing debt service costs (DPA Group Inc., 1990; Manitobâ Agriculture, I99L; Fossay

&

Cassie, t993;Wotherspoon and Satzewich, 1993). There was a'7.ZVo decline in overall farm

numbersinManitobabetween 1981 and 1986(i.e.froma totalof 29,442fnmsin 1981 to27,336
farms in 1986). A severe drought in 1986 and 1987 exacerbated matters further and, combined with
pressures on the international front, necessitated special federal and provincial governmentaid on a

massive scale through the Special Canadian Grain Program, the Livestock DroughtAssistence
Program, and others (DPA Group Inc., 1990; ManitobaAgriculture, 1991). Even with such
assistance, net incomes per Manitoba farms were under severe pressure, declining to the $46,000

level in 1987 (DPA Group Inc., 1990). By 1988, overÀO%o of Manitoba'sfarm cash receipts were
derived from special st¿bilization or supplementary program payments. It is interesting to note that
as

non-Aboriginal Manitoba farm's net income was declining in 1987, MIAP client net income rose

to $20,000 from a low of $17,000 in 1986.
Though First Nation farmers were subject to these same general sets of pressures as non-

Aboriginal farmers in Manitoba, it should be mentioned thatperhaps there were somemitigating
factors operating in their favor. Although the Iack of clear land title and the consequent lack

of

collateral and reduced access to credit presented First Nation farmers with many problems, such
factors may have shielded them from the worst of the general farm debt crisis. Another mitigating
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factor was the higher proportion of First Nation farmers committed to livestock as opposed to crop
production (as high asTOVo) compared to a provincial average of approximately 3O7o. While
livestock producers encountered difficulties during the hardships of the 1980s, they were not as
severe as those encountered by crop farmers (Manitoba Agriculture ,1987).

In addition,897o of the farmers included in the

lÐL

Surwnary of Financial Results

for

First Nation Farmers, conducted by Fossay & Cassie (1993), recorded positive income after direct
expenses. Similarly, 95Vo of these farmers had positive net worth andSTVo had positive cash
(see

flow

Exhibit 3). It would appear that many First Nation farmers had positive key financial indicators

(however, when examining the distribution of key financial indicators, a somewhat different picture
arises - see Chapter Five and Exhibit 6).

ExhÍbit 4
Summary of

l99l Financial Results for First Nations Farmers
Total Number

Percentage of Total

Total farmers inModel

t14

1N7o

Positive Income Over Expenses*

toz

89Vo

Positive Net Worthx*

108

957o

I

87Vo

Positive Cash Flow

*

*

I*omt
*

Over Expenses is calculøted by MAM'sfarm incomc less directfarrn operating expewøs.

N"t worth is calculated as assets

l¿ss

liabititþs.

Source: PMS&K financial model of First Nations producers. (Fossay and Cassie, 1993)

Advisory Services
As well, itwas feltthatMlAPfarm advisors were thefront line service and were crucial for
targeting and organizing many of MIAP's other services (including MIADCo). The DPA Group
(1990) noted that many bands considered MIAP farm advisors as an excellent source of up to date

information and praised some advisors for their expertise and energy. RCAP (1996), in discussing
the general state of Canada's various Indian Agricultural Programs (including MIAP), concurred
and stated that;
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the tie-in with provincial extension services was a major step in giving Aboriginal
people direct access to information from specialists serving non-Aboriginal
communities. These services were absolutely essential for advancement and will fade
away as the budgets are being reduced, unless other provisions are made (877).

InterGroup (1983), the DPA Group (1990) and Fossy and Cassie (1993> add that MIAP
advisors provided valuable moral supportand creditthe program staffwith spreading awareness

of

farming to Chiefs and Councils as well as individual Band members. Improved community pride
and self worth were also mentioned by the DPA Group Inc. (1990). In addition, Fossay and Cassie

(19y2) insisted that some farmers were able to get offwelfare as a result of MIAP (though no
figures are given), although, it mentions that many did continue to need social assistance in addition
to theirfarm income. Though specific data on how many MIAP farmers were using government
assistance programs, like welfare, are not given in any of the reports, a 1988 figure for

MIAP (DPA

Group, 1990) average offfarm income mentions an amount between $20,344 - $22,6W,much of
which (though no firm figure is given) is stated as government welfare payments.
Although established farmers were aware of and usually participated in some other
govemment programs, MIAP (and later MIADCo) services did not overlap others, but
complimented them (DPA Group lnc., 1990). MIAP was widely seen as a substitute for other
services when First Nations farmers either did not qualify for those services (because they lacked
the skills or collateral needed) or needed more specialized intensive assistance than was available
elsewhere. MIAP farm advisors and head office staff referred clients to other programs and

provided implementation and training assistance on some other projects (e.g., Special ARDA).
The DPA Group (1990) st¿tes ttrat MIAP's most successful clients also acted as role
models on their reserves, spreading the awareness of the potential in farming. Nevertheless, with the

downturn in the Manitoba economy in the 1980s and early 1990s, this potential was less obvious
than it was in the 1970s (DPA Group, 1990).

First Nation Agricultural Growth
The largest successes of MIAP can be seen when one compares the contemporary situation

of First Nation farmers (see Chapter Five) to that of the MIAP period. Before MIAP was
established

in 1975, Manitoba

had few First Nation farmers, only a handful of whom (estimates
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range from 52O) were cornmercially viable (DPA Group Inc., 1990). At that time, First Nation

farmers were mostly operating subsistence farms with little modem equipmenÇ little access to credi!
and little or no record keeping. Because they had little training in farm practices and used few

Manitoba Agriculture services, their yields, income and assets were lower than non-First Nations
farmers. In addition, much of First Nation lands were leased to non-First Nation farmers, and little
new land was being developed (DPA Group Inc., 1990). In 1990, it was reported by the DPA
Group Inc. (1990) that DIAND and other agencies, for the most part, felt that without MIAP, there

would be fewer new farmers, and existing farmers would have more difficulties. In fact, it was
estimated by the DPA Group Inc. (1990) thatTÙTo of farmers felt that without the program's help,

they would have either been worse off, taken longer to establish, would not be established at all, or

would have gone out of business. In addition, in discussing the various Aboriginal agricultural
programs across Canada (including MIAP), the RCAP (L996) states that;

...the programs actually caused a furnaround so that successful farmers now exisf
where none \ryere before, as a direct result of daring investments and loans, is
positive. And, that the bands now take some time to specifically address agriculture,
whereas most had not before the lØ0s, gives encouragement to those responsible
for working with individual bands. These initiatives will fade fhnvefadedl as
moneys are restricted and staff laid off. (italics minc) (877)

Furthermore, the 1999 First Nations Agricultural Producers Survey states that the majority

of today's First Nations agricultural producers (54.3Vo) expressed that the amount of acres farmed
on reserve has actually decreased since the demise of MIAP. This was attributed, in Romanow, Bear
and Associates (2000), to a number of First Nation producers leaving the land due to financial

reasons. Perhaps, as Romanow, Bear and Associates (2000) concede, it could also be attributed to

the lack of any support program such as MIAP.
In addition, the First Nations Agricultural Producers Survey (1999) identified that a

significant number of First Nation farmers felt that access to capital (88.67o),lack of land (62.97o),
and lack of training and advisory services Q8.67o) were the major barriers to continuing farming

activities post MIAP. It is interesting to note that loans and contributions, advisors, and ftaining
were three areas that MIAP concerned itself with, for the most part, and had some success in during

its existence. This corresponds to client assessment surveys conducted by Intergroup in 1982 and

by DPA Group in 1989. The Intergroup (1983) assessment (though no percentages were given)
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reported that most farmers felt that financial arrangements (contribution and loans) were the most

important aspects of MIAP program components, followed by advisor and training components and
access to land. The Intergroup (1983: 60) assessment concluded by saying that:

Overall, the client respondents had a favourable impression of MIAP and of its
program components. Their views with respect to ultimate program output, i.e. viable
Indianfarms, however, were mixed.
The DPA Group (1990) survey identified

SOVo

of respondents

as stating that loans and

contributions were most important to their success, while 377o idenified advisory and naining
services as most important (there \ryere no questions concerning access to land in the DPA Group

study). As a result, it is evident that First Nation farmers felt that during the life of MIAP its
progr¿rms weremost beneficial in the areas of loans and contributions, advisory and training

services, and land acquisition. These are the same areas mentioned as baniers to successful First

Nation agriculture after the demise of MIAP. As a resulg it is fair to conclude that in the areas of
loans and contributions, advisory and training services, and land acquisition, that the present

situation has worsened for First Nation farmers since MIAP ended.

Finally, MIAP did show that First Nation people could be accountable for the
administration of their own economic programs (P.M. Associates,ly78). MIAP also provided
farmers with more confidence and encouraged First Nation participation in planning and
programming as was first envisioned in 1969 with the "Manitoba Project" (Manitoba Project,

te69).
In the absence of MIAR it is reasonable to conclude that some agricultural development
would likely still have occurred on reserves. However, would farmers have achieved similar results

without MIAP services? The DPA Group Inc. (1990: +23) answered such a question when it
stated that; "without

MIAP/ì{IADCo, we feel that little agricultural development would likely have

occurred." It was felt thatfewerfarms would have been started and of those started; more would
have gone out of business. As well, the fewer farmers establishing themselves would have taken

longer to set up and would have operated at reduced net incomes (due to the lack of accessing loans
and contributions, advisory and training services and land). In addition, the number of non-First

Nations leasing reserve land would also have continued to increase while the number of First
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Nations members using reserve land for agricultural purposes would have decreased @PA Group,
1990). When viewed in this way, one can see the positive impact that MIAP had on First Nation

farming.
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Chapter Five
The Downside: \ileaknesses of MIAP

Problems Experienced By MIAP

MIAP experienced

a

variety of problems according to the literature (particularly through the

DPA Group, 1990 and Fossay & Cassie, 1993) and to various informants involved in MIAP,
particularly Miller (2ù02),Bear (2ffi2) and Van Hussen Q0[l2).[Both the DPA Group (1990) and
Fossay & Cassie (1993) also conducted direct interviews with key stakeholders, including

MARA

and MIAPcoordinators and officers, Government officials and First Nations producers.] From
these data it appears that a number of key problems highlighted the weaknesses with

MIAP. The

main problems experienced by MIAP will be further discussed under the following headings:
1)Candidates

2)Advisory Services
3) Land Resources

4)Capital andCredit
5) Corporate Management and

MIAP/MARA Organization

Candidates
The first constraint on First Nation agriculture athibuted to MIAP is in the number

of

persons it was able to Lttrlctto the farming indusûy. Though in some instances, goals were realized,
the percentage of First Nation individuals attracted to agriculture remained very small. [200 farmers

by program's endl (Fossay and Cassie,lÐ3). Though this does represent a rise in number of First
Nation farmers from the pre-MIAP period (52farmers before 1975 to 200 in L993) it can also be
argued that it is far short of MIAP's long range goal which envisioned the establishment of 300

viable First Nation farm units first predicted in 1975.

MIAP also offered a number of incentive and rebate programs to both atffact new farmers
and to help already established farmers . They ranged from crop insurance programs to seeding
programs for wild rice growers. Incentive and rebate programs rryere, historically, the core of farmer
assistance progftrms offered by MIAP and

it was these programs (in addition to training and

advisory services) which helped to attract new First Nation farmers (Intergroup Consulting, 1993).

In the last two years of MIAP,

a

number of these programs were eliminated or reduced. For
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instance, according to the MIAP (L993) Special Incentives Summary, special incentives were

drastically reduced from the l992penod when compared to MIAP's inception in lTl5. Over the

first

15 years

of MIAP's existence, an average of over $900,000 was disbursed for special

incentives each year. This amount was reduced to $352,000 in the l992fiscal year. Programs, such
as the

wild rice seeding program, were eliminated altogether. This represented a significant

reduction in service to individual producers in MlAPtowards the end of the program.
Some unintended negative impacts have also been athibuted to the program as a whole.

Some Bands and Band members resented

MIAP's benefits flowing to individuals rather than to the

community (DPA Group Inc., 1.990; V/otherspoon and Satzewich,

lÐ3).In

addition,

ffiily

farmers felt that many community members did not support MIAPfarm ventures. "Some farmers
noted that relations with other reserve residents were not good and in fact they had been subject to
serious vandalism" (Intergroup,1983:57). Furthennore, the DPA Group Inc. (1990) stated that

many Bands deprived of access to economic developmentfunds used by MIAP sometimes believed
that MIAP was largely a waste of money. This feeling was especially encountered in some northern
bands andTribal Councils (DPA GRoup, 1990). It was also noted that some Bands and Tribal

Councils felt that MIAP supported many farmers who were not large enough to survive. They felt
that this harmed the program in the long run as its clients \ryere seen to be unable to improve,

discouraging young people from farming (Wotherspoon and Satzewich, 1993).

Advisory Services
The DPA Group (1990) and Fossay & Cassie (1993) highlighted that advisory services,

including education and training,

rryere the

key components for building new viable First Nation

farm units. Farm advisors helped to explain basic practices to farmers and helped communicate
information between headquarters and individual clients. They promoted new ideas and provided
expertise on site.
The introduction of MIAP

in

1975 was intended to promote participation in agricultural

production by First Nation people. It recognized that many First Nations people did not have a
long-standing agricultural tradition. The fundamental issues addressed by the original MIAP
programs centered around basic agricultural education and skills training and the use of farm
advisors. The first farmers to access these programs required basic skills. The programs and
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advisory services were supposed to address these basic needs.
Fossay

& Cassie (1993)

stated that First Nation farmers relied heavily on the advisory

services offered through MIAP extension services. Still, the greatest issues facing many of the

MIAP farmers was that other programs began to take necessary money and resources away from
education, training and advisory comminnents (see page7í for an explanation of how money w¿ts
taken away from training and advisory programs). Some producers felt that the financing of start-

up ventures had left farmers with less access to education and training progams.
Fossay and Cassie (1993) and the DPA Group Inc. (1990) were also critical of some of the

farm advisors level of expertise. Although many seemed knowledgeable and available, some
advisors were viewed as not having sufficient expertise. When compared to the Saskatchewan

Indian Agricultural Program (SIAP), it was noted that all of SIAP's seven agricultural
representatives were qualified agrologists (Resource Initiatives (a), 1985). However, this was not a

requirement in MIAP (DPA Group Inc., 1990).
Furthermore, it was felt that farm advisors needed clearer guidelines and supervision
through either the creation of a field supervisor position or through reassignment of management
responsibilities so that MIAP's manager could devote more attention to monitoring and directing
advisors. The DPA Group (1990: 5-15) elaborates by saying:

MIAP is sometimes criticized for their lack of monitoring and control. many Board
members are largely satisfied, but some agree that the quality of advisors varies
widely and without information on client performance, they have no means of
assessing how effective advisors are atassisting clients. Few clients (lOVo)
specifically want more farm advisors. Most are satisfied. A few are satisfied, not
with the number of advisors, but with their quality or availability. This is not a

problem solely of the quality of advisors. V/ithout clear expectations, advisors have
been largely left without direction. Some advisors have been able to work in these
conditions and are praised by all for their dedication and results. Some have had
difficulties. Delegating responsibility must be clearbutnot so narrow that advisors

have no ability to adaptto local conditions. Ourimpression is thatpresent
responsibility is not too nalrow. Instead we believe farm advisors responsibilities are
too wide, and so little monitored that the program has only succeeded when advisors
themselves are highly motivated. The Board has no mechanism to ensure their
intended goals are being achieved unless clients complain. We believe this system is
unfair both to clients, farm advisors, and the Board's objectives.

One significant weakness of MIAP concerned the fact that MIAP advisors were often not
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able to assist with alternative

agicultural production. Alternative agricultural products included

products otherthan cattle, grain, forage or swine. A number of feasible opportunities, never
explored by MIAP, were suggested by Fossay & Cassie (1993). These include:
Benies
Rose Hips

Roots

Mushrooms
Peat Moss

Many of these products were available naturally for harvest and could have been potential cash
crops, particularly in northern and remote regions where traditional agriculture was notfeasible. In

addition, it has been suggested by Priest and Meredith (2001) that hydroponic herbs/spices or
greenhouse crops could be considered as well, for areas with little traditional agricultural potential.

Growing Prospects, a commercial hydroponic education and herb growing centre in V/innipeg, has
prepared a proposal to train the First Nations people in hydroponic herb and vegetable gardening in

conjunction with Manitoba Hydro (Nickels, 2001). An alternative program such as this was never
envisioned by MIAP. In addition, the DPA Group (1990: 5-11) suggested that advisors should

initiate more support in "the north for non-traditional agriculture (for example wild rice, fish
farming or fur farming)."
Furthermore, the last phrase of MIAP's mission statement read: "...4 new initiative is the
mandate to provide special services to northern reserves in respect to agriculture" 1MARA, 1990: 8).

MIAP was unable to meet this

st¿ted mandate by

failing to support altemative agricultural activities.

Instead, MIAP advisors tended to focus on the traditional agricultural activities. As a result no
support existed for those individuals wishing to pursue alternative agricultural production or
harvesting.

In addition, it was suggested by the DPA Group (1990) that program advisory services
should have been organized to encourage a staged progression of clients from start-up to
commercial viability, with

a

different mix of services available at each stage with a conscious effort

to integrate farmers into other programs services. For instance:

Clients do not regularly use otherfarm advisory services and because of their lack of
awareness it is not easy to increase their participation in outside services. Although
75-

(in 1985) included atngetof increased use of MDA
Department
of
Agriculturel Specialist services, few people interviewed
Manitoba
feel use has increased greatly. As no monitoring was done, any increase that did not
occur cannot be estimated. MIAP's reputation will only suffer if they attempt to
provide all services for farmers. MIAP cannot provide the breadth of advisory
service needed for all farmers' needs. Although some of the best farmers already
use outside services, there is a reluctance to integrate and there is pride in a separate,
Indian controlled program. However, Indian control will only be enhanced if farmers
are financially successfrrl, not if they remain dependent on MIAP alone for all their
support To achieve better use of MDA services, MIAP advisors need to work more
closely with MDA staff, keeping them informed of client progress and the
program's plans. (DPA Group, L990:5-14).
the program's last plan

It was also stated by the DPA Group (1990) that MIAP should

assess

which specialties were

lacking in advisory services elsewhere, and offer more specialist services in

a

few technical areas,

rather than more technical advice.

In addition, the DPA Group (1990) voiced a concern that there was an evident reduction in
the activity of MIAP advisors. Fossay

& Cassie (1993) concured,

and added that

by 1990, many

producers indicated that MIAP advisors were not providing the same level of support enjoyed in the

early years of the program. This claim is supported by the fact that MIAP reduced the number of
advisors from 11 full-time advisors to 6 full-time advisors and one part-time advisor in 1985, a

figure which it maintained through to 1992 (Fossay and Cassie,1993). Also, as early as 1978, some
291.8 months of on-farm advisory services were provided to First Nation farmers (P.M. Associates,
1978). This was far less than the specified 360 months budgeted for the

initial three years Qns-

LnÐ.
Other problems concerning farm advisors were mentioned by both the DPA Group (1990)
and Fossie and Cassie (1993) and included the dual role of farm advisor/loans officer that

MIAP

advisors played. MIAP clients felt that advisors were on-site only to collect loan payments. It was

felt that the dual role of farm advisor/loans officer led to the perception that farm advisors had
become loan collectors. This also hints to the fact that farm advisors could not focus entirely on the
issues facing their client farmers.

It was felt by one informant that;

Farm advisors should have been providing assistance to First Nations farmers in
applying forfinancial assistance, but they should not have been involved in the
approval of loans orcollection of payments. (Former MIAP Farmer#l, Personal
Communication,200l).
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As well, it was mentioned that many farmers rryere unaware of training available through the
program (DPA Group Inc., 1990; Fossay and Cassie,l993).It was suggested by the DPA Group
(1990) that published newsletters with information on MIAP training programs should be made
available to community members. However, the DPA Group (1990: 5-14) also felt that

MIAP should not increase its training until it has a mechanism to assess the results
of the training already provided. Instead clients should be assisted to participate in
the existing training programs. Once the program has assessed its training priorities,
based on a review of past activities and their results, then MIAP may find specific
training needs which are unmet by other programs essential for their clients. Before
additional training is provided, a more strategic approach much be taken.

It is evident that MIAP advisory services needed more qualified advisors and clearer
guidelines and supervision. In addition, MIAP advisors were not able to assist in alternative
agriculture, did not use provincial extension services well, and were not being used to full potential
due to a lack of information on advisory services for the average First Nation farmer. Other

advisory weaknesses include a reduction in advisor activity and the problem of using advisors as
loans officers on top of their advisory duties. Problems with MIAP education services included a

conflict in fi.lnd availability for educational programs (see page 75) and an inability to assess the
results of training provided.

It appears that a commiünent to farmer education and naining through advisory services,
one of MIAP's early core responsibilities, had dissipated overthe years, and had become one of its
weaknesses. This occurred despite a 1978 Evaluation Report (P.M. Associates

Ltd., Ly78) which

highlighted the needs for a stronger advisory and naining program within MIAP.

Land Resources
First Nation farmers who had established themselves in Manitoba have secured most of the
land they employ from their Bands through Band Council Resolutions and subsequent lease
arrangements. In addition, much of the land is held under Certificate of Possession, a fiansferable

instrument of tenure tantamount to title in fee simple. Leased land was ordinarily rented at annual
cash rents (which rvere approximately $¿O.OO per acre in some areas

in 1985 (MIAP, 1985)). This

was viewed as an impediment to continued development of First Nation agriculture

(MIAB

The DPA Group (1990) also indicated that MIAP clients were concemed with the
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1985).

increasing shortage of land for new or expanding farm operations. Securing land for farming on or
near reserves rryas

difficult, both because of costs and availability. The problem was most severe for

new farmers and those wishing to expand their farming operations @PA Group Inc., 1990)-

In addition, most bands lacked written land use policies. In some cases land use was
decided by the Chief and Council as proposals were received. In other cases, Band members

individually decided how the portion of land under their traditional control was to be used. In both
cases, the farmer given the use
be taken back by the next

of a portion of land lacked the security of tenure,

as

their land could

Chief and Council or inheritor of the Band member's traditional righæ

(DPA Group Inc., 1990). This uncertainty reduced the farmer's incentive to invest in the land and
makes it difficult for farmers to assemble large acreage. Bands also faced population growth on
reserves and pressure from members to prevent a minority from benefitting from the land

(Wotherspoon and Satzewich, \993).Often, Bands viewed their land as a potential source of
revenue from leasing and preferred to lease land to non-Aboriginal farmers (DPA Group, 1990).

Another related problem involved the fact that few First Nation farmers had credit for large
operating or capital loans from private sources. Access to credit and land tenure are interrelated
problems. Unable to use their reserve land as collateral, First Nation farmers had to establish a
reputation with private lenders. Until then, they often could only use MIADCo, whose funds were
never sufFrcientto lend to all. The agricultural economy of the 1980s and early 1990s tightgned

lending requirements of banks. Due to the high failure rates on all their agricultural loans, banks
and credit unions reduced financing available to all of their high risk clients, which First Nation

farmers were considered to be.

In addition, though First Nation farm acreîge had increased from 1975 to lg9u_ Q7,000
acres

in 1975 versus 175,000

acres

in 1990), it still meant that about 65,000 potential acres were not

being farmed by First Nation farmers. Also, the average farm size had not increased significantly
over the MIAP lifetime (530 acres

in L975 versus 682

acres

in 1990) and was far below the

projected 800 acres in the 1988 program objective (DPA Group, 1990). In fact, average farm size
had actually dropped

in

1990

from a high of 685 acres in 1986, and continued to drop into 1993 (to

650 acres). It is interesting to note that the Manitoba average farm size was 800 acres in 1986 (DPA

Group, 1990), meaning the goal of reaching parity in average farm size with non-Aboriginal

Manitobafarmers was farfrom being realized. In addition, MIAPcrop yields were substantially
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less than provincial yields, ranging

from I9Vo less for wheat to

AOVo less

for barley and canola

(DPA Group, 1990). In fact, no crop yield improvement was evident from 1983 to 1992. Though
not dramatically significant in itself, it does suggest that the MARA's 1Ð0 service objectives

of

achieving 200 viable farm units was a difficult objective to meet given the low statistics in average

farm size and crop yields over time as expressed by the DPA Group (1990).
As a result of an inability for established and new First Nations farmers to secure land, and
because most reserves had no land use policies (in addition to

credilcollateral problems

experienced by First Nation farmers), Iand resources, including average farm size and crop yields
can be viewed as a weakness of

MIAP

Capital and Credit
Agriculture is a capital intensive industry. Annual operations typically require short term
financing to cover the costs of seed, fuel, fertilizer and agricultural chemicals (in the case of a grain
producer), or feed, fuel, and other operating costs in the case of a livestock producer. Ionger term

financing is typically needed to finance the acquisition of machinery, livestocþ fencing, land or
major land improvements such as clearing or drainage (Resource Initiatives, 1985). The credit
problem confronting those who wished to establish commercial farms during the MIAP era can be

illustrated by a Saskatchewan study conducted by Resource Initiatives in 1985 for the Native
Economic Development hogram. It states that:

A farmer wishing to establish an "average commercial farm would require total
investment capital of about $360,000 plus operating capital of perhaps $30,000.
Assuming such an hypothetical farmer (Indian or non-Indian) invested a507o equity
(i.e. $190,000), and bõrrowed the remaining $180,00O in a mixture of short and
medium loans, and borrowed seasonally another $30,000 for operating purposes,
annual debt servicing costs would approximate $27,500. In addition to this cost, the
farmer would be confronted with taxes, fuel costs, fertilizer costs, chemical costs,
repairs and maintenance totaling perhaps $30,000. V/ith tot¿l sales of about
$60,000, the farmer would be left with $2,500. This sum would be the total cash
income to farm labour and management, and the total support for a farm family
(except for income in kind won from a kitchen garden and perhaps some nonmonetized production of animals or dairy products. There would of course be no
return whateverto the $180,000 equity investmenl
The purpose of the foregoing hypothetical Saskatchewan farm example is to illustrate the

background to the problem faced by First Nation farmers attempting to establish a commercially
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viable farm during MIAP times. Typically, potential First Nation farmers had little if any equity.
The first requirement would be the acquisition of land. Typically, three options would probably
exist; he might rent land from the Band (or from some other land owner), he might buy Certificate

of Possession or patent land, or he might obtain ttre right to clear and improve reserve land. Renting
land would likely require substantial cash payments each year. In 1985 (the only year suchfigures
could be found) payments would average about $20,000

(MIAR

1985). In addition, purchase

of

land (again at 1985 rates) would likely cost in the order of $150,000 to $250,000 (MIAP, 1985).
Clearing and improving?-6D - 500 acres of land would likely cost in the order of $100,000 (MIAP,
1985).

In 1985 (and until the demise of MIAP) grant funds were limited to $60,000 for all

purposes. The potential First Nation farmer would also be confronted with the need to acquire

machinery and livestock or at the very least, to obtain operating capiøI. Total loan funds available
through MIAP/IED (and later MIADCo) were limited to $60,000. At best, the new farmer would

probablyfind the available mixture of loan and grantfunds limited to $120,000 and would probably
find that his capital requirements to establish

a

commercially viable farm were at least double that

amount. These figures correspond to the conclusion reached by Resource Initiatives (1985: 39) in
its study of the Saskatchewan Indian Agricultural Program: "The availability of capital, whether as
grants, loans, or as a combination of these, is an impediment and a constraint on the development

of

commercially viable Indian owned farms." MIAP/IEDF and later MIADCo loans, bank loans and
other sources of commercial credit were useful, and in many cases, may have been adequate to the
needs of established First Nation farmers who wished to expand their operations (even though the

$60,000limit may have been

an impediment

to some prudent expansions) (MIAP, 19S5). However,

since most First Nations farmers tended not to use commercial credit sources, the availability of

of

capital was seen as a constraint upon increasing the number of viable commercial farms owned and
operated by First Nations farmers

(MIAP, 1985; Fossay & Cassie (L993).In addition, both MIAP

(1985) and Fossay & Cassie (1993) agfee that the credit systems were more adequate to the needs

of established farmers wishing to expand or improve their operations than to first time First Nation
farmers (Intergroup, 1983). Therefore, despite the contributions limit being an impediment to some
established MIAP farmers (no actual figures could be located), it certainly was a probfem for

first

time or new MIAP farmers according to Intergroup (1983), MIAP (1985) and Fossay and Cassie
(1ee3).
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Intergroup (1983), also conducted an analysis on the contributions component of MIAP
based on comparisons betweenL9T5 and 1981 data, and the results of its analysis clearly indicated
a need to re-assess

contribution limits, As in the Resource Initiatives (1985) Saskatchewan study,

Intergroup (1983; 80-81) discussed MIAP contribution limits, stating that contribution limits were:

established in 1975; since that time, general inflation has almost halved the value of
the dollar [and] farm input prices have more than doubled.... loan requirements for
livestock and machinery have tripled [and] long term interest rates and operating
loan interest rates have also increased.

The Intergroup (1983; 83) study stated that if a farmer began operations in 1975, he might survive,
but only if the farmer had non-farm income to cover his operating losses (which were projected to
reach $11,000) and to make provision for asset depreciation (his equity

will have declined by some

$15,000). In other words, the Intergroup (1983) study suggests that only through alternative, off-

farm income and/or loan extension would such a farm be able to keep operating.
This figure is even more dire, according to Intergroup (1983), if the same client were to
begin operations in 1981. Intergroup's (1983) predicted that such a farm (whether grain farmers or

livestockfarmers) would not survive the first five years, and if it did, equity losses would exceed
$35,000. Intergroup ( 1983 ; 83) concluded:

All income to meet personal would have to come from

other sources. With a very
large off-farm income, the farmer may have been able to ameliorate the state of
arears shown to have developed by year 3 (i.e. some $30,000 in principal and
interest). For most MIAP sponsored farmers, however, this level of income does not
exist, nor is there sufficient equify to buffer the farmer against the interest costs of
his debt load. Indeed, that is why the contribution component exists. Here, in a
reasonably typical situation, it is shown to be inadequate. Given MIAP's current
policies, this farmer would have been closed out within three years.

This situation concerning the limitations of MIAP confribution limits was also discussed in similar
terms in MIAP (1985). In addition, the severity of this situation can be exemplified by the fact that

from 1983 to 1993,an average of

5O7o

of the porfolio's accounts were in arrears (Intergroup,

1983; DPA Group, L990; Fossay and Cassie,1993). Among conventional lenders and indeed

DIAND itself, such an arrears situation would prompt increases in foreclosures,liquidation's and
bad-debt write-offs. Such was the case forMIAP/lvIIADCo. Whereas in 1978 five foreclosures and
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liquidation's occurred, by 1980, the number had risen to nine (Intergroup, 1983). In fiscal I98A83,
there were 11 foreclosures (DPA Group, 1990). By 1990, "64Vo of the loan

porfolio

were written

offas uncollectable" (DPA Group, 1990;5.6)

Exhibit 5
$rrmnrâr] of MARA Disbursements for L991and,1992
Disbursement

ßn

r99t

MIAP
MIADCo
FÏ{V
Adminisration

y29,939
360,000
?ß4,573
830.408

959,938
360,000

TOTAL

2,M,919

2,O84,O35

ToChange
.3Vo
0Vo

lw,573

44Vo
47Vo
(general breakdown of services not provided; includes all board, support staff, and field operations costs )

566..5U

L5Vo

Source: Fossay and Cassie, 1993.

Furthermore, financingavailable toMIAP/MARA had actually decreased overthe time

of

the program. For instance, total MIAP financing in 1975 was $5.6 million (MIAP, 1980). This
increased to $6 million
$2.1 million

in 1980, but had dropped to a significant low of $2.4 million in

in 1991. This represents less available monies for loan purposes (which

1990 and

the

DPA

Group (1990) identified as being one of the most important aspects of MIAP/MARA according to

MlAPfarmers) and also meant that advisory and training programs (also identified

as

important

components by the DPA Group (1990)) were severely cut back.

In addition to financing being cut back significantly for MIAP/MARA, Fossay and Cassie
(1993) indicate that the general disbursement of contributions to the various MARA programs was
being spread too thin. During the 1990 - IW2 period, for example, MARA contributions to FNV
and general administration increased significantly, as compared to increases in programs directed

specifically to producers through MIAP and MIADCo (Fossay and Cassie,lÐ3). According to
Intergroup (1983) general administrationcosts included all board and support staffcosts (which
numbered

?Ainl982), field operations and staff(which included two field extension workers and

ten field farm advisors and three support

staffin 1982),

ofFrce and equipment supplies, as well as

üavel, rental, and reimbursements, and miscellaneous overhead (not specified). In 1982, general
administration costs were $737,000 which by L992 jumps to $830,4O8 (A summary of MARA
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disbursements

for 1991 and L992 are provided in Exhibit 4). This represents a significant rise in

general administration costs atthe expense of MIAP and MIADCo.

Exhibit 6
MARA'S 1990 Service Objectives (Strategic Plan)
ServiceObjectives:
a) Through afocus on income enhancementfor existing producers, to fully establish 200 viable
farm units.

b) To develop overall gross sales

of

10

million dollars on the basis of $50,000/unit average.

c) To create a climate whereby 5OVo of the producers become regular users of provincial extension
services.

d) To support the development of 30 new enterprises in the north and south based on new
enterprise opportunities such as rice, rabbits, game ranching, etc.
Results:

a) l22farmunits existin MARA database. The majority of these could be considered as "viable."

b) 1991 gross sales were approximately $3.5 million. Average gross sales per farm . unit was
s29,361.
c) Our survey indic¿ted that few First Nations farmers access Provincial extension services.
d) Three new enterprises have been established: Wapos Inc. North Country Witd Rice Indian
Management Services

Source: Fossay and Cassie, 1993.

This summary of disbursements demonstrates that more of MARA's financial resources
were being applied to the venture capital operations and general administration. The core of

MARA

programs that directly impact on the First Nations farmers, namely MIAP and MIADCo, were

receiving a smaller percentage of the funding (which was shrinking each year). In addition, the
allocation of funds to these designed four program areas is significant and a bit optimistic, when
one examines

MARA's service objectives

as

laid out in theirfive year strategic plan (see Exhibit 5).

Fossay & Cassie (1993), indicate that a decline had occurred in the level and quality of some of the
core services provided directly to First Nations producers. Further, the stated goal of 30 new
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business ventures can be considered to be somewhat optimistic as compared to norms in the venture

capital industry in Canada according to Fossay & Cassie (1993). Given these observations, it was
very likely that MARA did not have the necessary financial and managerial resources at its disposal
to accomplish all of its stated service goals and provide a consistently high level of the core services

required by First Nations producers through MIAP and MIADCo'

Exhibit 7
Distribution of Key Financial Indicators, 1992
Income OverExpenses

Number

Vo

Net V/orth

Cash Flow

Number

Number

%

<$5,000 36

32Vo

<$25,000 57

5O7o

<$15,000 46

4OVo

<$75,000 36

327o

<$25,000

15

13Vo

<$125,000

15

T37o

>$25,000

17

ISVo

>$125,000 6

5Vo

7o

61 5470
<$15,000 30 2670
<$25,000 11 ro70
>$25,000 12 lrvo
<$5,000

Source: Fossay a¡rd Cassie, 1993

Given ttre limited resources available to MARA, it would seem that a re-evaluation of its
service goals (as stated in Exhibit 5) would have been in order. A re-assessment and re-priortizing

of goals in accordance withMARA's level of available resources may have alleviatedthe problem
of MARA's financial resources being spread too thin. As a result, MIAP did not receive the
necessary money it needed to firnction properly.
Fossay

& Cassie (1993) developed

a model of the

financial results for farmers using

financial data gleaned from the MARA database (which could not be located) and MARA financial
statements (much of which could also not be located). Financial data

for 114 of the

122

MARA

clients was available at the time of the 1Ð3 study (though much of this primary financial dat¿
seems to have disappeared from the

Fossay

MIAP files and could not

be located). The analysis

from

& Cassie (1993) demonstrated thatfarming was not highly profitable for a large number of

farmers. For example,Tlfto of the farmers reported income afiter expenses of less than $15,000,
SOVo reported a net

worth of of less than $25,000,and807o reported cash flows of of less than

rather poorly with
$15,000 (Fossay and Cassie ,1993;see exhibit 6). These 1991 figures compare
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the average gross farm incomes among non-First Nation farmers in Manitoba, which were

approximately $38,000

in

1975(P.M. Associates ,1978)and $56,000 in 1981 (Intergroup

Consulting Economists Ltd., 1983). In 1991, orúy 157o of the First Nation farmers in MIAP had
gross farm incomes over $25,000. As a result, average gross farm incomes for First Nation farmers
had not even reached the

Il75 level of non-Aboriginal Manitoba farmers by

1993

E)GIIBIT 8:
1983 INTERGROT]P EVALUATION RECOMMENDATIONS

eonclusion

RecommendatÌon and St¿tus

1. Fallen short of most objectives.

Continue funding Data insufficient to estimate achievements of
most objectives accurately but likely continue to fall short.
Need for support of Indian farming continues but future
funding depends on program's ability to plan future activities.

2. Clients still highly dependent on MIAP.

Both conuibutions and loans needed beyond 1!)85. Both still
required but clients still highly dependent on MIAP and farm
advisors not adequately monitored ûo ensure contributions,
loans, etc. are achieving results.

3. Slow pace of development

Concentrat€ resources on existing clients, with minimal new
farms beyond cument 184. About 35-4O new farms started in
last 5 years but other resources were concentrat€d on existing
clients.

4. Training not being applied in farm operations.

Case by case monitoring only, no record system
esüablished and no determination made on costs, application
knowledge and career paths except by individual clients. No

of

plan for training program. Improve follow-up through
monitoring anci record systems ûo determìne: a)who uses b)cost
per client c)application of knowledge d)trainee career paths.

5. Contribution ceiling of $6OK too low.

6.

I¡an porfolio

has increased arrears,

Separate limits on land development and other contributions
with approval for land development based on reasonable
acreage and tendered costs. contributions still up to $6OIC

üo improve post loan counseling, maintenance of
security on long ferm loans, credit checks, too rapid
application reviews, terms and conditions of loans.
MIADCO/IEDF portfolio continue to have high anears (68.81o

foreclosures Continue

of portfolìo).
Source: DPÀ Group, 1990
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The results indicate that farming did not provide a significant source of revenue and cash

flow for many First Nation farmers. Many of these farmers, however, did not consider farming as
their primary or only source of revenue. Many individuals were active in other pursuits such as

fishing, trapping or belonged to local band ortribal councils. Forinstance, the MARA and MIAP
Boards were made up of individuals who were also farmers (such as Rl Anderson, Tom Cochrane
andJames Moar) exceptforthe DIAND, provincial and business community Board members. In

EX}IIBIT

9:

MIAP PROGRAM PLAI\I

1985

TO 1990

Action Plans
1.

St¿tus

Not done. Data collected in 1987 but database
had many problems (inconsistent and
unrealistic values) so not used. Database
still notcomplete. January 1Ð0 preliminary
database reviewed buthas many problems
including data quality, database design and
incomplete coverage of clients.

Maintain database on clients.

Porfolio purchased by MIADCo. About

2. Maintain loans In current status.

&.Vo w ntten off as uncol I ect¿ble.
3. Establish

taining

Not yet provided for this evaluation.

database

4.250 viable farms at $32,000 gross earnings

Not achieved. Only 100 viable farms.
1986 earnings - $17,000;1987 earnings $20,000. 1990 earnings - $24,000

5. Establish MIADCo & takeover of IEDF

Done.

6. I^and development funding with Special

ARDA

Negotiations unsuccessful as Province did
not want to become involved in developing
reserve land.

7. 100,000 acres

Exceeded in 1988 (1 15,886 acres)

Sou¡ce: DPA Group, 1990; Treasury Board, 1984

addition, Rl Anderson was also Chief of Fairford First Nation, meaning his income was from three
sources,

MARA, farming and from his activities

as

Chief. As

a result,

farming, for many, was a part

time endeavor (DPA Group Inc., 1Ð0). Though figures for how many farmers were supplementing

theirfarming endeavors with other sources of income is not available, because MARA did not keep
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¿

record of such data, MIAP's mission, as described in a December 13, 1985 MIAP Board

Meeting, of creating a "program that will be directed towards eventual self-sufficiency and
independence" (5) was not achieved. It is clear that farming, on its own, did not provide a viable
source of revenue or cash flow for First Nation farmers.
One of the most important failures associated with

MIAP involved the conclusion that

MIAP fell short of most of its goals and objectives. This conclusion was reached by InterGroup
Consulting Economists Ltd. (1933), DPA Group Ltd. (1990) and by Fossay and Cassie (lgg3).
For inst¿nce, InterGroup Consulting Economists Ltd. (1983: 2) reported that MIAP had'Tallen far
short of its overall objectives with respect to farm numbers, productivity and viability (see Exhibit

7)." In 1984 the Treasury Board (1984) approved funding for MIAP through to 1990 (see Exhibit
8). But this was conditional upon MIAP meeting specific goals each year (Fossay and Cassie,
1993). Again, many of these goals were not achieved according to the DPA Group (1990). New
service objectives were implemented in 1990 (MARA, 1990), and it can be seen from Exhibit 5, that
the results fall far short of the stated service objectives as reported in Fossay and Cassie (1993). In
spite of these shortcomings, it is interesting to note that all MIAP evaluations (such as, InterGroup

Consulting Economists Ltd. (1983), DPA Group Ltd. (1990) and Fossay and Cassie (1993),
recommended that MIAP (or some similar program) be continued.

Therefore, creditandfinanceproblems, unmetservice goals, inflation as well as
contributions and credit limits were problems that were experienced by MIAP according to the

literature. In addition to MARA receiving less funding over time, other problems included MARA
increasing funding to FNV and administration (Exhibit a) at the expense of MIAP and MIADCo,
the organizations responsible for funding (through loans and connibutions) First Nations farmers.

This meant that MIAP's original objectives would be almost impossible to achieve.

Corporate Management and MIAPIùIARA Organization
Management provides a mechanism to help farmers establish and improve their situation.
Management must allocate resources and be accountable, both to funding organizations and to

clients (in the case of MIAP it would also be accountable to a number of First Nation organizations
such as AMC and Band Councils). Both the InterGroup Consulting Economists Ltd. (1983) and

DPA Group Inc. (1990) felt that corporate management, although not a service to clients, either had
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an effect on First Nation farmers or offered problems which affected the impact of other

services. They reported that some Bands, tribal councils and outside agencies felt that

MIAP

MIAP

management did not place enough emphasis on upgrading client's farm results (DPA Group,
1990). It was felt that management had not kept sufficient track of program activities for Boards to
adequately assess the program's impact on farmers (Intergroup, 1983; DPA Group, 1990; Fossie
and Cassie,I993). the Intergroup (1983) and DPA Group (1990) reports also felt that the program
had paid insufficient affention to training. However, both reports also comment that
data on client's finances made

it difficult to assess how training should

Furthermore, in examining the service goals

forMARA,

MIAP's lack of

be focused.

we can see thatthe organization

took on two very distinct roles. These roles were, firstly, as a provider of support programs for First
Nation farmers in Manitoba, and secondly, as a venture-capital organization with the goal of starting
up 30 new business ventures over a five year period (see Exhibit 5).
Fossay

&

Cassie (L993:10) ask "can one organization be effective in both roles." In other

words, is it appropriate to risk reducing the level of programs to farmers in order to pursue new
business ventures? During the same period that MIAP financial disbursements decreasedby 3Vo,

venture capiøl disbursements rose 447o to $284,573 in 1992 (see Exhibit 4).It might also be fair to
assume that a portion of the $830,1108 in administration costs could have been expended for

related activities. According to both Fossay & Cassie, (1993) and the DPA Group (1990),

FNV

it

appeared that pursuing new ventures presented a reduction in the resources directly available to

First Nation farmers through MIAP. In other words, MARA had left established farmers in MIAP

with little access to funds. Many producers felt that MARA disbursements should have been
allocated to MIAP to maint¿in established farmers.

Too much money was going into projects underFNV such as the rabbitfarm, which
just lost money anyways.... More of MARA'S money should have been going to the
farmers for loans to buy land or equipment, not to pet projects like rabbit farms. I
thought that was what MIAP was all about, helping the Indian farmer. (MIAP
Farmer #1, Personal Communication, 2@1)
The DPA Group also stated that the relationship between MIAP,

MARA, FNV and

MIADCo Boards should have been more clearly defined, explicitly stating which was responsible
for planning and policy in which areas. Although the general organi2¿lisnal structure was outlined
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and mission st¿tements were established for each entity (see "The Organization of

MARA"

ChapterThree), there were differentviews aboutthe purpose and eventual outcome of such a
structure. It is obvious that

MARA's Board should have defined the relationship between its

various subsidiaries and set clear measurable (and realistic) goals for each to meet. Because MIAP
advisors were vit¿l to the functioning of MIADCo and FNV, it was felt by the DPA Group (1990)
that the various companies of

MARA should

have been

tightly and clearly integrated,

a

task which

was obviously a major challenge.

In addition, according to a number of audits, evaluations, financial statements and research
sfudies conducted over the ye¿ìrs on MIAP capital purchases, expenditures and loans, there
appeared to be a number of areas where there was potential for conflict of interest of MIAP Board
members including 1) personal applications forfunding (where eligible Board members or staff
members apply for financial assistance either in loans or contributions), 2) contracting to

MIAP

(where Board members or staff members have an interest in organizations providing or tendering to
provide services to MIAP/MARA oTMIAP/MARA clients), 3) funding applicationsforrelatives or
associates (where Board members consider applications of individuals who are related to them
are well-known by them),4) employment status with agencies such as

or

DIAND orCredit Unions

dealing with MIAP (where employees or officers of organizations routinely dealt with

MIAP/MARA or MIAP/MARA clients who were Directors (P.M.Associates ,1978;Sill, Streuber,
Fiske and Co., [9ïZ;Inter-Group Consulting Economists Ltd., 1983; Sill, Streuber, Fiske and Co.,
1985; DPA Group Inc., 1990). MIAP had procedures for dealing with potential conflict of interest
situations involving Board members seeking financial assistance from MIAP/MARA (i.e. points 1.
and2. above) as explained by Intergroup (1983: 122):

A member whose application or tender is being considered cannot participate in
either the discussions or the decision on the request or tender and must leãve the
room while it is being considered. In addition, applications or tenders of Board
members are reviewed by the Region findian Affairs] to assure that these requests
or tenders meet all the criteria required for granting of such assistance or contracts

It was felt that these provisions, particularly the review by Region, should allow for equitable
consideration of these type of requests. However, it is worth noting that most organizations (e.g.

City of Winnipeg and other municipalities) (City of Winnipeg, 2AOÐ prohibit their Board members
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or elected officials from participating in the benefits of expenditures by the organization. This

prohibition is not necessarily because such participation is inherently unfair or inefficient. The issue
is more often one of perceived equiøbleness and relates more to the credibility of the organization

to its constituents than to unfair access to benefits (City of Winnipeg, 2002).

According to Intergroup (1983) however, the conflict of interest issue is not that simple. For
instance, in regards to point{Z. they contend that a Board member may, for example, be able to

provide needed services to the organization at costs which are highly competitive with other
potential suppliers. In addition because MIAP's Board was to be representative of Indian farmers,
many of whom were farmers themselves, that these Board members were eligible for

MIAP

benefits. In other words, the case for Board members contracting to MIAP could not depend on the
same rationale as that for other organizations.

By extension, then, it can be argued that agri-business opportunities should be made
available to Indians and, therefore, Board members should not be excludedfrom
participation in these opportunities. (Intergroup, 1983; 123).
Regardless of these difficulties regarding conflict of interest among Board members in the area

of

applyingforfinancial assistance, Intergroup (1983) did state thatconcern was expressed by MIAP
farmers, some program officials and representatives of the Aboriginal community (namely the

AMC) that potential existed for conflict of interest in the area of Board members considering
applications of individuals who are related or well known to them (point #3 above). The fear was
that an individual Board member's knowing (or being related to) an applicant may have undue

influence on the review of the application. For some, the requirement that a Board member be
required to leave the room whenever an application from a resident of his reserve was being
reviewed by the Board, was not an adequate safe-guard against conflict of interest or nepotism.
For example, the CBC (1993) I-team report made numerous references to the problems of

conflict of interest in investigating the Wapos Inc. rabbit factory and to travel reimbursements of
one of its Board members citing conflict of interest and nepotism (see Chapter Three,

MIAP 1990-

1993} Miller (2002) also states that the MIAP Boa¡d attempted to buy the Salisbury House
restaurant chain inferring that this was a strange acquisition attempt by an agricultural program.
Such conflict of interest caused a great deal of suspicion on the part of farmers (as well as
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questions aboutthe success of the
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Ltd., 1983; DPA Group Inc., 1990) that MIAP upgrade its safeguards
into contracts
and stafffrom receiving contributions or from entering
prohibited Board members

and
(otherthan normal employment) with the program. This was never accomplished

as a

result'

suspicion has continued to ttris day.

In addition, MIAP was accused of a conflict of interest where
an outside agency had an interest in

a

Board member representing

MIAP policy or activities which were not necessarily
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compatible with the interests of the Corporation (point#4 above). An example was offered by
Intergroup (1983: I25):

For example, an equipment dealer could conceivably have interests which would
favour treaÍnent of assets of insolvent MIAP clients in a manner different from that
which would support the program's objectives. The Indian Affairs representative on
the Board is automatically in a potential conflict of interest situation since he
represents the funding agency and is, indeed, a major instrument of accountability to
that agency.

However, Intergroup (1983: 123) countered this viewpoint by pointing out that:
The potential for conflict of interest has been reduced by having someone else
within DIAND responsible for the monitoring and evaluation of the program.
However, ttre representative's role in these areas cannot be completely eliminated
without also destroying in part, the rationale for his Board membership. As long as
the relationship is reasonably smooth, however, the potential conflict can probably
be overlooked, since he is only one out of seven Board members.

Anotherproblem regarding conflict of interestamong the MARA/MIAPBoards involved
the method of selecting the Boards. As stated in earlier chapters,

MARA/MIAP Boards were self-

perpetuating. 'When (as infrequently happened, as 3 of the original 4 First Nation representatives
were still sitting on the MIAP Board when the program was terminated), a Board member resigned,
his replacement was chosen by the remaining Board members. The approach, though

uncomplicated (as there was no election mechanism), makes no formal provision for introducing
new skills, ideas and perspectives to the Board. It also aggravates potential conflict of interest

situations since, as noted previously, it is difficult to have bylaws which actually exclude Board
members from program benefits if they are First Nation farmers with long Directorship tenure.

In

addition, many reports (Intergroup, 1983; DPA group,I9X); Fossay and Cassie,l993) st¿ted that
there was a belief held by many First Nation leaders that the Board was not accountable to the First

Nation populace because it was not accountable to the Chiefs or to AMC. Such a viewpoint held
that:

Accountability to Chiefs would mean thatthe Chiefs of Manitoba's Indian Bands
would have power of appoinünent or election of at least the Indian representatives on
the Board. (Intergroup, 1983: 126).
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Other problems included increased dissatisfaction due to a widespread perception that First

Nation farmers were not adequately represented in the policy and decision-making processes
related to the agricultural sector (Fossay and Cassie,

t93)- MARA

and its related organizations

(including MIAP) were perceived as being too distant from the farmers it represented. This resulted,
according to Fossay and Cassie (1993) in an increasing dissatisfaction with MARA, its Board
structure and its management. Many stakeholders, according to both the DPA Group Inc. (1990)
and Fossay and Cassie (1993) strongly indicated a desire for First Nations producers to be more
active in the selection of Board members, in key decision-making activities and in the setting

of

priorities for the agricultural sector. First Nation producers wanted active participation in this sector
as

it was perceived that better representation by First Nation producers would help address some of

their priorities and better address their needs (Fossay and Cassie,1993).It was felt that
accountability could only be accomplished through either a MARA Board structure that was elected

directly by the First Nation producers, or through an existing elected body such

as the assembly

of

Manitoba Chiefs. One informant bluntly stated that

If First Nations farmers were given direct responsibility for electing Board members
for I\ú{RA and MIAP, then the organizations would be more directly accountable to
the people they were intended to represent and support. MIAP never really
understood our priorities They needed to try for greater programs and policies at the
grass-roots level so that Indian farmers felt an increased ownership of those
programs and policies. Then MIAP could have better understood and addressed our
needs. (Former MIAP Farmer #2, Personal Communication, 2001 ).
Another option mentioned in Intergroup (1983) was to establish a Farmers' Advisory
Committee, where active First Nation farmers would elect one representative from each of nine
districts. the role of such a committee would be "to provide formal liason and advice to the
Board...through quarterly meetings with the Board" (Intergroup, 1983: 143). However, it was
ultimately felt that this degree of First Nation involvement would not be sufEcient to deflect

criticism from the larger First Nation community. Intergroup (1983: 143) felt that the general
criticism by First Nations'Tocused on MIAP's relationship to DIAND and on the perceived
power of a Board of Directors whose authority is not derived from Manitoba's First Nation

political structure." Although "a few Bands and Tribal Councils expressed interest in having the
power to allocate funding to MIAP themselves," according to The DPA Group (1990: 7-1), it was
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felt that most Bands and Tribal councils would not likely allocate money to agriculture,

as

they

usually ha,ve other pressing problems (such as unentployment, housing etc.). This opinion was
supported by a client assessment program conducted by Intergroup (1983) inLgS2,thatfound
farmers divided on the question of Band or Tribal support for their farm venture:
Some felt that the Chief and Council, as well as theirTribal Organizations and
community, supported their efforts. Others felt ttrat the Chief and Council and Tribal
Organizations did not suppoft farming in general (Intergroup, l9B3: 57).

For many farmers, according to Fossay and Cassie (L993),the issue of adequate
representation at the Board level, where key decisions were made, was the most critical issue related
to the First Nation agricultural sector and to MIAP. The argument for a mechanism which would

allow new Board mernbers to be appointed or elected routinely was made by a number of evaluation
reports (see Intergroup, 1983; DPA group, L9X); Fossay and Cassie,1993) as well as all of the

MlAPfarmers interviewed for this study. In fact, Intergroup (1933) and the DPA Group (1990)
both made reference to alternatives for Board selection maintaining that:

mlny public^firnded organizations attempt to provide for both continuity (to take
advantage of accumulated expertise) andnew representation by requiririg that a
certain number oll members (say a third to half of the Board) bê replaced-every term
(say two yeqrs).These organizations also place a limit on the number of years or
terms an individual may serve on the Board. (Intergroup,lg&3: lVl.)

However,a contrary opinion concerning Board selection was offered by Intergroup (1983: 125)

which seems to support the 'self-perpetuating' Board

:

No election mechanisms needs to be established and operated at periodic intervals to
rePlage the Board members. Without periodic elections, the kind of politicking
which can surround short ærm directorships does not influence prolram opeãtion.
at
lo-g prog?m offrgials argue that a long term Board is more committed to ttre job
hand, as evidenced by better attendance records than programs with an elected
Board. Hnally, a long term Board brings with it expeiience in choosing potential
program clients and in directing such a program.

In a similar supportive tone it should also be mentioned that the Intergroup (1983:123)
reportincluded reference to an earlier study saying that:
The 1978 evaluation (P.M. Associates) concluded on the basis of a reserve-by-
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reserve review of the loan and contribution funding that there was no evidence that
the Board had shown any special consideration in the allocation of program

benefits.

However, the analysis supporting the conclusion compared the percentage of total loan and
contributions received for each reserve with the proportions each reserve had of total available

agricultural land. Use of other comparative measures (i.e. proportion of active fanners, proportion
of developed agricultural land in each year per reserve) might have yielded different results.
Unfortunately, the MIAP/MARA database is mostly incomplete in these areas and in some years
does not appear to exist at all. Consequently, inequitable consideration of applicants cannot be ruled

out on the basis ofthat analysis.
In fact, the only way these concerns could either be substantiated or alleviated would have
been by initiating a detailed review of a meaningful sample of applications and a comparison

of

objective client data with: farm advisors' recommendations, loan analysts' recommendations, Board
decisions and MIAP criteria. A review of MIAP files and evaluation reports did not explicitly

include such an assessmenl However,Intergroup (1983: 124) did state that, "differing treatmentof
individuals in apparently similar situations was evident to casual inspection in a few cases."
Therefore, to this day, many feel that the adopted procedures used by MIAP were not really
safeguards against inequitable treatment of applications by the Board. Despite the fact that none

of

the evaluation studies or audit reports concluded that any conflict of interest occurred, there appears

to be potential for suspicion. As one respondent st¿ted:

'

Those guys on the Board were lining their pockets with funds that should have been
going to us farmers. fVhy else would they be buying rabbitfarms in Saskatchewan
and a building in Winnipeg? How was that helping Indian farmers? (Former MIAP
Farmer #1, Personal Communication, 2OOl)

The issue surrounding the buildi ng at2S6smith Street (which now houses SCO and a
number of other First Nation agencies) which MIAP purchased in 1990, is a contentious one as
many farmers were left wondering why MIAP would focus its resources on propefy ownership
rather than agricultural related purchases. As another farmer relates:

To this day I do not understand why MIAP used what little money it had to buy the
building. It was a waste. I could have used some of that money for help in my farm.
I know that many of the other farmers felt the same way I did. It was a damn waste
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and they could have just as easily rented a building and saved themselves a lot of
money....The rest of the money could have gone to the farmers to purchase
equipment or seed. The program should have looked into services it could give to

farmers, not fancy offices for the MIAP Board and it's st¿ff. I still can't believe
such waste! (Former MIAP Farnter {2, Personal Communication,200l)
The buildingat2Sí Smith Streetwas purchased in lgg0forapproximately $1.4million

with further monies spend on renovating the building which reportedly cost in excess of $100,0@
(Van Hussen,2002; Miller, 2ffi2;Bear,?ßO2). Van Hussen argues that this development was
indicative of the many conflict of interest problems that plagued MIAP, particularly when one
realizes that the entire

MARA budget was less than $3 million in 1988/89. Reasons given for

purchasing the building range from "to give status to MARA" (Former MIAP Farmer ff2,
Personal Communication,200l) and "to showcase the egos of the MARA management" (Van
Hussen, 2W3). Van Hussen (2OOZ) also states in relation to the building purchase that,

It's purchase was against everything that the program was designed to do. The
offices of CEO Ralph Schmidt, and RlAnderson, who had tot¿l control of budgets,
expenses, per diems and travel expenses, would have been like board rooms to
anyone else. They had solid teak doors installed during the renovations and the
building, itself, was also three times more room than the program needed.... sure
they were able to get some money for renting out the unused parts of the building,
but ultimately, the purchase took money away from other budgets, like land
development, land improvements, and training, which the producers desperately
needed. The purchase did not take into account the needs of the producers which is
what the program was supposed to be designed to do.... The building was a conflict
of interest designed to make Schmidt and Anderson look ímportant

Other comments regarding the conflict of interest issue ranged from perceived suspicion to

bluntindictnents of MIAPandIndian Affairs. As some respondents stated:
Personal interest...outdid their [the Board] responsibility to the farmers and ranchers
of Manitoba. @obert Bone, from the CBC l-Team Report, \993)

It was the responsibility of Indian Affairs to make sure the program was running as
it should. there were no checks and balances and little accountability to make sure
the Board was using funds responsibly. They were all crooks, including Indian
Affairs.... and I was left with a foreclosed farm and nothing to show for all my
efforts. (Former MIAP Farmer f2, Personal Communication, 2001)
These guys on the Board were log-rolling [i.e. the phenomenon of "I'll scratch
your back if you scratch mine"l because they all knew each other and they had all
been on the board for such a long time. (Former MIAP Farmer #1, Personal

Communication,200l)
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The board was skimming money and hiding money from the audil the original
MIAP concept was ruined when control was given to MARA... It allowed for a lot
of comrption (Miller, Personal Communicati on, 2W2)
There was no election process among the MIAP Board.... The structure was not
accountable ortransparent. There was a lack of strong govemarice. The govemment
[[NAC] lost control of the Board of Directors who felt accountable only to
themselves and not the Minister [of INAC].... Investments were made that were not
in the interest of farmers and the goverffnent allowed it to happen. (Bear, Personal

Communication,2AOZ).

It is evident that there were numerous charges of Board comrption due to a lack of
accountability, minoring the present'Worldcom, ArthurAnderson and Enron scandals. Conflict of
interest and lack of accountability by both the MARA Board and Indian Affairs are felt, by many, to
be the main MlAPweaknesses and the chief culprits in the demise of

MIAP (I-arrl'Amos, 2O0I,

Mil ler, 2002;Van Husse n, 2OO2; B ear, 2ffi2).
In addition, major problems arose simply due to the fact that MARA never developed a
proper database. Numerous charges by a variety of program evaluation studies (see Intergroup,
1983; Treasury Board, L984; DPA Group, 1990 and Fossay and

Cassie,IÐ3) maintained that dat¿

was often inconsistent, unrealistic and unreliable due to the quality, design and incomplete coverage

of MIAP clients. In fact, the creation of adata base was suggested as early as 1983 (in the
Intergroup evaluation) when it stated that;

MIAP must emplace systems to assure the ready and routine availability of program
performance and activity data. This includes up to date financial and management
data on clients, data pertaining to training needs and training taken, summaries of
farm status and advisor activities and summary evaluations of client status.
(Intergroup, 1983; L67).

The same charge was made seven years later by the DPA Group (1993). In that time, MIAP/ì{ARA
had still not constructed a suffTcient database. The DPA Group (1993; 5.16) insisting that:

The program must establish a system to monitor clients results - production, income
and productivity over time... a client database is essential... MIAP cannot know what
it is accomplishing without data on client performance.
Furthermore, the DPA Group (1990) felt that MIAP's Board needed to have more
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emphasis on policy, planning and monitoring and less on operations and dealing with individual

clients. The DPA Group (1990: 5.10) stated that:

'

The Board of directors has not been involved in monitoring the results of each years
activities. Much of their time has been occupied by dealings with individual cliens
and little in policy and planning.... The Board does not themselves evaluate the
program's progress toward its objectives... In our opinion, the Board of Directors
should set policy and review policy regularly, setting priorities for the future and
monitor thè results of past plans on the production, income and productivity of client

farmers.
To conclude, it is quite evident that a number of weaknesses existed in MARA/MIAP. The
organization failed in attracting a significant number of First Nation people to farming (due to a
reduction or elimination of special incentives and the resentment of MIAP by some Band and Tribal
councils); neglected to promote First Nation participation in advisory services (due to monies being
diverted to other programs, lack of assistance in alternative agricultural production and the
problematic organization of advisory services); failed to secure significant land resources (due to
Indian Act constraints which created credit diffrculties, a lack of land use policies on reserves, and
the failure to increase average farm size and crop yields); did not establish viable farms due

to

capital and credit weaknesses (such as the credit and finance problems, unmet service goals,

contribution and credit limits, and the significant drop in funding over the life of MIAP); and failed
in its corporate management and organizational duties (namely in MARA's dual role as a venture
capital and farmer support organization, the general organization of the MARA, MIAP, MIADCo
and FNV Boards, Board conflict of interest and representation, and lack of a properly developed
database).

All of these

weaknesses may have contributed to

The following section

MARA's/MIAP's demise in 1993.

will attempt to highlight the reasons for MIAP's termination, keeping

in mind the myriad of weaknesses already mentioned.

The End of MIAP: Reasons
MIAPoperations were slowly wound down andfinally discontinued inL993.Asidefrom
the difficulties and problems mentioned in the previous section, Romanow, Bear and Associates

(2000) and Wotherspoon and Satzswich (1993) contend that MIAP was discontinued due to a
change in government policy. It was pointed out that the federal government was phasing out such
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programs as core funding was reallocated to support the Canadian Aboriginal Economic
Development Strategy (CAEDS), highlighting a shift in DeparEnent priorities away from sectorial
based programming (Romanow, Bear and Associates, 2000).

CAEDS, developed in 1989, providedforthe reorganizing of exísting federal government

initiatives, and the development of a number of new initiatives in the area of Aboriginal economic
development (Wotherspoon and Satzewich, 1993). This new program appears to have been rooted,

in parq in the recommendations of the 1985 Neilsen Task Force on Improved Program Delivery for
Aboriginal People (Neilsen, 1985). In its review, the Task Force recommended that greater effort be
placed onthe coordination of programdelivery andthe elimination of program and administration

duplication. It also recommended that the Deparfinent of Industry, Science and Technology should
assume primary control

overAboriginal economic development programs, with the Department of

Indian Affairs and Northern Developmentand Canada Employment and Immigration assuming
subsidiary responsibilities. As a result of these changes, DIAND was responsible to administer

only one program, the Community Economic Planning and Development program,

as

involved in two other programs (Research and Advocacy and Access to Resources) to

well
be

as

being

jointly

administered by the three departrnents. This shift in government policy is often touted as the

principal reason for the discontinuation of MIAP since CAEDS was status-blind to the extent that
Metis, Inuit and non-status Indians were also eligible for funding (along with St¿tus Indians)
(Wotherspoon and Satzewich, 1993). It is felt by rù/otherspoon and Satzewich (1993:260)thata
status blind program "appears to have been intended to undermine statusindians'

claimfor special

status." As a result, the tumping together of Metis, Inuit and Status and non-Status Indians into one
program could have be seen (by Status Indians) as an attempt to negate their special citizenship
status (V/otherspoon and Satzewich, 1993). In addition, italso means thateachAboriginal group

must compete for funds, since all are eligible for CAEDS funding. Could MIAP have lost out to
competing funding with either a Metis, Inuit or non-Status group?
There is no proof that MIAP was terminated due to competition over funding with some
other Aboriginat entity, and Van Hussen

(2}02),Milter

QOO?\ and Bear

Qffiz)

agreethat

MIAP

was not terminated due to a competition over funding with other Aboriginal groups. As well, it is

very difFrcultto make such an accusation due to the fact that Indian Affairs (who represents Status
Indians) was represented within the program in a number of CAEDS administrative departrnents
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mentioned

abve. This certainly gives the impression that Status Indians were well represented in

CAEDS.
However, itcan be stated thatthe business proposal requirements in CAEDS, which were to
be evaluaæd on the basis of poüential

profitability and likelihood of long-term economic suress,

may have had the affect of ærminating MAP, insofar as MIAP may not have been viewed as a
potential profitable entity with chances for long-term success. If the profit motive was paramount to

fwrding decisions under CAEDS, then unprofitable programs like MIAP may have been viewed as
not in the best interests of CAEDS. As a result, CAEDS may have indirectly undermined the
continuation of programs like MIAP.

Again, Van Hussen(ZffiZ), Mller (2W2) and Bear (2æ2) disagree, stating thatthough
CEADS may have had an impact on how MIAP was viewed by government, there were other more
important re€Nons (other thari CAEDS) for the demise of MIAP (which will be discussed later).
Beside the possible shift in govemment policy, there are a number of other potential reasons

for the ending of MIAP. For instance, MAP's demise may have stemmed from MARA's
unrealistic, sanguine service goals and objectives. As mentioned by the DPA Group Inc. (1993) and

MARA (1990) (and illustrated in Exhibits IV-3, 1V-5 and lV-O, the objectives appear to have been
overly-optimistic. In fact, few of the stated objectives were reached; and, in some cases, theresults
were far from stellar. Infact, as early as 1983,Inûergroup

(1f83: 167) suggesæd that;

In light of the current state of program performance as measured against objectives
and in light of the current economic climate, some re-alignment of objectives may be
necessary. In particular, it may be appropriate to scale down objectives regarding
new farms and land developmentif MIAPis úo surive.
Perhaps,

DIAND simply decided to pull the plug on what they viewed

policy losing program. Or, the government may have thought that

a new

as a

money and

program administered and

funded through a nelv department (through CAEDS) might be more successful than the DIAND
funded MIAP (though to this day, no new First Nation agricultural program had replaced MIAP).
Regardless, MIAP's and later

MARA's lofty service objectives may have given the govemment

reason to be wary of continuing such a program due to its perceived continued failures ûo reach

stated goals.

If Inærgroup's (1ff13)

statement regarding "the re-alignment of objectives" had been

heeded, perhaps the government would have looked favourably on such a proglam that was
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re¿ùching most

of its goals and may have forced the government to continue the program.

Of course, it could be argued,

as

Driben and Trudeau ( 1983) have done, that the target

objectives important to DTAND were not the target objectives MIAP was concerned with. In other
words, Driben and Trudeau (L993) contend that the definition of "success" by government
agencies (such as

DIAND) in the area of economic development differs from that of Aboriginal

peoples and the marketplace. For government officials, Driben and Trudeau (1983) assert that
success is defined in terms of the number of people who are processed through

apafücular

program or initiative. Profitability is the main criterion of success for the market; while for

Aboriginal communities, the main criterion of success is the est¿blishment of an economic base of
long-term employabilityandviability. Thus, theemphasis of govemmentcre¿tedprograms, suchas

MAP,

and the stated goals of

MARA, had been on short-term job creation projects (usually afive

yearmandate) that have little long-term employrnent potential or economic viability. According to

DribenandTrudeau, officials who administertheseprojots can, however, claim

ûo have

their own bureaucratically defined goals if there is a high output of participants from

a

realized

particular

program, or if a large number of individuals are provided funding. As a result of MIAP having a

low output of participants, and a small numberof individuals provided fundin$, thejustification for
continuing the program did not exist. Such thinking is supported by the DPA Group (L990:6-11)
in its discussion of the need for MIAP to make realistic assessments of its production and
marketing goals for MIAP farmers when it staæd that

... more explicit definitions of viable farm units should be developed to recognizethe
reality of off-farm work. Some Indian leaders and farmers may inúerpret a viable
farm unit differently from the program. These different definitions need to be
considered when measuring results.

In addition, the Special Commitæe on Indian self-government argued as early as 1983 that
economic development initiatives had been largely unsuccessful largely because of the hesitanae
government offícials ûo spend government funds on what were often viewed as

of

'îisþ projects" for

which the government would have been accountable (Government of Canada 1983). It has already
been indicated in Chapter Five that funds üo MIAP had dropped significantly over time. Perhaps

DIAND viewed MIAP

as a

risþ

venture and was hesitant to spend the necessary public funding

(which they would be accountable for) to make the program work. As
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a

result, MIAP was

discontinued.
Such explanations, according to Wotherspoon and Satzewich (1993: 253):

tend to overly personalize the failures of economic development initiatives, and to be
overly conspiraûorial in their interpretation of the activities of Indian Affairs officials.
The failures of state policies are explained in ûerms of the personal inadequacies and
, insecurities of government bureaucrats. While some officials working within
DIAND may be incompeüenf these explanations absfact the activities of the state
and state officials out of existing political-economic relations. It assumes that
deparunent officials act as independent agents, uninfluenced by other social forces.
Other reasons involve the fact that there was evidence that the relationship between

DIAND

and MIAP was begínning to show signs of strain as early as 1982 (InterGroup, 1983). The

majority of this opinion was based on MIAP's difficulty with reaching its program mandate goals
and objectives and with the MIAP Board's dissatisfaction with only a one year extended mandate

(after 1%5). However, one informant mentioned that DIAND appeared to be very uneasy by 1Aì3

with the autonomy that MIAP was beginning

úo

enjoy (Farmer #3, pemonal Communication, 2001).

Furthermore, in 1990, the DPA Group Inc. devoted an entire section to MIAP relations with

DIAND stating that they were "aware of apparently poor relationships between MIAP/lvllADCo
and DIAND" (DPA Group Inc. 1990: 5.5.7). The report does not provide any reasons for the

conflict but does say that'lvhatever the reasons for the conflicts, the poúential long term success

of

the remodeled orgaruzation will not be enhanced if these relationships are not improved" (DPA
Group Inc. 1990: 5.5.7). Perhaps MIAP was discontinued simply due to this 'þoor relationship"

(DPA Group Inc. 1990: 5.5.7). However, it is difficult to imagine that an entire program was
discontinued solely because of interpersonal dynamics between a government agency and one of its
programs, especially since

DIAND had one of its officials sitting on the Board.

Similarly, the general failures of Aboriginal economic development,

as suggested

by

Frideres (19t38), Ponting and Gibbins (1980), andAubrey (1990) could have something to do with
the demise of MIAP. They argue that there exists a subtle process of subterfuge within the
bureaucracy. They suggest that instead of being the result of bad planning on the part

of

government officials, failures of economic development (such as MIAP) may actually reflect the

"good planning" of the middle ranks of DIAND and other government departments (Frideres,
19t38). They indicate that there are both manifest

(publicly stated aims of policies and programs)
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and lat€nt (unstated and hidden aims of policies and programs) functions associaæd

with

goveriment policies and programs (Ponting and Gibbins, 1f)80).
Wotherspoon and Satzewich (1993) argue that in social and economic spheres, there is
frequently a contradiction between the manifest and latent functions of government programs,
policies and initiatives. Ponting and Gibbins (1980) contend that one of the unstated aims

of

midlevel officials working in DIAND is to maintain the client status of Aboriginal people as a
dependent population. Frideres (19t38), Ponting and Gibbins (1f80), Aubrey (1990) and

Wotherspoon and Satzewich (19%) argue that if economic development progftrms are to help First
Nation people become less dependent on government programs, then those officials have essentially
worked themselves out of a job. They contend that consciously or unconsciously, govemment

officials stonewall and sabotage such initiatives in order

ûo

protect their own interests. This conflict

of interest explanation was also shared by Georges Erasmus, past leader of the Assembly of First
Nations (in Aubrey, 1990). He inferred that without the poverly of Aboriginal peoples, there would
be no need for Indian Aff airs officials, whose job it is to improve the socioeconomic conditions

of

First Nation people (Wotherspoon and Satzewich, 1993).ln 1990, Erasmus argued that:

You're talking about bureaucracy - you don't have ûo know Indians there, all they
know is how to be managers - and asking them to work themselves out of ajob.
(Erasmus, In Aubrey, L99O: 45)
The issue of conflict of interest is further supported by Kalt (in Wien, LÐ7) in his explanation of
the problems experienced by Aboriginal people in the United Staæs which mirrors what has been
stated by Frideres (19t38), Ponting and Gibbins (1980), Aubrey (1990), Wotherspoon and
Satzewich

(IW3)

and Erasmus concerning the Indian

Affairs Department in Canada. Kalt explains

that

Our Bureau of Indian Affairs... faces a severe conflict of interest. The fate of the
Bureau of Indian Affairs rises and falls with the fate of Indian country. The higher
the employment raûe, the worse the poverty, the better off is the Bureau of Indian
Affairs, its budget rises, its staff rises, its power rises. The individuals who work for
ourBureau of Indian Affairs are in general perfectly fine individuals butthey work
within a system that creates a tremendous conflict of interest in which it is not in the
interests of the Bureau ûo spur economic development and reduce dependence on
reservations. And in case after case, we find the Bureau standing as an impediment
to economic development (Kalt in Wien, L997: L7)
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Frideres (1988:413) further contends that the "biggest impediment [to self-deûermination
and economic developmentl has always been the policies of the federal and provincial

governments" with DIAND officials being defined as the primary malefactors. If one foltows this
argument, then perhaps DIAND officials sabotaged any real effort to improve First Nations farmers
in order to maintain their own positions. Conceivably, the accomplishments of MIAP and its
increasing independence were viewed by DIAND officials as too much of a threat to theirjobs.
Perhaps that was the reason for the conflict between MIAP and

DIAND officials mentioned in the

DPA Group Inc. (1990) report. Though there is little evidence to support such a thought, there is an
inference to this in both the InterGroup (1933) and the DPA Group Inc. (1990) reports. For
example, the DPA Group (1990) felt that encouraging the sharing of common functions through
the existence of a single Board between MARA, MIAP,

MADCo

and

FNV (instead of each entity

having its own Board) would enhance the relationship with DIAND, stating that:

Excessive organizational splitting and separation of functions will probably create
(or perpetuate) rivalries with DIAND due to reduced inûernal communications

efficiencyandthepossibilityof overlapandduplication. (DPA Group, I99O:5.22).
However, the argument that Indian Affairs allowed failure in the progr¿tm in order for

officials to keep themselves in work can be challenged in a number of ways. Firstly, Indian Affairs
contributions to MIAP dropped over the life of the program. The DPA Group (1990) stated that in
1988 approximately 837o of lvnAP's income came from Indian Affairs while

in 1990, this figure

drops to 66Vo with other government progr¿rms and departments (such as Special ARDA, the Native

Economic Development Program (NEDP), and the Indian Business Development Program (IBDP)
- all programs administered by the Deparünent of Industry, Science and Technology) picking up

the slack due to the reorganization under CAEDS. Therefore, within CAEDS, DIAND involvement

in the program was dropping significantly over the last years of MIAP. During the same time,less
thanT%o of the workers

within DIAND had been involuntarily laid off (and most of that was due to

the federal Progressive Conservative government commitment to downsizing DIAND), with most

positions being phased out through early retirement, hiring freezex and voluntary transfers
(Department of Indian Affairs, 1990). Similarly a very small fraction of the total work force
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of

DIAND was faced with the immediate prospect of joblessness if MIAP failed. Purposely having
the program fail would not impact INAC as their functions were already being reduced within che

CAEDS scenario and the INAC work force was not in any danger of being phased out because of

MIAP. Of course it could

be argued that

INAC offîcials were sabotaging the program in order to

discredit other deparfnents (and get some of the program back inûo their hands). However, it still
remains that it is unlikely that many governmentofficials would work themselves out of
because of unsuccessful economic development projects such as

ajob

MIAP.

Wotherspoon and Satzewich (1993) also offer another alternative opinion to INAC officials
purposely sabotaging the program in order to keep theirjobs by stating that, while it is true that
many economic development initiatives (such as MIAP) had failed over the years

ûo

improve the

conditions of Aboriginal people, there were also some successes. Therefore:
...in the context of a mixture of failures and some successes of economic
development initiatives, the manifest and latent function argument does not specify
the conditions under which state officials sabotage economic development programs
in order to protect their own interests and the conditions under which they allow
those programs to succeed. presumably, if Indian Affairs officials have consciously
intervened in particular ways to sabotage economic development, then it must be the
case that when initiatives succeed, officials must have either failed to intervene to
sabotage them, or they intervened to allow them to succeed If one of the main latent
interests of Indian Affairs officials is to keep themselves in work, then the model has
some difficulty in explaining the success stories associated with economic
development (Wotherspoon and Satzewich, 1993: 253).
Furthermore, as explained earlier by Wotherspoon and Satzewich (1993) such an
explanation tends to overly personalizethe failures of economic development initiatives, and such an
inûerpretation may be overly conspiratorial. To explain the failures of government programs on the
personal inadequacies and insecurities of Indian Affairs officials abstracts the activities

of

Department officials as if they were auúonomous intermediaries, uninfluenced by other political or
social pressures.
Therefore, in light of the existing explanations of the demise of MIAP and the critical
comments, we must turn to a few altemative concnpttnlizations of why MIAP failed to continuè.

The next section offers some other possible explanations as ûo the reasons for MIAP's demise.
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Other Explanations: Modernizationr lnternal Colonialism & Political Economy
Even though

it

is readily understood that as a group Aboriginal peoples occupy

disadvantaged positions within the social, economic and political relationships in Canada, there is

little agreement as to why there are such inequalities be¡veen Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal people
(V/otherspoon & Sauewich, IÐ3). This section offers threæ different explanations for the
inequities of Aboriginal social, economic and political relations within Canada, which can help to

fwther explain why MIAP ended

as a progr¿rm to help

First Nation agriculture. While there is an

emergentliterature rooted in the tradition of political economy (Abele & Stasiulis, 1989), the

&

Modernization (referred to as the "Chicago School" or "micro models" in Wotherspoon

Satzewich, 1993: l:and Frideres, 1988), and the Internal Colonial model have dominated existing
economic, political and sociological analysis of Aboriginal people (Frideres, 1988).
The Modernization or Chicago school of thought examines the social and economic
consequences of assimilation (or lack of assimilation). This school of thought suggests that:

European and Aboriginal cultures are completely dissimilar, and the unwillingness
andlor inability to assimilate on the part of the latter is the cause of various problems
such as poverty, job segregation, and low levels of upward occupation mobility and
educational achievement (Wotherspoon & Satzewich, 1993: 3).

Nagler (1975) argues thatAboriginal peoples in Canada possess a specific cultural complex that is
quite different from that of non-Aboriginals which creates a culture of poverty. In other words,

Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal peoples are two relatively homogeneous groups whose cultures are
incompatible and this incompatibilify is the cause of various social, economic and political problems

for Aboriginal peoples. For instance, Nagler (197Ð suggests that Aboriginal people have a present
rather than future time orientation; they value free mutual aid without the expectation of return; úhey

do not place a high value on possession of wealth or material goods; they do not save for the future;
they have a different conception of time and do not live according to "clock time"; they do not have
an appreciation of the monetary value of time; they do not have a work ethic, which means

that"a

large segment of the Indian population refuse or find themselves unable to partake in full time
economic pursuits" (Nagler, 1972: L3L);and they do not place the same value on education as do

non-Aboriginals (V/otherspoon & Satzewich, L993). Therefore, the application of the
modernization arguments to the case of MIAP and First Nations agriculture in general, suggest that
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cultural differences cause difficulties in maintaining a viable First Nations agriculurral secûor, and
may explain, for some, why MIAP was doomed to fail. For example, proponents of this theory may
simpl.y explain that the failure of MIAP was due to cultural differences and the associaûed beliefs,
attitudes and values (such as they are collective rather than individually oriented) thatAboriginal

people supposedly possess. Followers of this theory may feel thatblamíng the virtim for the
demise of

MIAP

is legitimate as the Chicago theory does just that by saying that

Aboriginal

cultures are unwilling or unable to assimilate, and as a result they occupy low levels of education
and employment. It is not too much of a stretch to expect that proponents of the Chicago theory feel

that these cultural differences are the cause of MIAP's failures because Aboriginal people are

unwilling to adopt Western methods of organization (based on individualism) and the work ethics
required to run aprogram oreven afarm.
Explanations of Aboriginal peoples'positions in Canadastemming from the modernization
school have been chattenged by social scientists, and there are several conceptual problems with this
school of thought. For example, Mason ( 1986) and Yancy, Erikson and Juliana (LW6) suggests, on

empirical and theoretical grounds, that culture is not something primordial which exists abstractly
and transhistorically. Rather it is rooted in a range of material circumstances and is situationally
determined. As Wien (1986) and Wotherspoon & Satzewich (I993) putforth, the values and
beliefs that appear to be the cause of unemployment, low incomes, and high rates of job turnover
may actually be the consequences of a rational assessment by Aboriginal people of their chances

within the context of limited opportunities. Naglar inadvertently offers proof to this point in an
interview he conducted with an Aboriginal person who worked for a time in
but whose home

w¿u¡

a southern

community,

in an isolated reserve in northern Canada. The interviewee stated that:

I wanted to buy a car there but it is even hard to walk on the road sometimes at
home. I really do not know why people want lots of money. At home, we have what
we want but we work and if I have a radio or T.V., it is no good because you can't
hear it up there (Nagl er, I97 5: 19).
Nagler interprets this response

as

indicating that Aboriginal culture teaches people not to value

wealth and consumer goods, which in turn leads to a lack of motivation to work hard. However,
Wotherspoon and Satzewich (1993: 5) offer a very different interpretation by stating that:
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The lack of value placed on the possession of an automobile has largely to do with
the practicalities of driving in a community that does not have good roads.
Furthermore, not wanting a radio or television also seems to be logical when
reception is poor.
Instead of being a primordial culture trait, as Nagler

OnÐ

suggests, perhaps it is, as lVotherspoon

and Satzewich (1993) argue, an Aboriginal rational reaction to their own own circumstances.
Such problems with the modernizationarguments led in the 1970s to the development of an

alternative conceptualization, the internal colonial model. The inûernal colonial model has become
increasingly popular in the explanation of the position of Aboriginal peoples in Canada, and may
help in exploring the problems and eventual demise of MIAP. Traditionally, the concept of

colonialism referred to unequal and exploitative relations by a dominant "mother count¡i " over an
external 'Subject country or colony" (Blauner, L969). Blauner (L969) argues that colonial
relationships also exist between different geographical units and can be found within a singular

political unit. Thus, the term internnl colonialism refers

ûo

those situations where Europeans have

settled in new lands and have established European institutions that subjugates both indigenous and

non-indigenous groups. Proponents of internal colonialism as an explicitalternative to

Modernization, Chicago School, or "micro" models include Kellough (19t30), Watkins (L982),

Boldt (I%2), Brady (1984) and Frideres (1988).
To sum up internal colonialism, Frideres (1988) argues that while the motives for
colonization may have been religious, economic, and political, the rewards of colonization are

primarily economic. In other words, non-Aboriginal Canada has gained far more than it has lost in
colonizing its lndigenous peoples by the establishment of sysûems of exúernal political control and
Abori ginal economic dependence.

In relation to emnomic dependence, the reserve system is regarded by Frideres (1988) as a
geographical hinterland for non-Aboriginal exploitation. Reserves, therefore, have become infemal

colonies that are exploited by non-Aboriginal Canadians. These colonizers manipulate the nonrenewable resources of First Nation lands and the labour power of First Nations workers, who

work

at unskilled jobs

in seasonal industries controlled by non-Aboriginals. As a result, economic

dependence is fostered by draining resourcqs from Aboriginal communities while provisions of the

Indian Act (which limit First Nation peoples access to credit by prohibiting the placement of reserve
property as collateral for bank loans), and the Department of Indian and Northern Affairs (DIAND)
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are the main vehicles by which external politicat control has been advanced which further deters the

development of free enterprise among First Nation communities. The process of exxternal political

control and resultingAboriginal economic dependence is illustrated by Frideres (19{38: 5) who
shows that,

"until

194O, Indian

Affairs decided which Aboriginal people could and couldn't leave

reserve lands. " Additionally, Whiæside (1972) states, that until recently, band funds could not be
used by Aboriginal people to develop social and political organizations of their own and that Band

Councils have no real power and are subject to acceptance or rejection by DIAND which can veûo
any Band Council decision. As well, section 35 of the Indian Act explicity states that reserve land
can be expropriated by the federal government atany time (and has been implemented many times

over the past century) and DIAND can even suspend almost any right set forth in the Act itself
(Frideres, 19t18). Therefore, the interrelated processes of external political control and Aboriginal
economicdependence are well represenúed in the internal colonial model.
This model, since it is a macro model, links Aboriginal peoples' experiences to larger
structural processes occurring within Canadian society, as well as recognizing the existence
power differentials between Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal peoples. In relation

úo

of

MIAP,

colonization helps explain the process, motives, techniques and practices of the state in terms of
progfttm and policy development and the role the søte has played in shaping Aboriginal agriculture.
Perhaps the weaknesses of

MIAP were simply due to this power differential between First Nations

and non-First Nations (as explained in ChapærTwo).

However, Wotherspoon & Satzewich ( 1993: 10) have difficulty with the internal colonial
model. Though they acknowledge that internal colonization has occurred, they feel that this model
is:
silent on the form of social and economíc orga,nization which clnractenzes whiæ
society, and whether this social and economic organization has had a formative
impact on Aboriginal peoples' lives.
Instead, V/otherspoon and Satzewich ( 1991) feel that it was a European society charactenzed by a

parficular mode of production which has caused differential relationships and unequal access to the
means of production. Furthermore, they feel that though the state has been accorded a prominent

role in shaping Aboriginal peoples' lives, little attempt has been made by the internal colonial model
to theorize the nature of that role. In other words, Wotherspoon and Satzewich (L993) question the
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ability of both the modernizationor internal colonial models to understand the central role of the
state and both

fail to grasp the wider social and economic sources of oppression of Aboriginal

in

peoples. Instead, the political economy approach is felt to help explain these deficiencies

modernization and internal colonialism.
Marchak (1985) states that Indigenous people and their institutions have been highly
marginalized or destroyed through wider processes of dependency and development through state
and global formations and the institution of capitalism. As a result, political economy is concerned

with the struggles for subsistence and survival under changing maûerial circumstances within the
capitalist state. Presented in these terms, a polítical economy analysis of Canada's Aboriginal
peoples is organized around the theme of domination over and resistance by Aboriginal peoples

within the processes of social and economic production and reproduction and "transformation of
Aboriginal life through the introduction and extension of capitalism throughout Canadaand
beyond" (V/otherspoon & Satzewich, L993: 14). In political economy, the state plays a dominant
role in regulating Aboriginal life and is concerned with the ways in which those state policies and
actions have served to manageAboriginal peoples and in determining Aboriginal/non-Aboriginal

relations. In otherwords, the analysis of Aboriginal political economy traditions constitutes "the
study of the effect on the indigenous population of the development of its territory

inø amajoñty

European-settler state under liberal-democratic government and capitalism" (Asch , L985; I52).

Aboriginal underdevelopment and dependency is, therefore, due to state capitalist colonization,
expansion and development.

In terms of agriculture (see Chapter Two) it is evident that the state was instrumental in
fosûering First Nations agricultural underdevelopment through the Treaties, the Indian Act, and state

agricultural policies. The treaties, according to Wotherspoon & Satzewich (L993), were

a method

of

land conveyance. They were designed to transfer land from First Nations to government and then
settler mntrol. 'The treaties were a part of state strategy to clear away political-legal obstacles to the
development of capitalism in Canada'o (Wotherspoon & Satzewich, 1993:

4l).ltcan

be argued

within the contexts of political economy that the treaties marked the beginnings of capital
accumulation by the state which was eventually transferred to subsequent private control. The

configuration of Indian administration in Canada through the Indian Act also defined what could be
constitr¡ted as legitimaæ economic activity for Aboriginal people through the yeoman farmer beliefs
-1
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and the approved system of farming policy (Carter,1989). Furthermore, First Nations' relationship

to the state has been one of domination and subordination through policies which were more
concerned with social, economic and political control than the representation of their interests at the
cabinet level (Wotherspoon & Sazewich,1993). Finally, V/otherspoon

& Sauewich(I9%: aI)

insist that "there is a contradiction between the representation and control of each of its client
groups, and there is a contradiction between servicing the concerns of each of these groups."

MIAP can be seen as an extension of this thought as the policies that directly or indirectly
intrude on Aboriginal agriculture reflect the outcomes of complex struggles and contradictions

within DIAND and staûe policy. In other words,

state

policy and capitalist development in

agriculture have had many distinct consequences for Aboriginal people (as we shall see in the next
chapter) and these policies and practices within the capitalist Canadian state are based on relations

of dominance and subordination.

Conclusion
It is difficult to conclude that only one reason encompassed the entire fate of MIAP.
However,taken ûogether, many of these reasons seem to provide rationale for the fate of MIAP.

V/ith MIAP unable to meet its objectives, with the uneasy relationship and conflict of what
constituted success between DIAND and MIAP officials, with serious accusations of Board ethical
misconduct and problematic organtzation between MARA and it's subsidiaries, and with the
dramatic changes in government policy through CAEDS, a program such as MIAP was most likely
viewed as unnecessary and inconsequential. For such a program to continue in such a climate

would have been difficult, if not impossible to achieve. However, one must not lose sight of the 'big
picture' insofar as governmenlMlAP relations in a political economy context, may have directly or
indirectly caused the demise of MIAP. Though, in some tryays, the program apPears to have failed
due

ûo

its own incompetence and ingrained weaknesses as described earlier in the chapter, fatlure

may have been inherent simply due

ûo state

policy and capitalist development insofar

as the

failures

of First Nation agriculture reflect the outcomes of complex struggles and contradictions within

DIAND and state policy.
The following chapter discusses the present state of First Nations agriculture in order to
show that the situation post-MIAP has not improved and that the sometimes contradictory state
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agricultural programs and policies (as described in the political economy theory) instituted
First Næions farmers has actually made the situation worse since
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MAP.

ûo

help

Chapter Six
The Aftermath: In The Shadow of MIAP

Contemporary Finst Nations Agriculture: Post MIAP
There is very little literature on the present state of Aboriginal agriculture in Maniûoba The

only real studies devoted entirely to contemporary Aboriginal agriculture are by Romanow, Bear

&

Associates (2000) and the Manitoba First Nations Agricultural Survey (1999). However, the
general condition and overall statistics of individual First Nation producers can be made from these
sources in order to illustrate the general condition of contemporary First Nations farming. Other

material on Manitoba farming in general can also be gleaned from Manitoba Agriculture ( 1999) and
Statistics Canada (1996). From these sources, comparisons between First Nation farm producers
and Manitoba farm operators can be made.

Contemporary First Nation farmers face considerable challenges in an industry which

historically has stacked the rules against equal participation. Past govemment policies have led to
significant barriers for First Nation farmers and the negative impacts can be seen úoday.
Globalization, liberalization of trade barriers between countries, reduced Canadian farm subsidies,
economies of scale, increasing farm sizes, technology, the requirementforahigh level

of

agricultural knowledge and skills, and the agricultural industry being dominated by a few major
corporations has streamlined farm operations ¿rcross Canada with significant efficiency gains
through technological progress (Manitoba Agriculture, L999;Agriculture Canada (c), 2ffi1). This
has made start-up of new farm operations increasingly

difficult for Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal

farmers alike. First Nation farmers also face a number of exclusive factors affecting their
effectiveness in the agricultural industry, including historical issues (see Chapter Two), Indian

Act

limitations that restrict commercial lenders from taking security on the reserves, lack of culturatly
appropriate support services and limited access to capital (Romanow, bear & Associates, 2000).
Such factors are making it more

diffìcult than ever to develop successful commercial

livestock, grain or forage operations. these trends severely limit the ability of individual First Nation
producers to compete in the world market. par-ticularly since historical disadvantages have limited

their ability to achieve economies of scale (Romanow, Bear & Associaúes, 2000).
In addition, the skills required to operate a farm have changed drastically over the past ten
-1 13-

years (Romanow, bear

& Associafes, 2000). No longer are common

sense and hard

work enough

to succeed in agriculture. One must have an in-depth knowledge of chemicals, fertilizers, livestock

medicines, feed ration formulas, crop varieties and a significant ability in business management to
be successful (Maniûoba Agriculture, I999;Romanow, Bear & Associates, 2000).
The first immediate observation from the First Nations Agricultural Survey (Lg99) is that

First Nations producers are categoncally undercapitalizad. This is true even when one considers
that the average farm operaûor would include land base as capital, while on the reserve, the collective
status of the land makes this identification impossible- As a result, according to the First Nations

Agricultural Survey (1999), there are only 120 First Nation farmers ûoday in Manitoba (compared
to I22 at the end of MIAP). This compares toZl,O7l non-Aboriginal Manitoba farmers according
to Statistics Canada (1996)
Secondly, the FirstNations Agricultural Survey (Lg99) highlights the gross income and

farm size discrepancies between First Nation and non-First Nation producers. On the whole,
Manitoba First Nations farming operations tend to be small-scale compared to the average
Manitoba farm size. For example, average farm size of First Nation producers is LSVo less than the
average Manitoba farm operator (First Nations Agricultural Survey, I99g). Currently, there are
tO7,93O acres being used for agricultural purposes by First Nations farmem (First Nations

Agricultural Survey, I999),a drop of almost 90@ acres if one compares the 1991 MIAP figure of
LI6,79L acres (Fossay and Cassie, I993).In addition, the average farm receipts for First Nation
producers are five times smaller than the aver¿rge Manitoba farm operator (see Exhibit 9)

(Romanow, Bear & Associates, 2000). The majority of First Nation farmers had an annual gross
sales of $23,215, down from $29,3 6L

below

tdrre

in 1997

(near the end of the MIAP period), and significantly

l996Manitoba average of $121,80q (Statistics Caîada., L996). Furthermore, the average

farm capital for First Nation producers is $4O1,019less than Manitoba farm operators ($518,213
vs. $1

I7,I94,

see

Exhibit 10). In addition, from Exhibit 10, it can be seen that 877o of First Nations

producers supplemenæd theiragricultural income with othernon-agricultural work, suggesting that

orúy 737o of First Nation farmers were viable and that agriculture was not capable of sustaining the

majority of First Nations farmers (particularly when compa.red to the 69Vo of Manitoba farmers
who did not engage in non-agricultural relaæd work). As a result from these figures, it is easy to
conclude that the situation of First Nation farming has not improved since the demise of MIAP and
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certainly has not improved when compared to non-Aboriginal agriculture. The First Nations

Agricultural Survey (19Ð) also declares that the main reasons forthe significantly smalleraverage
farm receipfs and average farm sizes include an overall lack of capital and inadequaæ training and
education with respect to modern agricultural technologies, all of which were components of the

MIAPprogram.
One

of the most obvious contemporary problems with First Nation agriculture is the limited

land base. First Nations communities hold a limited amount of land and only a portion of this is
suitable for agriculture (Romanow, Bear & Associates, 2000). Moreover, not all land that is suitable

for agriculture on the reserve is used for agriculture. Increasing pressure from high population
growth raûes have led to significant decrease in the per capita ratios that were allotæd during the
treaty process. The potential

ûo

expand First Nations farms off the reserve is limited by the

factthal

there are currently few vacant crown lands to lease and purchasing off-reserve farm land is costly

(Romanow, Bear & Associates, 2000).

Exhibit

10

Comparison between First Nations Farm Operators and Manitoba Farm Operatorc
Iæm

Manitoba Farm Operators

First Nations Farm Operators

AverageFarm Size

784acres

689 acres

Total gross farm receipts

$121,809

s23,215

Total farmcapital

$518,213

$TT7, L94

Source: First Nations Agricultural Survey, 1999; Romanow, Bear and Associates, 2000

Furthermore, according to the FirstNations Agricultural Survey (1999),76.IVo of First

Nation farmers stated they thought there are extensive barriers to farming with 88.67o declaring that
access to capital w¿rs one of the largest barriers, 62.9Vo indicated that the avanlability of land was a

significant barrier, and finally, ?-8.67o indicaæd that

imporant barrier. In addition, only

43.5Vo

a

lack of training and knowledge as an

of First Nation farmers had participated in agricultural

workshops, and of those that participaæd, all had done so during the time MIAP was in operation.
is interesting to note that two of the above identified barriers (access to capital and lack of training
and knowledge) were areas that MIAP had some reasonable success. As a result, it could be
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It

concluded that the demise of MIAP has not improved the present situation of the Manitoba First

Nationfarmer.

Exhibit Ll
1999 Comparisons between First Nation Producers and Manitoba Farm Operators

ltem

Manitoba Farm

Operators

Operating Arrangements:
-Sole proprietorship

62.9Vo

Siæ of Farm:
- Average farm

784

acres

FarmType:
-

Cattle

95Vo

acres

689 acres on-reserve

3L.OVo

Total gross farm receipts:

First Nation Producers

6O.9Vo

-Averagefarmreceipt

$121

Total farmcapital:
- Averagefarm capital

$518,213

$IT7,I94

32.Lc/o
67.97o

877o I3Vo -

Paid worknot
agricultural related:

-yes
-no

,809

823,2L5

Source: The Maniûoba First Nations Agricultural Producers Survey

-

1999

Therefore, it is evident that existing First Nation farmers face difficulties with lack of capital,
lack of land, inadequate information and technical assistance, inadequate education and training and
problems with land tenure and land use. In addition, a comparison between the Manitoba First
Nations Agricultural producers Survey (1999) and the agricultural survey results from Statistics
Canada (1990 reveal a sharp contrast between the Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal producers

in

Maniûoba. Despite these problems, there are a number of government agricultural policies and

programs designed to assist First nation farmers. The effectiveness of these progmms and policies
are examined in the following section.

Current Government Agricultural Programs & Policies
Currently, government policy has made little attempt to create anoverall agricultural poticy
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within its Economic Development Program (EDP) (INAC, 2æ2). Agriculture falls into the general
economic development program indirectly such as in access to capital programs and market access
programs (INAC, 2OO2). There is presently, no specifïc agricultural program within EDP like there

is for forestry, in the First Nations Forestry Program (FNFP). Most impacts on First Nation
agriculture fall into general programs designed for non-Aboriginal Canadian farmers, some

which areopen

ûo

of

First Nation farmers.

Currently, the Govemment of Canada a¡rd the Province of Manitoba agricultural policies are

directly affectedby international trade agreements and globalizattonwith respect to world markets
(Romanow, Bear & Associates, 2000). As a result, anyone who is engaged in any agricultural

activity will be directly affecúed, including First Nation farmers. NAFIA (North American Free
Trade Agreement), effective sinc,e \994,liberalized trade among North American nations. The
general Agreementon Tariffs and Trade

(GAm) within

the V/orld Trade Organization (WTO)

provides the basic rules governing international trade among the most important economies of the

world, one of them being Canada (Agriculture Canada (b), 20Ol). Agricultural trade was given
special rules under GATT, such as the reduction (or elimination) of tariffs, export subsidies, import
quo-tas, and domestic support me¿Nures (Agriculture Canada (c), 2@1). In other words, under

GATT, protective tariffs are, in effect, discriminaûory taxes against the goods of foreign firms.
These tariffs (or taxes) make it difficult and ofæn impossible for foreign producers to compete

in

domestic markets with Canadian firms. Under the new Agricultural agreement, countries such as
canadamust reduce such discriminatory taxes and subsidies. Canada is currently in the process

of

implementing its commitments to GATT by eliminating export subsidies and domestic agricultural
support such as the Crow freight subsidy in 1995 (Agriculture Canada (c),2@1; Wilson, 2æ2).

According to Moore (2OOZ) and MRAC (2û02),the Canadian goverrlment cannot easily implement
new income subsidies for farmers within the confines of international agreements such as safety
nets during times of economic crisis, and income and price stabilization plans because of

GATT.

I-ocal markets cannot be protected to ensure that prices remain high. Instead, prices are determined
by international markets and Canadian farmers are discovering that they must be able to compete

with farmers around the world if they want to stay in business. It is because of this reason
according

ûo

Moore (2æ2) and Statistics Canada

(lÐ6),that

the population of Canadian grain

growers has plummeted from L33,226 farmers in 1990 to y7,23O farmers today.
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Furthermore, international pressures have changed the way that farms operaûe. Small family
farm operations are now the exception, rather than the rule (Statistics Canada" 1996;Romanow,
Bear & Associates, 2000). Instead, farms must consolidate and operate growing acreage's in order
to achieve the economies of scale necessar5i to remain competitive. Technological innovations are
also important for improving overall efficiency. For example, modern farms are now using
computer-generated analysis

ûo

determine specific weed and pest problems and

customized herbicide/pesticide prescriptions (Statistics Canada,

ûo

develop

lÐ6).In fact, computers

can be

foundeverywhere on modern farm operations (Romanow, Bear & Associates, 2000).
Currently, there is a wide range of government programs available across Canada, designed
to assist the modern farmer withoutjeopardizingCanada's participation in international trade
agreements such as

NAFIA

and GATT (Agriculture Canada (b), 2001). For instance, the

Canada/Manitoba framework Agreement on Agricultural safety Nets ensures that Manitoba farmers
have access to a safety net during times of crisis, within the confines of the international agreements

(Agriculture C-anada(a), 2001). In 1997188 both the federal and provincial governments spent a
total of $150 million on safety net programs. Of the total amount spent by governments on safety
nets inManitoba" 6OVo ($%) million) is derived from federal sources, wllle{OØio ($60million) is

derivedfrom provincial sources (Romanow, BearandAssociates,2000). There are three core
elements for safety net programming in Manitoba, including crop insurance, whole income

protection (Net Income Stabilization Account - NISA), and companion programs such as
Waúerfowl and Wildlife Crop Damage Compensation and the Agri-Food Research and
Development Initiative, to name a few (Agriculture Canada (a), 2æI). Though specific figures

illustrating whether and to what extent First Nation farmers were able

ûo

access the safety net

programs are unavailable, Romanow, Bear and Associaûes (2000: 55) state that

'It

is evident that a

very small percentage of First Nation farmers accessed any of the safety net programs." More
recently, the Manitoba Rural Adaptation Council (MRAC) launched a $20 million Canadian
Adaptation and Rural Development (CARD) Program in 199tì which is designed to

help rural Manitobans adapt to the changing agricultural landscape - by providing
ûechnologies that will allow producers and agri-business to diversify production and
expand value-added processing (MRAC, 199f1: 1 ).
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Its primary mandate is to encourage industry adaptation to the changes resulting from new

international trade agreements and catalyze response to the ever-expanding demands of global
markets (MRAC, 199{3). All sectors of the agriculture and agri-food industry are eligible

ûo

apply

for funding to the new progr¿rm - including institutions, organtzations, agri-business, commodity
groups, and private individuals (and presumably FirstNations organizations and individuals, though

nowhere does it mention First Nations farmers). Funding for the MRAC progr¿rm is provided by
the Government of Canada under the research and development section of the Canada

Agri

Infrastructure Program (CAIP). To date, MRAC has contract€d 106 projects fora ûotal of almost
$5 million under CARD. However, by

2ffi\

none of the monies had gone toward First Nation

farmers or invested in First Nation agricultural concerns.
Programs more specific to First Nations people include Aboriginal Capital Corporations
and the First Nations Farm Credit Corporation. Commercial loans available through these programs

typically range from $25,000 - $50,000. Interest rates offered by these institutions were roughly
fi%o hiSter (with L999|2CíJ0 figures quoted

as being between

twelve and thiræen percent) than

those offered by conventional financing (i.e. commercial banks, credit unions etc.) in order

ûo

offset

the increased risk attached to servicing underdeveloped First Nations populations (Romanow, Bear
and Associates, 2000; Amos,

?-ffiL;MRAC,

2OO2).

Government policy in agriculture exists not only in the form of income support policies.
Government non-income support programs are also available (though not specific) to Hrst Nation
farmers to ensure a wide range of tools are available to assist farmers in a competitive marketplace.
Examples of such programs include farm outreach, various training and workshops, and research
and information dissemination. In addition, First Nation farmers are encouraged to join non-

Aboriginal farmers associations such as the Keystone Agricultural Producers (KAP), the Manitoba
Cattle Producers, Manitoba Pork Producers Association who serye to lobby for their interests to
government (Agriculture Canada (a),2ffiI;Romanow, Bea¡ and Associates, 2000). As well, The

Manitoba First Nations Elk and Bison Council has been established to assist First Nations farmers
who want to get involved in the elk and bison industry (MRAC , ?mZ).
However, one program presently exists which promises to help change one of the most
obvious constraints facing First Nations farmers; alimiæd land base. The following section
discusses the Treaty land Entitlement program, a program designed to allocate land to eligible
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First

Nations based on treaty promises.

Treaty Land Entitlements
Treaty land Entitlement refers to land owed to certain First Nations under the terms

of

treaties signed by the First Nations and Canada between 1871 and 1910. Each treaty provided that
reserves would be established for First Nations based on their populations (Symbion Consultants,

IÐS;INAC, LW7). However,

not all First Nations received their

full allocation of land (Symbion

Consultanfs, L991;Symbion Consultants,1996;INAC, L997; Romanow, Bear & Associates,
20OO). Under the

ManitobaTreaty land Entitlement (TLE) FrameworkAgreement negotiations,

Canada and Maniûoba propose

ûo address

the issue of outstanding

TLE by providing for

a

combination of land and cash.

By 1995, seven First Nations signed individual TLE settlements involving 155,690 acres of
land. In addition to land, three southern FirstNations ([ong Plain, Swan lake, and Roseau River

First Nations), who are located in prime agricultural zones in Manitoba were provided with

a

total

of

$39,000,000 to purchase up to 55,690 acres of land (INAC, 1Ð7). By 1997 ,19 more Manitoba

First Nations signed a Framework Agreement for TLE with 1.I million acres of land and $76

million

ûo

purchase up ûo 174,676 additional acres of land (Symbion Consultants,I996;Romanow,

Bear & Associates, 2000). By 1999, only Swan l-ake First Nation had purchased agricultural lands

while the others were only beginning their land selection process (Romanow, Bear & Associaûes,
2OO0).

Of the tÐtal L.27 million TLE acteÀgq it is estimated that approximately 100,000 acres

will

have conventional agricultural potential (Symbion Consultants,1996). According to Symbion
Consultants (1996), an investment of $10 million into agriculture from TLE funds would result

in

120 to L2-5 new farms being added to First Nation communities. As a result, this is one government

program which shows some promise for First Nations agriculture.

Implications of Goverrrment Policies: \ilhy Have They Failed?
First Nations agriculture in general, as seen in the context of government policy, can be
viewed as an adjunct to existing explanations for the general failure of Aboriginal economic
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development. Despiæ the impressive collection of programs, initiatives and resources conducûed
through economic development for the last twenty years, there is little consensus as to the impact

of

these programs on First Nations people. Governments, while admitting that some money has been

misspent over the years claim that economic development has generally achieved positive results

(Government of Canada 1989; Aubrey, L9X):Wotherspoon & Satzewich, I993).In fact, in its
summary of the history of the economic development initiatives, including CAEDS, the government
suggested that 'the results from economic development efforts to date, taken as a whole, have been

most encouraging" (Government of Canada, 1989: 19). FurtherÍnore, the 1988/89 Annual Report
outlines its significant achievements, and states that the secûor supported, among other things;

funding for380 advisors in2ffi bands and 55 tribal and sectorial development
corporations to assist hundreds of Indian Businesses, and thousands of selfemployed farmers, fishermen, trappers, oufitters, and arts and crafts producers;
provision of work experience for 1,500Indians in community enterprises, and
another 2,'7OO on housing construction and maintenance projects...; the drilling oî 4
wells on 12 reserves;39 of these were compleúed: eight were for heavy oil, three for
conventional oil and ?ß for gas (Department of Indian and Northern Affairs, 1989;
12)
However, Aboriginal peoples as well as a number of academics have come to considerably

different conclusions about the effectiveness of economic development expenditures over the years.
I-afond (in Department of Indian and Northern Affairs, 1986: 3) states that 'fuhile Indian economic
development has received much attention over the years, it has been given the süatus of low man on
the totem pole amongst the Department's

(DIAND's) array of programs to assist Indian people."

\tfotherspoon and Satzewich (L993: Ult9) further contend that:

Agreements signed between l974and 1989 by the federal Department of Regional
Industrial Expansion and provincial governments in Manitoba, Saskaûchewan, and
Alberta demonstraûe that economic development initiatives have been uncategorical
failures.

In addition, Comeau & Santin (1990: 69) show that unpublished reports prepared for the
government provide a serious condemnation of pasteconomic developmentinitiatives andthat
the programs failed to improve conditions. Millions of dollars were spent on capital
improvements, including housing, recreation centres, telephone sysúems and roads,
but there was no attempt to establish a local economy which would in turn lead to
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the residents to some level of economic independence-

Comeau

& Santin (1990: 72) go on to demonstrate that in the

case of expenditures of $200

million

spent in Manitoba between L982 and 1989, the only thing that was changed was that "more native
residents were collecting welfare. " l-oughren (1996) details this point by showing that

in 1986,

reserve residents derived only 56Vo of their inc,ome from sources other than government payments

which compares to a figure of 88Vo of income from sources other than government payments for
organized communities (areas governed under the Municipal Act). In addition, Loughran (T996)
states that median household income at this time was $29,000 for Manitoba as a whole while on
reserves it was just $ 18,500. Likewise, per capita income was $ 11,900 for organized communities,

while on reserves it was

a

dismal $3,600. Furthermore, lnughran (7996:208) states in his analysis

of Aboriginal economic development programs such

as Special

ARDA and NEDP that

Program self-awareness appears to have been focused on the generation of
proposals, and the ability to respond positively to large numbers of inadequaæly
prepared clients and proposals. There \ryere no inquiries inûo medium or long-term
effectiveness or impacts of the programs. There was no apparent internal generation
of predictive algorithms based on operational experience of these or complementary
government programs. Intra- and intergovernmental program coordination was poor.
Interactions among programs, especially involving progfttms of different
departments and agencies, tended to force each program to give more positive
responses and to make additional expenditures. As well, programs often worked at
cross purposes.
l,oughran further illustraûes in his analysis of economic development project outcomes, that:

of all financed projects, ?-O%ohadnever, or ceased to operate within three years of
first receipt of case progmm financing. Another LTVo were not profitable. Only ZLVo
of all financed projects... were profitable...(t-oughran, 1996: 413).
The effectiveness and consequence of such figures is explained by Driben and Trudeau (1983), in

their study of Aboriginal economic development initiatives in Ontario. In a submission which could
very well be describing the MIAP program, Driben and Trudeau (1983: 51) state:

When we looked at the new businesses, we found that none had succeeded. Nordid
it seem likely that any of them would, and this was disheartening to everyone
concerned, not just because DIAND had spent well over 1.5 million dollars to
establish the businesses, but also things actually looked quiæ promising from the
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start.

In regards to agriculture, it has been shown that First Nation agriculture, despite government

progams and policies, face a number of exclusive factors affecting their effectiveness in the
agricuttural industry, particularly when compared to Manitoba farmers. As a result, the array

of

progftrms, expendihres and policies appearto have achieved little in the way of positive results

for

Firct Nation farmers. Thequestion to ask, atthis point, however, is why have state programs and
expenditures failed to accomplish economic development for First Nation agriculture?
The large gap between contemporary First Nations and non-First Nations farmers

highlights a serious need for action on the part of policy makers. However, according to the
Manitoba First Nations Agricultural producers Survey (1999), First Nation farmers do not feel that
they have the support of politicians at the community, provincial or federal levels. This is
compounded by the fact that most federal and provincial farm policies are not tailored specifically to

First Nations needs.
This point can be illustrated when one looks at the Canada/Manitoba framework Agreement
on Agricultural safety Nets. While these programs provide adequate safety net measures to guard
againstfarm income fluctuations resulting from crop failure, production problems, and world
market volatility, none of these programs specifically addresses the predicament of First Nations
farmers. Very few other existing programs address the issues of lack of land, lack of capital,
inadequate technical assistance (including education and training), and the problems of land tenure
and use (which were all objectives of MIAP). Of those programs and services designed specifically

for First Nation farmers, there appear to be some major flaws.
For example, though current provincial agricultural representatives, Írs well

as

other

provincial programs and services, are available to both non-Aboriginal and Aboriginal farmers,
usage raúes by Aboriginal people tend to be quiúe low (Romanow, Bear

& Associates, 2000).

According to Romanow, Bear and Associates (2000), the Manitoba First Nations Agricultural
Producers Survey

(IÐ),and

Van Hussen (2ffi2) mostprovincial services and programs are

unevenly offered to First Nations. Information on available services and programs is not always
available to First Nation farmers, as advertisements are placed in rural non-Aboriginal newspapers

andagricuhural seminars and workshops are rarely held in First Nation communities. Many
Provincial Agriculnrre representatives also do not service on-reserve farmers and theiroffice
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locations are not always convenient. As well, First Nation farmers do not always feel comfortable
accessing these provincial services due to systemic barriers such as language and culture

(Romanow, Bear and Associates, 2000). Furthermore, First Nation farmers do not have an
organization tbat orgaruzes and coordinates their lobby efforts and policy development activities to
support their role in the industry, and most First Nation farmers do not get involved in producer

organizations (like KAP). As a result, they miss out on networking, lobbying, policy development
and information sharing opportunities with other farmers (Manitoba First Nations Agricultural
Producers Survey, L999; Romanow, Bear and Associates, 2000). Despite the fact that First Narions

farmers may be considered too few in numbers to warrant a First Nations organization, the First
Nations Agriculnrral Survey (L999:9) did state that "most respondents would welcome and utilize
such an organization

if

one were formed."

In addition, most other programs devised for Aboriginal economic development are not
necessarilydevised solely forthe agricultural sector. Forinstance, Aboriginal Capital Corporations,

while important in financing general Aboriginal business development (and beneficial to the extent
that decisions for funding of economic development initiatives become disentangled from the state
due to the fact that capital Corporations are Aboriginal owned and controlled, essentially

depoliticizing the decisions surrounding financial support for economic development initiatives), are
notdesigned solely forAgricultural development (First Nations Information Project, 2AOÐ. lnstead,
they are designed to provide business services and support to all Aboriginal people, including
Status, non-Status,

InuitandMetis individuals, associations, partnerships orother legal entities

which are wholly or partly owned or controlled by Aboriginal people, on or off-reserve (First
Nations Information Project, zWI). Services may vary, but capital corporations generally offer loan
guarantees, operating loans and some technical and advisory services. However, there is no specific

agricultural component (i.e. technical or advisory services pertaining to agriculture) for Søtus
Indians within the Aboriginal Capital Corporationorganiration (First Nations Information hoject,

2æt).
In addition, the government does not include funding to Tribal Wi-Chi-Way-Win Capital
Corporation

úo

cover the adminisfation costs and or loan losses. Furthermore, the First Nations

Farm Credit Inc. (FNFC), which hitherto has served as a loan agent for First Nations farmers, has
not focused on establishing a loan guarantee program which could guarantee a significant
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percentage of a loan to support First Nations farm activity (Romanow, bear

It

has been stated by Romanow, Bear

& Associates, 20(Ð).

& Associates (2@O), that First Nations

farme¡'s

would like to be able to access financing for expansion (land, animals, æpitzl, etc.) at interest rates

ExhibÍt

12:

Commercial Finaneial Institutions used by Farmens, 1999.
Financial Institution

Number of Farmers

Credit Union

9

EquipmentDealers

8

Abori ginal Capiøl Corporation

7

Farm Credit Corporation

3

CommercialBank

2

Other Creditors

2

No Financing Received

t7

Total

48

Source; First Nations Agricultural Survey, 1999 (figures only include a sample of existing First Nations farmers)

that are competitive. Due to the unique status of reserve land and its inability to serve as security
a conventional bank loan, already undercapitalized First Nations farmers face considerable

in accessing loans

ûo

for

difficulty

expand their operations to achieve necessary economies of scale. This fact can

be shown in the First Nations Agricultural Survey

(IW),

which states that ß.7 percent of First

Nations farmers have not received commercial fìnancing (see Exhibit 11). Responding and
acknowledging to this difficulty, the federal government and has set up the special loan funds
through the Aboriginal Capital Corporations (explained earlier), to be utilized by on-reserve
populations (First Nations Information Project, 2001). However, there is a major flaw in this
program. The Aboriginal loan funds have been set up to charge punitively high rates of interest in
order

ûo

offset the increased risk attached to servicing underdeveloped First Nation populations. Yet,

First Nations people are least able to afford interest rates that are more than fifty percent higher than
those offered by conventional financing (Romanow, Bear & Associates, 2000). For non-Aboriginal
farmers facing interest rates between five and nine percent (as they had to do during the I999-20[CI
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period), staying afToatis a challenge (Romanow, Bear & Associaûes, 2000). For First Nations
farmers who must pay interest rates of twelve to Fifteen percent (during the same period), the
challenge is more significant (Romanow, Bear & Associates, 2000). This may explain why,

according to the First Nations Agricultural Survey (l9E9), that so few First Nations farmers have
actually used Aboriginal Capital Corporations when compared to other commercial financial
institutions and fewer have received any commercial financing (see Exhibit 11).

In addition, the total amount of capial available
insufficient

úo

ûo

First Nations farmers is felt to be

establish a commercially viable farm (First Nations Agricultural Producers Survey,

1999). First Nations farmers find it diffîcult to access commercial loans that ftmge from $25,000 to
$50,000, and where they do receive such funding, the amount is deemed inadequate to achieve the

required economies of scale necessa"ry for commercial production and the establishment of viable
farms (Romanow, Bear and Associates, 2000).
Furthermore, International pressures, as discussed earlier in the chapter, have had a huge
impact on First Nations agriculture since most First Nation farms are small, family operaûed, and

kchnologically inefficient (First Nations Agricultural Producers Survey, 1999; Romanow, Bear and
Associates, 2000). This means that most First Nations farmers are not only unable to compete

with

non-First Nation Canadian farmers, but are unable to compete in the international arena as well.
As a result, it can be seen that present goverlrment policies, progftrms, expenditures and
services do not adequately address the needs of contemporary First Nations farmers. However,

other than TLE, very few present programs will assist agriculture in First Nations communities.

First Nations farmers have started from

a disadvantaged

position historically and have been unable

to catch up with their non-Aboriginal neighbours. Since MIAP, it is evident that government

policies have done little to assist contemporary First Nation farmers on the reserve and thatthe

future of First Nation agriculture looks bleak indeed. Contemporary First Nations agriculture is still
almost non-existent (as can be seen in exhibits 9 and 10) and it can be argued that the First Nations

agricultural sectorhas actually declined since the end of MlAPaccording to Romanow, Bearand
Associates (2000).

Having looked at the present agricultural situ¿tion of First Nations farmers, the next Chapter

offers a glimpse of the possible future for First Nation agriculture. It includes a look at the
strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats to future First Nations agriculture and the possible
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policy options for the conûemporary First Nation farmer. The chapter will also offer

a straûegic

plan,

envisioned by Romanow, Bear and Associates (2000) designed to help First Nation agriculture

flourish in Manitoba with concluding comments from RCAP and myself.
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Chapter Seven
The Future: fssues, Insights and Implications

The Future of First Nations Agriculture
There are a number of issues affecting the future of First Nations agriculture. However, it is
necessary ta amLyze the present sfengths, barriers, opportunities and threats in order to gain a more

lucid picture of the future for First Nations Agriculture. A adequate understanding of the strengths
of First Nation agriculture can provide First Nations decision makers with

a

clear path towards

building atúainable vision for the future. By presenting an acceptable synopsis of the present-day
barriers within the secúor, decision makers will be able to make a realistic assessment of the
süategies required for future growth and development. In order for straûegic planning to be
successful, all barriers and weaknesses within the sector must be accounted for so that they might
be overcome. Not only is an assessment of present day strengths across the sector integral

strategic plaruring,

a

in

complete understanding of the developing opportunities can provide policy

makers with a richer contextual understanding not only of the way things are, but also of how they

may be in the future. For First Nations to develop straûegically, they must be aware of all the
possibilities and potential opportunities that do exist and can be exploited. In addition, it is

importantto beawareof the potential threats to developmentwhichmayhampereven themost
ambitious plans.

Excluding issues such

as

weatherfluctuations and natural disasters (which affectall farmers

in Manitoba), First Nation farmers have many serious bariers and threats that are preventing them

from achieving parity with non-Aboriginal farmers. Likewise, there exist

a

number of strengths

which offer opportunities for First Nation farmers. From these strengths and opportunities (as well
as the barriers and threats), the future

of First Nation agriculture can be examined. The following

section highlights the various strengths, barriers, opportunities and threats to agriculture

development for First Nations culled from my own thoughts and analysis and that from Romanow,
Bear and Associates' (2000) Manitoba Fimt Nations Agricultural Analysis (1999) underüaken in
1998.
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Strcngths
There are a number of strengths in current First Nations agriculture which can be built upon
and expanded for the future. These include such things as the experience and successes of

which provided

a number

of talented First Nations individuals committed

ûo

MIAP,

the agricultural secüor;

the First Nations Elk and Bison Council, which can be used as a model for producers and would-be

producers; the treaties, which can provide a strong argument for targeting govemment support; and
the TLE process, which can provide the financial resources for buying good quality agricultural

lands.

Most important of these strengths is the experiences and successes of MIAP which both
offers lessons for future First Nations agriculture and can serve
agricultural development. MIAP also provided

a number

as a

platform for further

of individuals with the training needed to

be agricultural producers. Many of these individuals are still working in the agricultural sector and

their experiences can help would-be producers attain success in the agricultural secûor. It is evident

from Chapter Four, that MIAP provided

a number

of benefits for First Nations farmers, and thus

provides a blueprint for further agricultural policies. The weaknesses in the program highlighted in

ChapterFive, give future policy makers an indication of what will work and what will not work, and
what must be done to alleviate the difficulties the former program ran up against.

In addition, Romanow, Bear & Associates (2000: 50) feel that there are strengths inherent in
the present First Nations Elk and Bison Council, stating that the:

First Nations Elk and Bison Council serves as an excellent model for producers and
would-be producers to get together and work cooperatively ûo develop and support a
new commodity. This model could be used for other commodities, for example,
herbal medicines.
Many of these naturally available products (such

as herbs and

medicines, among others) could be

used as a potential cash crop, particularly in northern regions where traditional agricultural purzuits

are limited. Organizations based on such a model would provide much needed technical and

financial assistance where opportunities exist and would enable First Nation people to est¿blish

joint venture arrangemenæ with both non-Aboriginal and First Nation communities interesúed in
such ventures (MRAC, 2æ2).

Romanow, Bear & Associates (2000: 5O) further contend that strength can be found in the
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treaties stating that:

the recent Marshall decision in the East Coast Fishery provided strong support for
the promises made in the treaties to ensure First Nations people have access to
resources. In the Prairies, the Treaties set up First Nations people ûo be farmers and
offered them certain supports. there may be a strong argument for targeting
government support to assist First Nations farmers so that they can be on equal
grounds as their non-Aboriginal counterparts.
The Supreme Court of Canada released its decision regarding the Marshall case in the fall of 1999
(Fisheries and Oceans,Canada,2CflÐ.In essence, the court said thatTreaties signed in 1760 and

t767 by Mi'Kmaq and Maliseet communities include

a

communal right to hunt, fish and gather in

pursuit of a moderate livelihood. Furthermore Fisheries and Oceans, Canada (20O2: 1) stated:

As part of its response, DFO [Department of Fisheries and Oceans] is negotiating
agreements of one to three years in length, to provide First Nations with incre¿sed
commercial fîsheries access, along with vessels, gear, training and othercapacity
building measures. For some First Nations this means initiatives such as
aquaculture projects; for others it means equipment or facilities related to the
commercial fishery.

In this regard, it is felt that the govemment could set out to negotiate interim agricultural agreements
based on the numbered treaties signed on the prairies (similar to the DFO response) that would

First Nations the opportunity

ûo succeed

give

in commercial agriculture.

As well, economic opportunities exist in livestock production, particularly since current beef

prices are very lucrative (Manitoba Agriculture, \999). Since there is limited First Nations land
suitable for cultivation, MRAC, (?æ2) feels that a Ereater proportion of the land base is better
suiæd forlivestock production. In addition, according to farm subsidies datacompiled by Mussell
and Ross (2001) from agricultural subsidies collected in Solomon, Lawrence and Zippin(2000),

livestock ent'erprises have lower subsidy ratios. This suggests that there exists less farm ineome risk
in those types of farms. This gives further credence to the thought that Aboriginal farms would
enjoy better economic opportunities in livestock production rather than the riskier alternative of
grain crop farming.

In addition, because of the TLE process, First Nations have a poûential land base from which
to

deveþ

a larger agricultural sector (Symbion Consultants
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, tÐ5). Southern TLE bands now have

the financial resources required

ûo

purchase good quality agricultural lands adjacent

üo

their

communities. The difficulties of securing an adequate land base may be alleviaæd in the future
thanks

úo

TLE (Symbion Consultants,l9%). This, in turn, can allow First Nation individuals to

fully utilize their agricultural potential

and could atffact more First Nation individuals into the

agricultural sector.

V/otherspoonandSatzewich (L9,93) alsofeel thattheestablishmentof FirstNation
controlled capital corporations (such as Tribal Wi-Chi-Way-V/in in Manitoba) may be beneficial to
the extent that decisions for funding of economic development initiatives

from the state. This

has the potential

will become disentangled

of depoliticizingthe decisions surrounding financial support

for economic development initiatives such

as

First Nation agriculture. It also helps to create a level

playing field within an arena that has been characterized

as

anything but level (Wotherspoon and

Satzewich, 1993). Of course, the problems with borrowing through such entities (as explained in
Chapter Six)

will

have to be addressed to make capital corporations useful to First Nation people,

but nevertheless, the potential to help First Nation agriculture does exist in such corporate entities.

Barrierc
First Nation farmers do face considerable challenges in an industry which historically had
stacked the rules against equal participation. Past government policies have led to significant

barriers forFirstNations farmers and the negative impacts can be seen today. Furthermore,

globalization has streamlined farm operations across Canada with efficiency gains through
technological progress and the consolidation of farm operations. This has made start-up of new

farm operations increasingly difficult for non-Aboriginal farmers as well

as

First Nation farmers.

Furthermore, Romanow, Bear & Associates (2000) have stated many otherlimitations or
weaknesses that First Nation farmers and potential First Nation farmers face in ferms of developing

an agricultural sector. These include, difficulties in current government policies, including the

CAEDS (INAC, Zffi?);difficulties with Band policies towards the agricultural secûor; difficulties

with acquiring credit; and, the problems associated with the demise of MIAP.
One of the biggest barriers to First Nation agriculture is the current government policies

which make it almost impossible for reserve agriculture

úo succeed.

As already pointed out, there are

currently few programs that address the problems of lack of capital and the need for technical
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expertise required for modern day agriculture. Since the termination of MIAP, First Nations

farmers have had difficulty acquiring credit, a practice which has relegaæd individual farming
endeavors on reserves to mostly small-scale, low úechnology operations. Technology transfer to

potential, and existing First Nations farmers, has been too slow for them to stay abreast of the
market pressures from consolidation and the "corporatizalion" of the agricultural industry.

Without access to these new efficiency gains, it is impossible for First Nations farmers to oompete.
In addition, there are few sources of information and resources targeting First Nations farmers on
escalating niche market opportunities within the agricultural industry, including ûechnological

innovations and farm management, and alternative agricultural products.
Current Aboriginal economic development programs are also very limiûed for First Nation
farmens to receive support to establish successful commercially viable farming operations. This is

due to strict criteria being placed on job creation, incentive limits per applicant, equiry and

commercial financingrequirements (FirstNationsAgricultural Survey, L9Ð;Romanow, Bear&
Associates, 2000). First Nations trainíng and employment programs do not place agricultural type

training as ahigh priority areaand currently, FirstNations farmers are reluctant

ûo

utilize the

training and extension services offered by the Province of Manitoba due to there being few (if any)
culturally appropriate provisions (FirstNations Agricultural Survey, I999;Romanow, Bear

&

Associates, 2000).

Further barriers can be found in the CAEDS strategy itself. The requirement (by CAEDS)
that business proposals be evaluated on the basis of poûential profitability and likelihood of longterm economic success may, according to Wotherspoon & Satzewich(L993:260) "have the effect

of sharpening class divisions within Aboriginal communities. " If the profit motive is to be the
principal requirement to funding decisions, Aboriginal businesses, like their non-Aboriginal
counterparts, will be underpressure to keep the wages of its work force low and resistefforts

ûo

unionize workers which runs counter to the Aboriginal working class who hold to the improvement

of wages and working conditions within First Nation owned enterprises

ÍN paramount issues

(Daniels, 1986). The emphasis on profitability for reserve agriculture also runs counter to the idea

of finding alûernative agricultural production (discussed in Chapter Five), which is often not viewed
as being poûentially

profiøble (Fossie & Cassie, I99}). This requirement of CAEDS is particularly

problematic for northern reserves who do not have an obvious agricultural profit potential in
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traditional agricularral activities such as cattle, grain, forage or swine.

Also, the emphasis (by CAEDS) on the development ofjoin venfures with non-Aboriginal
businesses could have contradictory outcomes. The staúed aim

ofjoint ventures

is ûo help facilitate

the transfer of management, technical, and business skills from non-Aboriginal to Aboriginal

Zffi) have stated that:

peoples. Wotherspoon and SaEewich (1993:

given that private corporations have one aim (profìøbility), and given that business
decisions are made on the maximization of profit, control over these investments
may ultimaûely lie with the non-Aboriginal decision makers.

Further

ûo

the CAEDS strategy, V/ien

(IW7)

feels that present progrurms within CAEDS

ignore the importance of economic scale which was also clearly made in the Royal Commission's
study of natural resource sectors (RCAP (b), L996). RCAP(b) (19%') re*ogntzeÅ that important
gains that had been made when economic development activities were organized around

a

nation or

group of communities, as opposed to an individual community (as CAEDS does). TVien (L997: ?-Ð)
states that "a project that is not viable

if carried out by an individual community may well be viable

if carried out by a grouping of communities organized into

a nation. " For example,

individual

communities may not be able to support a specialist in agriculture by themselves, but such scarce
and expensive human resources may well be

fully occupied if they

are employed at the nation level.

Wien (1997:20), when discussing the important gains that had been made in institutional
development when sector-specific and often province-wide technical support program such as when

MIAP existed (pre-CAEDS), further contends that "many of these initiatives in agriculture and
other fields were undermined when funding was diverted back to individual communities, with the
consequent loss of the technicat expertise and support that significant projects in the natural
resource field would require. " In other words, Wien

Qgn)

and RCAP (b) ( 1996), seem to

imply

that CAEDS is a major barrier due to its policy of ignoring economies of scale.

In relation to the CAEDS strategy, 'Wotherspoon & Satzewich (1993) feel that the federal
government's decision fo include Metis and non-status Indians in the terms of reference of the
program (CAEDS is status-blind), could be seen as an intention to undermine status Indians' claim

for status and not an affirmation of Metis and non-status Indian rights. According to Weaver
(1986;18), one of the assumptions of the Neilsen Report (upon which the CAEDS strategy is
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based) is that "aboriginality did not exist and should not be given validity as a basis for new

Indian-government relationship. " The lumping ûogether of all Aboriginal peoples into one progftrm
area may be seen by status Indians as an attempt to negate their special citizenship status

(Wotherspoon & Satzewich,I9%). As a result, First Nations governments may view CAEDS with
some suspicion and consternation, which could effectany agricultural programs devised

within

CAEDS.
Furthermore, agriculture on reserve land, as seen by First Nation governments, is not
capable of forming the basis of a stable economy due

ûo

the lack of sufficient agricultural land

(Romanow, Bear & Associates, 2000). As a result, agriculture is often considered to be a low

priority for First Nations leaders and government policy makers (Romanow, Bear and Associates,
2000). The lack of an appropriafe land tenure policy on many reserves severely limits or prohibits
development of First Nation farms. the majority of First Nation farmers find themselves out on a

limb regardless of whether they hold their land by traditional rights, Band Council Resolution,
Certificate of Possession or some other arrangements (V/otherspoon and SaEewich, 1993). "The
collective nature of First Nation land holdings also has a dampening effect on the ability of the

individual farmer to obtain an adequate land base to develop

a

profit-bearing operation" (Romanow,

Bear & Associates, 20@: 53). In regards to this problem, Wotherspoon and Satzewich (1993)
contend that some First Nations believe that profits gained through the use of such collective
resources should be shared, a view which undermines the motivation of the individual farmer.

Along these lines, \Mien (1997) claims thatFirstNations goveñrments mustdevelop
effective institutions that are not based on the present Chief and Band system of governing.
Strengthening the institutional capacity for economic development can have a positive effect on First
Nations agriculture by creating a political environment that is safe, fair and secure for development
that can attract confidence, commitment and investment. Wien (1997:

2 1)

further contends that:
--S,

political leaders do have an important role ûo play in economic development - for
example, in setting long-term goals, identifying appropriate sfategic directions, and
in putting in place the institutional base for economic development - but that role
should stop short of interference in the day{o-day operation of businesses or
economic development organizations.

Unlike the present Indian Act imposed Band system of governing, Wien is saying that institutions
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need to opente at arms length from the

political leadership in terms of their dayto-day operations.

The First Nations Agricultural Survey (1999) states that Band interference (and indifference) is a
problem on reserves, which affects the growth of agriculture in First Nations communities. If the
way Bands are governed does not change, then institutional capacity for economic development will
be

unlikely

ûo

occur, which has dire consequences for First Nations agriculture.

Another important barrier is that First Nations farmers have little access to a lending
institution with sufficient capital to mmpete with the non-Aboriginal agricultural secûor (Romanow,
Bear & Associates, 2mO). There are existing First Nations producers who have been financially
crippled by the demise of MIAP and MIADCo due to the deterioration of their creditratings caused
by the elimination of MIAP and MIADCo supports and the resulting hike in the interest rates on
outstanding loans (First Nations Agricultural Survey,

I9Ð). Furthermore, current Federal

Government programs are unwilling to provide capital corporations like Tribal Wi Chi Way Win
and the First Nations Farm Credit with the developmenøI capital and support for administration
costs to adequately seryice the needs of First Nation farm clientele. Until this situation is alleviaæd,
there

will remain a strong barrier to First Nations

access to credit and to the development of strong,

viable First Nation farms.

It could also be mentioned that the difficulties encountered by the termination of MIAP,
have left a sour taste in the mouths of many present day First Nation famers. A number of farmers

according to the First Nations Agricultural Producers Survey (1999) and the former MIAP farmers
who were inúerviewed for this study, are wary of any new govemment sponsored programs:

which may leave us holding onto a sizable debt with no benefits in accumulating that
debt in the first place. I know many of my fellow farmers who will not trust any new
programs as the lastone [M[AP] really screwed us. A lotof us wentthrough many
years of hardship because of MIAP and I, personally, did not see any benefits to
closing down the program. I'll tell you though, if they try and start up a new one, I
will probably not get involved. (MAP Farmer #3, Personal Communication, 2000).
This kind of thinking, though understandable, could make it difficult for any new program to be
initiated, due to suspicion, uncerüainty and mistrust by the present First Nation farmer populace.

A seemingly minor and ofæn hidden barrier to First Nation agriculture, not mentioned
anywhere in the liærature, can be found in the recent Statistics Canada Aboriginal demographics
data (Statistics Canada,200l). According to the figures
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for 1995,33V0 of Aboriginal people lived

on reserves compared to only 3L7o in 2000 (Statistics Canada"

2æl). In addition, Aboriginal people

in rural non-reserve areas saw a drop of almost 77o (2O.5Vo in 1995 compared to L9.57o in 2000 or
a net loss of 4,300

Aboriginal people out of a total Aboriginal population of 192,æ0 people who

lived in these areas) in their population numbers. Conversely

,

49Vo

of the Aboriginal population (up

from 47Vo in 1995) lived in urban areas (Statistics Canada,2OOI).This27o difference between
those who live on reserves and those who live in urban areas (and the

LVo

drop of non-reserve rural

aboriginal people who moved to urban areas), though seemingly insignificant, marks a trend that
has continued since thelate 1950's, when over SOVo of the Aborigtnal population lived in either

reserve or non-reserve rural areas. The numbers suggest that the Aboriginal population available

farming is decreasing rapidly. As

a

for

result, there is a drop in the aboriginal rural population that

would be most harmful to the future prospects of First Nations agriculture. If the trend (towards a
continued drop in First Nations numbers in reserve and rural areas) continues, then it can be asked,

"what population will provide the necessary farmers for future First Nation agriculture?" Certainly,
the future of First Nations farming cannot be expected to be taken up by an urban population?
Therefore, this demographic trend is not conducive
and can certainly be considered a significant,

úo the

development of First Nation agriculture

if not a hidden, barrier to a viable First Nation

agricultural sector.
Of course it should also be mentioned that there is

a considerable

under coverage in

Statistics Canada Aboriginal populations figures due to incomplete enumeration on some reserves
and

Aboriginal settlements and and the fact that some reserves did not allow enumerators into their

communities. While the impact of missing data tends to be small for national-level and most

provincial-level statistics, it can be significant for some smaller areas, like reserves (Statistics
Canada, 2OOl). Nevertheless, the figures do show a marked trend towards the loss of reserve

populations toward urban areas.

Finally, Romanow, Bear and Associates (2000: 52) discuss the historical development of
First Nations agriculture as another important barrier by stating that:

history has shown that in farming areas in Western Canada it has taken 3 to 4
generations to develop successful viable farms with good farm managers and
innovative operaüors. prejudicial hisûoric policies, which decimaæd early First
Nations agricultural attempts, have significantly reduced the number of intergenerational farming families on-reserve.
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This historical development,

as covered

in ChapüerTwo andThree, was instrumenal in limiting the

number of First Nation farmers and as a result, there are few present day First Nation farmers who
can offer their experience, knowledge and wisdom

úo

help others who wish

ûo

take up farming.

Therefore, there are few role models available to young orpotential First Nation farmers. In

addition, many poûential First Nation farmers may be apprehensive of undertaking agriculture as a
pursuit due to the historical problems experienced by many of the MIAP farmers.

Opportunities for Development
For First Nations to develop an agricultural economic sector, Romanow, Bear & Associates
(2O0O) believe that the limited potentials that do exisi must be exploited. Firstly, Romanow and Bear

& Associates (2000) insist that there is an opportunity to increase the number of Manitoba First
Nation farms toZ76 from the approximately I2O farms today. This is based on the existing First
Nations reserve land usage of LL6J9L acres with a further potential of 100,000 acres of new

agricultural lands under the TLE process and applying the average Manitoba farm acreage size of
784acres. Romanow, Bear & Associates (2000) also project that the annual gross farm receipt

potential for First Nation farms can be $g¡.0 million (Z76Eirst Nation farm units @$121,809
average Manitoba farm receipts). To reach this potential, Romanow, Bear & Associates (2000) staæ

that the total average farm capital required to create and maintain 276 competitive First Nation farm
units is in the range of $L44 million.
Romanow, Bear & Associates (2000) insist that other opportunities include the recent

Marshall decision in the East Coast Fishery (described earlier), which may provide considerable
strength

ûo

the argument for supportive government programming to jump start the historically

lagging sector of agriculture on the reserve. Furthermore, Romanow, Bear & Associates (2@O: 54)
believethatthe:

current heighæned level of interest in partnership building by Government and the
private sector with First Nations may provide First Nations with opportunities to
develop partnerships and enterjoint venture arrangements to successfully enter large
scale modern agriculture.

Of course, care needs to be taken with this opportunity,
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as explained by Wotherspoon and

Satzewich (1993),asjoint ventures may ultimately undermine self-government and may effect the
auûonomy of First Nations agriculture.

Finally, Romanow, Bear & Associates (2000) state that another opportunity exists in
alternative agriculture such as native plants. The current interest of the general population in herbal
therapies and medicines provides First Nations with an excellent opportunity to enter the industry

with considerable expertise (Kiehn & Reimer, IW3:Clark,

199{3). First Nations people have been

collecting, preparing and using herbal remedies for many centuries and both Ctark (1998) and
Romanow, Bear & Associaûes (2000) believe there is room in the market place for the development
and marketing of indigenous medicines. Inaddition, Nickels (2001) has statedthe potential

forthe

hydroponic growing of herbs and vegetables in remote and northern reserves, a potential which is

currently being investigated. Also, based on the soil classification of reserve land found in
Romanow, Bear & Associates (2000), it would appear that the land is more suitable to livesûock
production, particularly to developing alternatiye niche livestock markets such as bison and elk
(Manitoba Agriculture, 1998). Both animals are indigenous to North America and are culturally
connected

ûo

First Nation peoples and suitable for land on the reserve. As well, current traditional

livesûock (such as cattle and swine) prices are very favourable and also suitable to land on the
reserve (Romanow, Bear & Associates, 2000).

An area that certainly holds promise for agricultural economic development are the
recommendations of the RCAP (b) report (LÐ6). The RCAP (b) (1996:75) makes several
recommendations for First Nation agriculture, including:

2.5.14
The Government of Carudaremovefrom Aboriginal economíc development strategies such øs
CAEDS and related prograrns and ltmitations that impede equitable arcess to them by Metis

farmers and Aborigínal owners of smallfarms generally.

2.5.15
The goverwrænt of Canada restore the funding of Indian agricultural organizati.ons and related

progrüns and support símilar organizations and services for Metis farmers.
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2.5.16
Bønd. Councíls,

withthe support of thefederal government, undertalæ changes in lmñ tenure and

lan"duse so that effrcienÍ, vi.able reservefarms or ranches can be establíshed.

2.5.17
T'hrc

Governmenl of Canndaimplement... an¿ advance tlrc educationand training of Aboríginal

people in agriculture.

The main thrust behind the RCAP report with respect

ûo

agriculture is that First Nations people

have historically suffered (for reasons outlined earlier in Chapter Two) significant disadvantages

in

trying to set up agricultural operations. Whereas govemment policies for non-Aboriginal farmers
were designed to be zupportive, government policies for First Nation farmers has had the opposite
effect. These recommendations, if advanced by the government, would go a long way to correct
some of these disadvantages and offer new opportunities for First Nation farmers.

Furthermore, hopeful expectations for the future have been reinforced in the official federal
government's response to RCAP (Indian and Northern Affairs Canada, 19y/)- The statements
made in this document emphasize a vision for "strong, healthy communities and new relationships

founded on mutual respect, with responsible, transparent, accountable, sustainable governance
structures and institutions" (Indian and Northern

Afiairs Canada, 1997:Z).In order to implement

this vision, the government highlights the following four strategic initiatives: (i) Renewing the
partnerships; (ii) Strengthening Aboriginal Governance; (iii) Developing a New Fiscal Relationship;
and (iv) Supporting Stong Communities, People and Economies (Indian and Northern Affairs
Canada, 1997). Subsequent government documents, (such as the zCflO-zOOL reporton Plans and

Priorities) emphasize a similar vision (Indian and Northem Affairs Canada and Canadian Polar
Commission, 2000).

Thrcats to Development
Hist'orically FirstNations farmers have been unable to caûch up with their non-Aboriginal
counterparts. Even though the treaties clearly supported farming as an economic opportunity for

First Nations, government policies have been unsuccessful in their attempts to assist fledgling
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farmers on the reserve. Off the reserve, however, cheap land, subsidies and other govemment
supports have been used to help get the non-Aboriginal agriculture sector off the ground (Wien,
19t36; Carter 1990; Wotherspoon and Satzewich, Tg%; Royal Commission

(b), L996; Romanow,

Bear & Associates, 2000).

Why does this discrepancy between Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal agriculture exist?
'Wotherspoon and Satzewich (1993) offer an explanation which taps perhaps the biggest threat to
the economic development of Aboriginal agriculture. They contend that the general nature

of

Aboriginal economic development is contradictory- Wotherspoon and Satzewich ( 1993; 26I\ state
that because:

First Nation people are forced to compete in the marketplacg through a state which
is not a neutral arbiter of the interests of competing groups, but rather a
representative class rule, the characær of the -struggles that occur within the state is
ari important determinant of the success and failure of economic developmedt
initiatives.
In other words, politically, governments cannot afford to have aboriginal peoples as
successful competitors to the extent that their primary support, both electoral and financial, comes

from classes within the non-Aboriginal population. According to Wotherspoon and Satzewich

(Lgg3),it would

be imprudent

for any political party or government to support those economic

activities which would put Aboriginal peoples into a position where they could compete for markets
and services with non-Aboriginal-owned businesses. Romanow, Bear & Associates (2000: 54) also
recognize this threat when they state that "given the current crisis state of agriculture in Manitoba,
there is bound to be a negative backlash from non-Aboriginal farmers

if First Nation exclusive

program supports are developed. " However, Romanow, Bear & Associates (2000: 54) also decla¡e
that "without some form of government policy incentives for First Nation farmers to have access to
the latest technologies, the First Nations agricultural sector will not be developed."
Globalization is no doubt a major threat which will affect progress in First Nations
agriculture as well. Though

NAFIA

has provisions

for First Nations exemptions, Canada's

objective (through GATT) is the elimination of export subsidies, trade-distorting and domestic

agricultural support which means that domestic programs designed to help First Nations farmers is
highly unlikely on the world stage. Furthermore, price, quality and ability
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ûo

supply quantities on

demand determine which food-producing area in the world

will export its products into the food

syst€m (Agriculture Canada (c), 2@1). Canadian farmers, both First Nation and non-Aboriginat

must produce a quality competitive product or suffer severe discounts. Since First Nation farmers
are more vulnerable to agricultural price and marketing cycles, in comparison to non-Aboriginal

farmers, due mainly to being behind in establishing their own farms as a result of the lack of longer
term land security, First Nation farmers are unable to build up equity in land for debt restructuring
during down cycles and may be unable to offer a compeûtive agricultural product.
Another threat to First Nations agriculture involves the fact that First Nations lack a

collective voice to raise issues and share concems. In the past, MIAP (despite its problems in this
area) filled this role until its demise. Today, First Nations farmers feel isolaæd and lack an effective

lobby to raise attention for their issues to government, in the media and the general public (First
Nations Agricultural Producers Survey, 1999). Aboriginal organizations such as AMC or many
the

of

Tribal Councils do not appear to be interesæd in taking up this role, so alack of cooperation and

partnership among First Nation farmers themselves exists at the present time according to the First
Nations Agricultural Producers Survey (1999).

Finally, with the lack of success of programs like MIAP as well as the lack of success of
reserve farming in general, as a means of providing either a dependable source of food, an adequate

income, ora rewarding way of life for the majority of First Nations people since the signing of the
treaties, a possible threat to First Nations agriculture may be that government leaders and policy
makers

will

be reluctant to support a meaningful First Nation agricultural sector program

(Romanow, Bear & Associates, 2000). According to the First Nations Agricultural Producers
Survey (1999), there is concern that the problems associated with the former MIAP programs have
permanently scarred First Nations farmers and prevented them from obtaining future support for
legitimaæ concerns. The final threat to reserve agriculture could be that governments will not view
agriculture as a viable economy worth pursuing. As alternatives to agriculture economic
development are pursued, poûential and existing First Nations farmers will be forgotüen.
In analyzing the range of strengths, barriers, opportunities and threats, potential policy
recommendations can be made which may help the future growth of First Nations agriculture. The

following section looks at possible policy options for Manitoba's First Nation farmers.
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Policy Recommendations
FirstNations agriculture, since itis in adevelopmental stage, requires governmentpolicies
and programs that

will work to assist them in their development. Ideally,

the ultimate goal would be

that FirstNation agriculture would experience parity with non-Aboriginal farmers in Manitoba.
However, the current underdevelopment of First Nations agriculture requires unique policies
designed specifically for First Nation circumstances. As a result of both the First Nations

AgriculturaL Producers Survey (1999) and the agricultural workshop series policy options puf forth
by Romanow, Bear & Associates (2000), a number of policy recommendations were presented in
the Manitoba First Nations Agriculture Straægic Plan (Strategic Plan, 2000). In addition, RCAP (b)
(L996) offers a number of recommendations for First Nations agriculture (see also "Opportunities

for Development" section, Chapter Six). I would also like to take this opportunity to add my own
recommendations, based on the contents of the proceeding chapters.

RCAP Recommendations
Thefollowingrecommendations includeRCAP's general recommendations foreconomic
development as well as its specific recommendations made about agriculture. However, since

RCAP's specific comments regarding agriculture are minimal and due to the factthatagriculture is

aneconomicpursuit,I feel thatincluding RCAP's general comments oneconomicdevelopmentare
legitimate and useful to the discussion regarding Aboriginal agriculture. I have chosen those
recommndations on economic developmentthat have relevance to agriculture.

RCAP has suggested that the Government of Canada change aspects of its present
economic development strategy for First Nations due to its "limitations that impede equitable
access" (RCAP (b), 1996:

75).In other words, RCAP

states that CAEDS and other related

programs should remove any limitations that impede equitable access by Metis and other small

Aboriginal farmers. As explained in Chapter Six, it is evident that CAEDS and other contemporary
programs do not adequately address the issues of access to capital, do not offer acceptable

agricultural support services to FirstNation communities and, more often fail to provide sufficient
government support tailor made for the specifics of First Nation farmers. In addition, Present
progftrms offer fragmented, project by project funding with few long-term development agreements

which would provide funds in blockform which wouldincrease the flexibility of Aboriginal
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governments and organizations in advancing agricultural economic development. RCAP (b) (1996)
believes that a long-term agricultural program that addresses issues of capital, support services and

First Nation specific programing as well as providing sufficient funds in

a

block form would

alleviate the diffìctilties First Nation farmers face today.

ExhibÍt t3:
Two ConceptÍons of Economic Development
tt

rrNation-Building!

Jobs and Incomett

I'

Reactive

Prmctive

Responds to anyone's agenda
(from the feds or off the street )

Responds to your agenda (from
strategic planning for the long-ærm

future)
Emphasizes short-term payoffs
(especially jobs and income now)

Emphasizes long-term payoffs
(sustained community well-being)

Emphasizes starting businesses

Emphasizes creating an environment
in which businesses can last

Success is measured by economic impacts

Success is measured by social,

culfural, pol ittcaT, and ecnnomic
impacts

tribal

Development is mostly the
planner's job (planner proposes; council decides

)

Development is the job of tribal and
community leadership (they setvision,
guidelines, policy; others implement)

Treats development as first and foremost

Treats development as first and

an economic problem

foremost

The solution is money

The solution is a sound institutional
foundation, strategic I I direction.
informed action I

a

p olítícal problem

Source: Comell and KÃll, 1992

Furthermore both RCAP (b) (1996) and Wien (1W7) believe thatAboriginal people should
be able to exercise powers of self-government based on sovereignty. RCAP makes a strong

argument that the appropriate unit to exercise the powers of self-government is the Aboriginal
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"Nation" (i.e. culturally distinct groupings such

as Cree,

Micmac, Mohawk etc.), including a new

relationship that would re.cogmze their governments as a third order of government within the
Canadian federation. They feel that steps need to be taken to rebuild this hisûorically important level

of organization

among Aboriginal peoples. This

will provide for a larger economy of

has been, according úo both RCAP (b) (1996) and V/ien

scale, which

(I9W), one of the major problems with

economic development schemes put forth by the government in First Nation communities. As Wien

(lÐ7:

20) states, "a project that is not viable if carried out by an individual community may well be

viable if carried out by a grouping of communities organized into a nation. " In terms of agriculture,
an individual community may not be able to support an agricultural specialist by themselves, but

implies that scarce and expensive human resources may well be engaged in a more organized and
cost-effective way if they are employed at the national level which also includes research and policy
units and marketing agencies.
This RCAP idea of nation-building through self-government is also supported by the

findings of the Harvard Project on Attrcrican Indiøn Ecornmic Develnpmenl,

a research

project

operating underthe auspices of the Kennedy School of Governmentat Harvard University and the

Udall Centre for Public Policy at the University of Arizona, which aims

ûo

understand and foster the

conditions under which susúained, self-deûermined social and eronomic development can be
achieved among American Indian nations (Cornell andKalt, LW2). The Harvard Project's findings
suggest that when tribes make their own decisions about what approaches to take and what
resources to develop, they consistently out-perform non-tribal decision-makers (see Exhibit 13).

Cornell and Kalt (L992:5) state that there are two approaches to economic development (see

Exhibit 12):

The first we will call the 'Jobs and income" approach. Tribes that work with the
'Jobs and income"approach begin by saying, in effect, 'we've got a problem here.
The problem is not enough jobs and not enough income, and the solution is to get
some businesses going on the reservation." Often that means calling in the tribal
planner and saying, "go get some business going." The tribal planner goes off and
wriæs some grant proposals or loolcs for some investors or comes up with some
business idea, and everyone hopes that somehow the problem will be solved.
There's a persuasive logic ûo this approach ûo economic development there
aren't enough jobs on most reservations; there isn't enough income; too many
people are poor; too many people are on welfare. So jobs and income are critical.
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Theproblem, according

ûo

Cornell andKalt (1W2) is thatthisapproach typicallydoesn't

work. It may produce a variety of ideas, but it seldom produces lasting businesses. Cornell and Kalt

(LÐ2: 5,6) søæ that the stories

are familiar:

An enterprise gets started but fails to live up to its advance billing...
The fibe obtains a grant that provides start-up funding for a project, but when the
grant money runs out there is no more money and the project starts downhill.
...Or an investor shows up but gets entangled in tribat politics, loses heart, and
eventually disappears.

...4 new business gets underway with lots of excitement and has a good first year,
but then the tribal government starts siphoning off the profìts to meet its payroll or
some other need, as a result there is no money ûo fix the leaþ roof or upgrade the
accounting system, and soon the business is in fouble...
...the enûerprise becomes primarily an employment service as people demand that
provides jobs, costs rise, it finds itself unable to compete with non-reservation
businesses whose labor costs are less, it becomes another drain on the tribal
treasury, two years later it folds and the jobs it provided disappear.

it

...the new tribal chair decides the business is a source of patronage, personnel are
hired on their votes in tribal elections instead of their business skills, with each
election the business gets a new manager and a new set of operating guidelines,
customers getcynical, quatity declines, and the business collapses.

Exhibit 14:
ProfitabilÍty of Tribal Enterprises in

18

Tribes: Independent v. Non-Tribal-Controlled

Management
Independent

Profitable
NotProfitable
Odds of Profitability

Non-Tribal Controlled

34

20

5

T4

6.8 to

l.4to I

1

Source: Self-reported survey of 18 tribal chairs participating in the National Erecutive Education hogram for Native

American læadership. (Katt, 19%)

The result is that the tribe ends up back at square one, once again asking the planner to start

over and the cycle starts anew. " Eventually, both planners and council feel as if they're banging

their heads against the wall " (Cornell and

Kall ßf2:
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7). This pattern, though de,scribing the

siû.lation on U.S. reservations, has parallels to the Canadian situation and MIAP. The present
Canadian

poli"y

can be porrayed as

following the Jobs and income" model described by Cornell

andKalt (1992:5) which obviously has notworked according to Driben andTrudeau (1983),
Comeau and Santin (1990), and Loughran (1996) (see Chapter

Q. It makes one wonder if

the

economic development problem can be reduced to 'Jobs and income," or 'þicking winners" as
described by Wien (1997: 15; quoting Cornell and

Kalt, 1992),

as

if the solution can be reduced to

"getting some business going" or winning grants or talking an investor (or the government) into a

jointventure(Cornell andKalt, LÐ2:5). Cornell andKalt (1992), using thedatacollectedfrom the
Harvard Project, then suggest a new approach which supports the RCAP recommendation of
increased sovereignty for First Nations through nation-building. Cornell and Kalt
a

(IÐ2:7)

suggest

nation-building approach, which:

...begins with the same perception - we've got a problem - and itrecognrzes that a
big part of the problem is the lack ofjobs and income. But it argues that solving the
problem will require a solution both more ambitious and more comprehensive than
trylng to start businesses and other projects. The solution is to build a nation in
which both businesses and humans can flourish. The "nation-building"approach
says the solution is to put in place an environment in which people want to invest.
They want to invest because they believe their investment has a good chance of
paylng off. It may produce monetary profits. It may reduce dependence on the
federal govemment or bolster tribal sovereignty.
The nation-building approach to development, as described by Cornell and Kalt (1912:8),
does not approach the solution by stating "let's start a business," but instead says "let's build an

environmentthatencourages investors to invest, thathelps businesses last, and thatallows
investments to flourish and pay off." The solution lies in focusing attention on laying a sound

institutional foundation, on strategic thinking and on the design and construction of nations that
work. Though the'jobs and income' approach can occasionally lead to some quick business startups and perhaps some short-term successes, it does not produce a sustainable future for the nation.

A nation-building approach is no guarantee of economic success, but it vastly improves the chances
that economic development

will take root and be sustainable. Kalt (quoted in Vy'ien, 1997: I7),

asserts that those tribes who have succeeded economically and have enjoyed a sustained economic

development are "uniformly marked by an assertion of sovereignty that pushes the Bureau of
Indian Affairs into a pure advisory role rather than a decision-making role." Cornell and Kalt
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(quoted in Wien, I997:14), add to this discussion by stating that:

political leaders are forever tryrng to pick winners, that is, potentially successful
business ventures, rather than putting their energies into getting the institutional
framework and preconditions for economic development right. For many Indian
nations and their leaders, the problem of economic development has been defined as
one of picking the right project. Governments often devote much of their
development-related time and energy to considering whether or not to pursue
specific projects: a fagtory,, l mjne, an agricultural-enterprise... 3ng so on.... Picking
winners is important, but it is also rare. In fact, Indian Country is dotted with failed
projects that turned sour as investors' promises evaporated, as enterprises failed to
atfract customefs, ¿rs managers found themselves overwhelmed by market forces and
political instability. In fact,many tribes pursue development backrvards,
concentrating first on picking the next winning project atthe expense of attention to
political and economic institutions and broader development strategies.... Only when
sound political and economic institutions and overall development strategies are in
place do projects - public or private - become sustainable.

Minoring both RCAP (Igg6)and the literature from the Harvard Project, V/ien (1997)
concludes that political sovereignty is most important for sustainable economic development to take
place. The degree to which a tribe has genuine control over its reserve decision making, the use of
reserve resources, and relations with the outside world

will help ûo determine the success of finding

market opportunities, developing human capital and sustainable economic strategies. Both RCAP

(I996) and Wien (1997) feel that

an assertion

of sovereignty will push the Department of Indian

Affairs into a pure advisory role rather than adecision-making role which will allow economic
development ø flourish in First Nation communities.
The RCAP (1996) case studies add other dimensions to this argument. In the case of the
I-ac Seul case study, for example, the focus was on the lack of decision-making power over

traditional lands and resources. Non-Aboriginal rules and regulations held sway and these were
rooted in a world view that is quiæ different from Aboriginal perspectives. The result was that

cultural conflict and

a retreat

from economic activity on the part of the Local Anishinaabe people

occurred due to a lack of authority in relation to their lands.
Another illustration comes from the l,a t oche case study (RCAP, I996), which describes a

community where the major part of economic activity is generated by the high levels of spending
that are required to deal with such problems as unemplo5rment, poverly, alcoholism and family

breakdown. The community's leaders were well aware that the long-term solution was to build a
self-sustaining ec,onomic base for the community and wished to divert some of the spending from
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social to economic developmentobjectives. However, they were unable

ûo

do so because virtually all

the spending was controlled by individual provincial and federal departments,each with its own

agenda Coordination betrveen the deparftnents and between the levels of government seemed to be
almost non-existent, and the idea that spending patterns would actually change to meet the longterm best interests of the community were felt to be a longshot. As a result, an ever increasing
amount continued to be poured inûo the community, dedicated to the management or alleviation
social problems. On the other hand,
a pool

if the community

of

had more political authority and could access

of funds not tied to pre-existing agendas and separate departments (as Cornell and KaIt,

1992 suggest), it would be possible to envision a different agenda being realized.
For these reasons, RCAP (1996) in its recommendations supported the inherent right

of

Aboriginal nations to govern themselves, and the report urges federal, provincial and territorial
goverrìments to make room for an Aboriginal order of government in Canada.

It is assumed that

agricultural development would also improve under such Aboriginal governarice of their economic
development.
RCAP (b) (1996) also suggests that changes in land tenure of First Nations should be
examined. It is felt that First Nation govemments need to establish and implement land tenure and

land use policies on the rqserve to develop available natural resources and support stable long term

growth in the agricultural sector (though no real solution is offered other than ownership or control
over resources). Related to the issue of land tenure is the idea of expanding lands and resources
(RCAP (b) (1996; Wien, L9E7).It is believed that the "land and resource base of Aboriginal
communities neæds to be quickly expanded if more solid economic footing is to be achieved"

(lVien,

1997

;22). Making full use of available economic opportunities in the agricultural sector

requires that First Nations have an expanded land base. The loss of control over land and the loss

of benefit from their lands has certainly crippled First Nation agriculture over the past century. One
only needs to look at the exploitation of Indian lands following the Expropriation Act of 1911 (also
known as the Oliver Act) where reserve land which adjoined, or was wholly or partly sinraæd within
an incorporaæd town or city of over 8,000 people could be taken

decided thatitwas in the best interest of the public

ûo

if a judge of the Exchequer

do so (Treaties, 1978; Titley, 198Q.

In

addition, one could look at the 1907 experiences of Manitoba's St. Peters Band who were forced to
move when their reserve was expropriaûed in order to provide space for the expanding town
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of

Selkirk (Coaûes & Morrison, 1986). According to Wien (1997:?3),thepresent "land base
belonging to each reserve is typically just a few acres now, not enough to provide housing for a

rapidly expanding population let alone to provide

a basis

for economic development. "As

a

resulf,

an expanded land base (possibly through the TLE process) and a land tenure system on that land
base (through Band Council Resolutions) are considered

priority recommendations for any First

Nation agricultural initiative.
RCAP (b) (1996) also recommends the advancement of education and training as a means

of assisting First Nations agriculture. The Commission's research on economic development
repeatedly comes back to issues of education and training (Wien,

IW\

RCAP recognizes that

farming today is about business and that in order to succeed First Nation farmers need to be more
than just good farmers, they must also be good business people. In order to run a successful farm, a

farmer needs skills in finance, management, computers, internet, agrology, chemistry, biology and
rnore. In order to compete with non-Aboriginal farmers, First Nations farmers will need access to

training to ensure they have the skills and adaptability to manage successful farms. Furthermore,
is

it

difficult to envisage successfully carrying out agricultural policies "to expand employment

without building closely-linked strategies for making sure that properly quatified Aboriginal
persons are available to assume the new positions" (Wien, L9g7: ?ß).

Finally, RCAP (1996) states that Aboriginal institutions, which are able

ûo

straûegic choices effectively and develop rules and procedures that are seen to be

development, need to be created . This includes finding away

ûo

implement

fair for economic

guard against the inappropriate

involvement of political leaders in the day{oday decisions of business ventures or of economic
development institutions. This does not mean that political leaders do not have imporfant roles to

play in economic development. Politicål leaders are felt by RCAP (1996) to play

a

particular part in

setting long-term goals, identifying appropriate strategic directions, and in putting in place the

institutional base for ec¡nomic development. However, it is felt that the " role should stop short of
interference in the day+o-day operation of businesses or economic development organizations"

(V/ien, LÐ7:22). RCAP (1996) stongly supports the strengthening of the institutional capacity
for economic development in Aboriginal communities and nations. Since this was one the areas
identified as being a problem for MIAP, it is felt that such institutional building would take care of
one of the critical ingredients necessary

ûo create an

environment that supports agricultural
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development

Therefore, RCAP (1990 recommendations suggest that in order to assist First Nation
agriculture, the Canadiangovemment should, a) remove the restrictions in CAEDS that hinder
equitable admission to agricultural prosperity; b) develop self-government in order ûo create

conditions under which susúained, self-determined agricultural development can be achieved Írmong

First Nations; c) expand education and training

as a means

of assisting First Nations agriculture;

and, d) strengthen the institutions required for the fair and equiøble development of First Nations

agriculture.

Manitoba First Nations Agricultural Strategic Plan Recommendations
Taking a more detailed look at the situation confronting First Nations agriculture,
Romanow, Bear & Associates (2000) presenæd a number of poæntial policy options to First

Nation farmers for thorough discussion during a series of agricultural workshops they initiated in a
number of First Nation communities. From these policy recommendations, they were able to put
together a final report called the Manitoba Fïrst Nations Agricultural Strategic Plan (Strategic Plan,

2000). Contained within this plan are five essential components with each designed to work in
t¿ndem with the others in a broad-based and holistic effort to "offset historically established

inequities and ensure the development of a sustainable, economically sound agricultural sector for
Manitoba First Nations" (Sfrategic Plan, 2000: 1). These five components are (see Appendix for a
copy of the Manitoba First Nations Straúegic Plan):

1) Access to capital,

2) First Naúions Agricultural Support Services
3) ManitobaFirst Nations Farmers Association
4) First Nations/Federal/Provincial Government Support

5) Focus on Niche Markets and Strategic Planning

These five components are meant to be acted upon simultaneously and not in any specified

linear order. The plan is envisioned to take up

úo

three years

úo enact and

that independent

evaluation be conducæd in year three ,yea;r five and year ten. The final outcome of the plan is
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projected

ûo

provide a level playing field for First Nations and the "development of a healthy sector

on the reserve" (Strategic Plan,200O: 1). The following is a summary of the general
recommendations conúained in the Manitoba First Nations Agricultural Shaúegic Plan (Strategic

Plan,2(Ð0).

Access to Capital
Because the úotal amount of capital available to First Nation farmers is insufficient to

establish

a

commercially viable farm, the establishment of a First Nations Agricultural [.oan

Guarantee Fund is recommended. Through a First Nations Agricultural

t oan Guarantee

Fund First

Nation farmers would have access to conventional loans on the same terms as non-Aboriginat
farmers. Since interest rates available through the First Nations Farm Credit Corporation are
considerably higher than those available to non-Aboriginal farmers, such a program would ensure
that First Nation farmers would have the same ¿rccess and possibility to expand their operations as

non-Aboriginal farmers. A Loan Guaranûee Program would ensure that the limited funding that is
currently available is leveraged to access uptoT1%o more (than the current $25,000 - $50,000,
which is deemed inadequate to achieve the required economies of scale for agricultural production)

in terms of financial resources for First Nations farmers. In addition, the Manitoba First Nations

Agriculûral

Straûegic Plan (Straægic Plan, 2000) suggests establishing a First Nations

Youth

Agricultural l-oan Fund. The reason being thatthere are no resources available to young First
Nations members who want to take over the family farm. A First Nations Youth l-oan Fund would
help those First Nations youth who are taking over family farms and to establish commercially
viable farm operations. Finally, the Manitoba First Nations Agricultural Strategic Plan (Strategic
Plan, 2000) recommends that First Nation farmers be offered the opportunity to restructure their
existing debt using a fair, across the board formula (that would go towards restructuring existing
debt).
Furthermore, it has been suggested by Manitoba First Nations Agricultural Strategic Plan
(Strategic Plan, 200O) that

a

loan guarantee approach would better benefit First Nations farmers,

who would then be able to access more competitively priced financing, as well as benefit FNFC,

who would be able to extend services (in the form of loan guarantees) to a greater numberof clients
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than exists today.

Support Services
Because there is presently no direct information

flow to First Nation farmers with respect to

upcoming seminars and workshops, and because First Nation employment and training progrzms
do not place agriculture as a priority, it is recommended that existing provincial agricultural support
programs and services be provided to First Nations farmers and that the servicæs of an agrologist be

furnished úhrough the First Nations Farm Credit Corporation. First Nations farmers would then
have immediate access to the latest farming innovations and technologies and could then increase

their economic contribution to the Maniüoba agricultural sector.

First Nations Farmeros AssocÍatÍon
Due to the fact that First Nations farmers are currently not involved in organizations such as
the Keysúone Agricultural Producers (KAP) and other producer organizations such as the Manitoba

Cattleproducers, Manitoba Pork Producers Association, etc. which non-Aboriginal farmers in the
province are able to join, it is recommended lhataFirst Nations Farmers Association (FNFA) be
created which would participate in the non-Aboriginl producers organizations such as KAP. A First

Nations Farmers Association (which is also suggested by RCAP) would serve to coordinate and
organize the activities of First Nation farmers in Manitoba and foster a inclusive spirit and combaf

the isolafion and alienation that that many First Nations farmers complained about in the First
Nations Agricultural Producers Survey (1999). A distinct FNFA would lobby for the interests and
concerns of historically disadvantagedFirst Nation farmers and would serve as a bridge be¡veen
the provincial Deparfnentof Agriculture and FirstNations farmers through and exchange

information and

daúa-

of

A FNFA participation in non-Aboriginal producers organirations would

ensure that First nations farmers would have a voice in the policy making at the provincial level as

well. The plan is to make the First Nations farmers Association self-supporting within three to six
years by bringing in revenues through memberships and fund raising.

The impact of such a proposal is certainly not realistic if the number of First Nation farmers
is too low. At the moment, the total number of First Nation farmers is unknown as Statistics Canada
has not compiled such data and no other study could be located which considers First Nation
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farming numbers nation-wide. Without a country-wide First Nations survey which looks at the
current state of Aboriginal farming which can determine the number of First Nation farmers,
evaluate fhe key strengths, opportunities and barriers and then direct energies to finding long-term

solutions (much like Manitoba's 1999 First Nations Agricultural Producers Survey), the national
picture of First Nation farming in Canada will remain unknown. Though the First Nations

Agricultural Producers Survey (199) was not concerned with a nation-wide survey (conceming
itself only with Manitoba), it is not difficutt to expand such a survey to include all of Canada, using
the FirstNations Agricultural Producers Survey (1999) as a model.

First Nations/Federal/Provincial Government Suppotf
The Manitoba First Nations Agricultural Strategic Plan (Strategic Plan, 2000) also

recommended that; the Federal Government should support First Nations agriculture by providing
funds for activities such as the FNFA, the First Nations [.oan Guarantee Program and the First
Nations Youth Agricultural l,oan Fund; The Provincial Government should establish a Protocol
Agreement with Manitoba First Nations to solidify their partnership in the agricultural industry; and
that First Nations governments need to establish and implement clear land tenure and land use

policies on reserve (as suggesæd in RCAP) in order to develop available natural resources and
support stable long term growth. It is felt that government support at all three levels (federal,

provincial and local) is necessary in order to ensure a healthy agricultural sector both on and off of
the reserve. Government support

will

assist farmers in their efforts üo boost economic activity in the

province and provide spin-offjobs both on the reserve and off the reserve. This will serve to reduce
social assistance dependence and foster a new spirit of entrepreneurship and independence in First

Nationcommunities.

Niche Markets and Strategic Development
Finally, the Manitoba First Nations Agricultural Strategic Plan (Strategic Plan, 2O0O)
recommended that aFirst Nation Strategic Fund which provides both financial and technical

support for farmers who want to take advantage of recognized niche market opportunities (such as
native herbs or hydroponic possibilities). Other than Elk or Bison, no other support exists for First

Nation farmers who are interested in niche markets. First Nation farmers need the technical and
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financial assistance to enûer into these emerging sectors and to explore possible new niche markets.

It is believed that the establishment of agricultural enterprises that are more suited to soil
classificafion of reserve lands and traditional activities will result in a higher degree of success for

First Nation farmers. The estimated cost of such recommendations put forth by the Manitoba First
Nations Agricultural Strategic Plan (Strategic Plan, 2000) come to $6,475,000.00. However, the

Strategic Plan (2000) believes that this plan can be self-supporting within three

ûo

six years.

Though I believe that the recommendations of the Manitoba First Nations Agricultural
Strategic Plan (Straægic Plan, 2000) are good ones, I also feel that some basic considerations are

missing. The following section contains my recommendations which I feel have not been
adequaæly addressed by either RCAP or the Manitoba First Nations Agricultural Strategic Plan.

Personal Recommendations
Despite the fact that I agree with the RCAP recommendations, I feel that they are too general

to have any detailed impact on First Nations agriculture in the near future. The Manitoba First
Nations Straûegic Plan recommendations must be applauded for taking many of the ideas of RCAP
and creating a more det¿iled set of recommendations. Therefore, though I do not entirely disagree

with either set of rerommendations, I feel that there are some concepts which must

be considered

before any of the above recommendations citlt be implemented.
First of all, it must be explained that present economic development objectives are controlled
by individual provincial and federal departments, each with its own agenda. These agendas are often
counter

ûo

the wishes of First Nations goals and objectives. For instance, Driben and Trudeau

(19t33), Wotherspoon and Satzewich(L993) and Newhouse (2000), KaIt (in V/ien, 1997) contend

that the definition of success by government agencies in the area of economic development often

diffçrs from thatof Aboriginal people and thatof the marketplace (as explained earlier).
As a result, the emphasis on most government programs (including MIAP and CAEDS) has
been on short-ûerm job creation projects that have little long-term employment potential,

or

economic viability. Therefore, I feel that the Maniûoba First Nations Strategic Plan, though well
thought out and certainly detailed in its assessment of the needs of First Nation farmers, has a time
period which I believe to be unrealistic. Once again, the timeframe is much too short- Five or even
ten years is too short a time

ûo

right the wrongs that have existed for over
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a

century. In particular, I

have disagreements with the First Nations Farmers Organization being self-sufficient within a three

to six year time period. Once again, the problem arises (as it did with MIAP) that if that objectives
are not achieved, the organizanon could be looked at as a

failure andtetminateÅ-

Also of concern is that coordination benveen the departments and between the levels of
government (particularly under CAEDS) seems to be virtually non-existent (Wien, L9g7). As an
example, the plethora of deparfrnents involved in Aboriginal economic development which have an

impact on First Nation agriculture includes DIAND and Industry Canada for economic
development, land claims and land/revenuqs and trusts, and DIAND and Human Resource
Development for education and training (Wotherspoon & Satzewich, IW3). Flaving three different
departments involved in various aspects of First Nations agriculture has the potential to cause

duplication as well as causing a lack of coordination between government agencies which will have
a negative impact on First Nation agriculture.

In addition, no agricultural prograrn will be successful while funds for economic
development are scaled back, as has been occurring for the last decade. While the amount allocated

for what Wien (1997 7) calls "social problem spending" (social assistance, health, housing,
policing etc.) grew from 30 to

4O per cent

of total spending in the period between L98ll82to

19P5196,the amount allocated for economic development (which includes agricultural development)
decreased

from

10 per cent to 8 per

cenl It appears that governments prefer to meet economic

distress with income support payments rather than investing in the more

difficult task of

establishing long-term measures that would rebuild First Nation economies and agriculture. As

Wien (1997:8), points out , it is not in First Nations' long term best interests to build a welfare
economy, and "neither is it in the interests of Canadian society generally, for the overall costs
such an economy are steep and rising, with no light at the end of the tunnel.

"As

a result,

of

I feel that

one of the most important recommendations concerning First Nation agricultural development is to
increase spending for economic development with some of those increased funds going to

agricultural initiatives. Instead ofjustalleviating the symptoms of economic distress, an increase in
funds towardlong-term, FirstNationdriven economicdevelopmentinitiatives wouldcontribute to
the creation of more self-reliant agricultu¡al economies

As well, non-Aboriginal rules and regulations presently hold sway in terms of decisionmaking power over traditional lands and resources and these rules and regulations are quite
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different from Aboriginal perspectives. The result is cultural conflict and
activity by FirstNations people

as can be seen

a retreat

from economic

from the contemporary situations illustrated in the

RCAP (1996) case studies of l-ac Seul and l-a.Læhe, as well as the conditions described in Chapter
Five. Therefore, I recommend that First Nations need to regain control over the levers that govern
their economies before any significant change can occur in First Nations agricultural development.

In other words, I feel that the agriculnrral possibilities of First Nation people can only
successful terms

if ongoing

processes

be viewed

of subordination, opportunity and empowerment

in

are taken

intoaccount
For First Nations

ûo

develop strategically, they must be aware of all the possibilities and

potential oppornrnities that do exist and could be exploited in order to overcome the myriad

of

problems keeping them from establishing viable economic sectors such as agriculture. With this in
mind, I believe that it is important to put in place c,erlain conditions in which economic development
can proceed. This includes the need forAboriginal Nations toregain control over the decision-

making controls that govern their economies. In other words, First Nation agriculture will never
occur without a broader emphasis on self-determination and self-government, one that pushes

DIAND and the state into a pure advisory role rather than a decision-making role
suggests

(as

RCAP

with economic development in general). Keeping in mind \üotherspoon & Satzewich's

(19%) assertion thatthe state faces

a severe

conflict of interest or 'tontradiction" in its support

Aboriginal economic development (see "Threats to Development" section, Chapter Six), the

of

staúe

can be viewed as an impedimentto agricultural economic development. Therefore there is apressing

need:

to find effective, aboriginal-controlled means of addressing the tremendous
disadvantages which many native peoples experience relative to othersegments of
Canadian society. (V/otherspoon and Sauewieh, 1993: 263).
As a resulq I believe it is necessary to contemplaûe the present capitalistic system within the

political economy mode of thought. Many academics have championed

a

neo-liberal orientation,

contending that Aboriginal people can become full participants in Canadian society only when they
are subject to the free operation of market forces and the basic tenents of capitalism (Drost,

Crowley & Schwindt, T995; Smith, I99í;Flanagan, 20ffi). This viewpoint argues that state
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regulation of Aboriginal peoples is undesirable, and must be abolished through the dismantling of
the Indian Affairs bureaucracy and the idea of special rights for Aboriginal people. While this
argumenf may suggest greater autonomy forAboriginal people from state control, this position is
premised on the assumption ttratAboriginal people are the same

ar¡

all other Canadians and,

therefore, any special rights are meaningless oreven discriminatory.

However, this argumentignores manyof the destructive forces and impediments to
development that have affecæd Aboriginal communities through state control and the combined
forces of racism, discrimination and other social practices which have influenced Aboriginal
economic underdevelopment, including the problems with agricultural developmenl Chapter Two
explains this historical and situational agricultural context in which Aboriginal people find
themselves in as they have participaæd in the capitalistic economy of Canada. Therefore, it can be

'

*gued,

as

Vúotherspoon

& Satzewich (1993) have done, that capitalistic developments have

op"rated as powerful forces thathavecontributed to the social and economic underdevelopment thaf

i
I
,
',

Aboriginal people experience in their inúeractions with the state and other social groups. Despite the
touernments contention that there has been an expansion of Aboriginal economic, political and
ro"ial opportunities and chances to fulfill meaningful positions within Canadian society (Santiago,

I

1997; Globerman, 19ff3), instead, Wotherspoon & Satzewich (1993), Bernier

(Í997),the

Federation of Saskarchewan Indian Nations (L997), and Newhouse (2000) contend that these
options remain restricûed and are not equally available to all Aboriginal people. Given that political

power in capitalist societies, as indicaæd by Mahon (L977),is closely related

ûo

economic power,

it

is clear that economically powerful groups are better represented atthecabinet table than are others
(such as First Nations farmers and Aboriginal women). As a result, recognition of the interactive
effects of class, race andgender within capitalistic societies carries with it important policy as well
as analytical implications.

Aboriginal control, therefore, means addressing the tremendous

disadvantages which many First Nation peoples have experienced relative to other sections
Canadian society. As rúV'otherspoon

& Satzewich (1993:263)

of

contend, "efforts to redress

Aboriginal subjugation and to explore opportunities for self-determination cannot adequately be
pursued in isolation from class, gender, and wider race relations. " In other words, agricultural

development (and more specifically economic development in general) will not occur unless
consíderation is given to the inequalities of class, gender and race relations which "remain
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fundamental to the constitution of Aboriginal life within capitalist societies" (Wotherspoon
Satzewich, 19%). Therefore, I believe that agricultural development (as well

as

&

economic

development in general) will be suppressed as long as the inequalities of capitalism are allowed to
continue.

In other words, as Newhouse (2@0) has explained in his presentation at the National
Roundtable on Aboriginal Economic Development and Resources by the Royal Commission on

Aboriginat Peoples in 1993, regarding his idea of operating an Aboriginal capitalist economy based

onAboriginal ideals:

I ttrink that there is sufficient desire to try and create something that is uniquely
Aboriginal out of this blend of traditionalism and capitaLism, what I will call: red
capitalism. (Newhouse, 20@: 58).
Newhouse (2000: 58) contends thatAboriginal values (such as sharing, honesty and humility) "be
interpreted and translated into community processes, institutions and codes of behavior." He

ftrther maintai

ns that:

Another important factor to consider is the collectivist orientation of Aboriginal
society [where] the needs of the group, whether it be the family, clan or nation, take
precedence over the needs of the individual. (Newhouse, 2000;58).
Further analysis of this point is beyond the scope of this investigation, but possibly these
comments can point toward several general kinds of investigation that remain to be pursued in
great€r depth than has so far been the case by social scientists and otherpersons who are concerned

aboutexamining Aboriginal social and economic relations and alternate futures forAboriginal
economic development in general (and First Nation Nations agriculture in particular). In fact
Newhouse (2000) answers this pointby stating that:

It would be useful to establish an economic research and policy development
institute whose main function is úo develop the culturally appropriate tools and make
them available for use by individuals and communities. It would also be able to
provide policy analysis and advice to Aboriginal governments using Aboriginal
perspectives and values (Newhouse, 2000: 61).
Perhaps such an institute could be set up with Aboriginal peoples and social scientists
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specifically to address the view that past progftrms (like MIAP) may have f ailed simply because
Aboriginal worldviews and traditions have notbeenconsidered when formulating economic
development policies. In addition, since it has been established thatthestate is a complex set of
social relations and a siæ of race, gender and class-based struggles over the distribution of
resources, and that state policies are the outcomes of complex relations of political and economic

power within the society as a whole, perhaps such an instituæ could address these issues as well.
Such discussion and debate can be affective in stimulating democratic change, but only when they
are guided by the people who live those circumstances. As unrealistic as such a possibility may
seem, I believe that without such dialog, Aboriginal groups (as well as other equally discriminated

ethnic groups and women) will continue to falær economically, politically and socially within the
present capitalist system. Perhaps a more friendly and democratic form of capitalism could be

derived from such discussion which could stimulate economic development in First Nation
communities.
As well, since selËgovernment and land claim issues would most likely take a great deal

of

time to be completed, I would recommend that First Nations be allowed (and be given the funds) to
set up an interim MIAP-like progrurm, addressing the problems that plagued the former program
(see ChapterFive). Such a program should be adequately funded overthe long-term, and not the

year by year funding approval set-up that MIAP had to endure. This new program should be self-

sufficient and independent from government decision-making and should be independently
evaluated over regular intervals on the basis of realistic long-term goals. It would have a strong

incentive and rebate program as well as be adequately funded to provide large-scale, low cost loans

to farmers and sufficient funds to provide the necessary education and training through improved
advisory services. The organization of this program should be grass-roots orientated with control

coming from the farmers themselves. Safeguards against any possible conflict of interest among
management or board members must also be addressed. Of course, a MIAP-like program would

not be successful without a long-term perspective and commitment

as

well

as the settlement

of land

claims, self-government issues and a possible research institute to identify and debate the issue of

"capitalism with a redface" (Newhouse,2000: 1).
Finally, I would recommend that a National First Nations Agricultural Producers Survey,
covering all First Nations communities of Canada, (modeled after the 2000 Manitoba First Nations
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Agricultural Strategic Plan) be implemented so policy makers and Firct Nations could deterrnine the
overall First Nations farm economy in Canada. From such a discovery, data could be coltecæd

which cor:ld be t¡sed to analTrze thekey strengths and barriers to First Nation agriculture could be
identified on a national basis. This would then allow energies to be directed

ûo

finding long-term

solutions to the problems of First Nation farming. Such a survey could be a stepping stone to the
possibilities of growth within First Nation agriculture.
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Chapter Eight
Conclusions

MIAP,

as a program

of economic development, is a key component in the hisüory of First

Nations Agriculture in Manitoba. First Nations people have historically suffered significant
disadvanAges in trying to set up agricultural operations (see Chapúer Two). The Treatie.s, the Indian

Act,

and a

myriad of government policies and programs over the last 130 years have not advanced

First Nations agriculture as a successful economic development possibility. With the development

of CAEDS

as a

policy of economic development in the late 1980s and the end of the INAC support

programsforAboriginal agriculture (such as MAP) in the early 1990s, FirstNations farmers have
suffered serious setbaclis. Many of those First Nation farmers, who were oncerelatively successful
under ttre MIAP initiative, have given up on commercial farming. The loss of programs, such as

MIAP, coupled with the general unavailability of programs used ûo support non-Aboriginal farmers,
have made the industry increasingly
specialized support systems

if they

difficult for First Nation farmers. First Nation farmers require

are to develop commercially viable operations. Starting from a

position of considerable disadvantagg much work is needed if they are

ûo

catch up to their non-

Aboriginal neighbors.
As a result, it is evident that an overall strategic plan must be put in placæ, borrowing from
the components and recommendations of RCAP and the Manitoba First Nation Strategic Plan. As

well, it is important to keep in mind the successes and weaknesses of MIAP when devising a
strategic plan for First Nafions agriculture. It is also necessary to make sure that such planning

includes Aboriginal perspectives, traditions and worldviews. MIAP offers planners and policy
makers a blueprint from which to draw from and can be of considerable help when formalizing any
stnategic plan for First Nations agriculture. Such a plan could ensure a broad based and holistic

effort

ûo

offset historically established inequities and, if implemented, would ensure the development

of a sustainable, economically sound agricultural sector for First Nations farmers. Of course,

as

argued above, a sound agricultural poticy not be possible without the completion of self-government

initiatives which recently existed in Manitoba under the Framework Agreement Initiative. Likewise,
because land is such an important issue in agricultural development for First Nations communities,

I feel that concluding any land claim agreements and outstandingTLE settlements is necessary
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before any straûegic programs could succeed. Therefore,

ûo

summarize, astrategic plan to help First

Nation agriculture should contain the following five components:
1. The completion of self-government initiatives & the establishment of a new advisory-only role
forgovemment.

2.Thecompletion of land claims, TLEand expansion of farms off the reserve.
3. The Elimination of CAEDS and Present Government Initiatives which affect Aboriginal
agricultural pursuits in order ûo build new initiatives and programs.

4.Thecreation of a comprehensive National First Nations Agricultural Survey (modeled afær the
1999 Manitoba First Nations Agricultural Producers Survey) funded by the federal government
with a goal to determine the actual numbers of First Nations individuals engaged in farming, the
numbei of First Nations farms, size of farms and other statistical data which will help to highlight
the key stengths, identify the barriers andanalyze the possibilities for growth within FirstNations
agriculture (modeled afær theãffiO Maniûoba First Nations Agricultural Sfaúegic Plan).
5. The establishment of a long ûerm agricultural policy and funding initiative (based on the National
First Nations Agricultural Strategic Plan) that is First Nation Driven which inûegrates Aboriginal
traditions and worldviews and considers the following:
a) The creation of a First Nations Farmers Association and participation in producer

organizations
b) The political commitnent by First Nations Band Councils and organizations to
support and undertake changes in land tenure (such as title to land or private
ownership issues) and land use so that efficient, viable reserve farms or ranches can
be established.
c) The availability of long-term access to capital, debt restructuring for existing
farmers and a loan guarantee program with rates competitive with commercial

institutions
d) The creation of FirstNations agricultural support Services
provincial extension services to FirstNation clients

& the tailoring of

e). The added focus on niche markets & strategic development initiatives
sysûem with adequate checks and balances,
transparency and accountability to offset any accusations of conflict of interest

l). the creation of a management

Of course, when one considers the present state of agriculture in Manitoba, with farms
being consolidated into corporate entities and the dramatic fall in the number of non-Aboriginal
farmers, itis impossible fo determine whether the govemment even considers First Nations
agriculture as a possibility worth considering. However, taken together as a package, such a policy
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has the potential to turn around First Nation agriculture in Manitoba and establish it as a sustainable

sector in the overall First Nations economy. The end result could also be that the establishment of a

First Nafion Agricultural sector on par with non-Aboriginal counterparts could become

a

reality.

MIAP: FÍnal Comments
Despite its apparent weaknesses, MIAP, as a progr¿rm to assist First Nation agriculture, can
be considered a success, particularly when compared

ûo the

more contemporary programs available

under CAEDS. Though it has been shown that MIAP did not achieve all its goals or objectives in
many of its strategic initiatives, without

MAP's

MAP, First Nations agriculture

problems mostly originaæd from

a

has suffered a great deal.

failed government policy, which included

a

lack of

commitmentforadequatefunding,long term programming,andfarmereducation andadvisory
services as well as inadequate safeguards against conflict of interest. MIAP's other problems

originated from a lack of commitment from First Nations governments and organizations,

particularly in the support of First Nations agriculture and the settlement of land tenure issues. Of
course, FirstNation agriculture would never have succeeded under MIAP without addressing the
issue of new land for expanding as well as for first time farmers. Perhaps fhe settlement of land

claims and TLE settlements will correct this problem that most First Nation communities with an
agricultural potential have experienced from the MIAP era well into æntemporary times.

MIAP did have a number of successes

as

well. Chief among these successes is that First

Nation farmers enjoyed greater achievements during the MIAP period when compared to the
situation that exists tday. There were more existing farmers producing more produce from more
land and receiving more income from farming than what exists at present. MIAP farmers also were
able to spread the awareness of the potential for farming

ûo

other prospective farmers; and in so

doing, they acted as role models for the entire agricultural industry potential on First Nation
communities. Most importantly, horvever, is the fact that MIAP can be used as a blueprint for any

future agricultural policies in First Nations communities. Future policies or policy makers have the
advantage of using

MAP

as an

weaknesses and strengths of

example of the poæntial of First Nation agriculture. In viewing the

MIAP, policy makers can build on the successes and prevent

of the problems. In this way, MIAfl

as an hisúorical example

a

repeat

of govemment policy, can be used to

help future policies toward First Nation agriculture. Perhaps, future policies and strategies, using
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the experience of

that

wilt

MIAP

as a

framework, will help to establish a sound First Nation farming sector

be able to operate on an equal basis with their non-Aboriginal counterparts
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14.3 First Nations Farmer's Association
Curent Policies

Cunently. First Nations farrners do not have an organizatigllh"t organizes and
coord¡nãtæ their lobby efforts and policy development aclivities to supporttheir role ¡n
the índustry.

roriginal farmers in the province are able to ioin fhe Keystone
Iturãt producers (KAPI and other producer organizations such as:
Manitoba Cattle producets, illanitoba Pork Producels Association'
These organizations serge to organize lllanitoba farmels and lobby
the¡r inter&ts to government F¡rst Nations farmerc are currently not
in these organizations.

LimitationsfConcerns

First l,lations fârmerc are not aware of l(AP and lts ac'tiYities' There is no
First Nations partic¡pation ¡n the non-âbor¡glnal famters organizations'
No organization exisls to offer supporl and coordlnation for all First Nations farmersto a
À¡thã"-gtt the elk and bison council-has þe€n successful, its mandate is limÍted
sector.
very narrolv

they
First Nations fanners do not gel involved in the producer organizatíons' As suctt,
riJs o"t on networking. tobbi¡nS, policy development and inforrnation sharing
opportunities with other farmers.

Recommended

1.

Establish a First Natione Farrners Associatlon

Policies

2-

First Nations farmers, through the First Nat¡ons Farmers
Association, need to pârt¡c¡pate in the non'aþor¡ginal
producers organ¡zat¡ons such as KAP-

r

A First Nations Farmers Association would serve to coordinate and organize
the activities of Fírst Nations farmss in Manitoba. Membership in the organlzation
would help foster a team spirit and combat the isolation and alienation lhat many
Fírst Nations farmers have complained aÞout.
A distind First Nations Farm Associetion would lobby for the interests and
concerns of historically disadrrantaged First Nations farmers
The First NalionsFarmers Association would Serve as an essential bridge

r
r

between the Provincial Department of Agrianlture and Firsf Nations farmers,
flowing information and exctanging data.
lñe FNFA would serve as ã catatyst between the non-aboriginal arrd First
Nâtions farming sectors, organizing field trips to successfuf farms and facilitating
information sharing between the two groups.
.By participating in the non-aboriginalfarming organizations, First Nata'onsfanners
ooíiO tavä an upøte¡ account of the industry and would be able to share

.

information, support and lobby efforls wtth all farmers in Manitoba.
Participating ln non-aboriginal producers organizations would ensure that
First Nations farìners have a vb¡ce ¡n the Policy making and recommendation to
that the organgglipns participa. te in

r
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14.2 First Nations Agricultural Support Services
Current Policies

and
Provincial deparlment of agriculture anrrently hold agricultural serninars
workshops in rnajor rural õnters. Adverlisements aie placed in rural non-Aborígínal
papers.

There is no direct information fiowto First Nation farmerg with reepect
to upcorning seminars and rvorkshops'
First Nalions employment and training programs do not place agriu.llture as a
priorityto offer thcir
There is no formal policy guiding povincial Agrianlture Representât¡ves
services to the reserves'

L¡mítat¡ons/Concerns

FirSt Nations larmers are not aware of provinCial seminars and workshops'

Seminars and workshops are led by non-Aboriginals" wilh no/little cultural
awarenêss. Feru First Nations farmers particiPaie
¡n some Cases are not gearetf t9 First Nation fArmers who
of the non-aboriginal farrnersbackground
mãy Uct fhe technical

Ssninars and workshops

others dO nol'
SOme Agrigrftural Repræentalives do offet their sefvices on-resefve,

Existing First Nations programsfresources are noi partnering with
Provincial efforts to maximlze beneñts'

Recommended
Policies

Existing provinclal agricultural support services and prograrns
outreached to Fitst Nations farrnercDevelop aû ¡nter¡m interchange with the Province for the
sãrv¡oes of an agrotogist to bã provided thrcugh Firct Nations
Farm Credit CorPoration.

+ First Nat¡ons farmers would have immediate access to lalest farming
innovations and technologieso First Nations farmerJproduclivity and profitability would be enhance to
im prove com merciallY viaHe.
. ' No duptication oizupport services and programs to First Nât¡ons fanners
that mãybe cost prohibitive and inferior'
. Firit Nationi farmers having an increased economic contribution to the
Manitoba agrianltural secfor.
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14.3 First Nations Farmer's Association
Current Policies

Cunently. First Nations farmers do not have an otgarúzaliTJh"t organizes and
coord¡nátes theif lobby efforts and policy derælopment aclivities to support their role in
ttre índustry.

-aboriginal farmers in the province a¡e able to ioin the Keystone
cufturãt ProduceÉ (Knp¡ and other produeer oryanizations such as:
füanitobe Cattle producers, Manitoba Pork Producers AssOciation'
These organizations sgrve to organize f$anitoba farmers and lobby
their inþrãsts to government F¡rst Nations farmers are cunently not
in lhese organlzations.

Lim¡tat¡ons/Concerns

First Nations farmers are not aware of l(AP and its activitÍes. There is no
Fist Nations participation in the non-aborlglnal farmers organizations.
No organization exists to offer support and coordination for all F¡rst Nations farmersÀftnorigtr the elk and bison counciihas been successtul, its mandate is limited to a

very narrouv sector.
First Nations farmers do not get involved in the producer organizations. As sucft, they
mfss out on netvrorking, lobbying. policy <levelopment and information shadng
opportunities with other farmers.

Recommended

1.

Establish a First Nations Fanr¡ers Association

Policies

2.

First Nations farmers, through tfie F¡rst Nat¡tns Farmers
Association, need to part¡c¡pate in the non€boriginal
producerìs organ¡z¡tt¡oÍs such as KAP.

r

A First Nations Farmers Association would serve to coordinate and organÞe
the ac{ivitles of First Nat¡ons farmers in Manitoba. Membership in theorganlzation
woutd help foster a team spirit and combat the asolat¡on and alienatíon that many
First Nations farmers have cornplained aboul.
A distinct First Nalions Farm Association would lotrby for the interests and
concerns of historically disadvanlaged Firsf Nations farmers
The First Nations Farmers AssOdation wq.lld serve as an essential bridge
between the Provinclal Department of Agriolture and Firçt Nations farmers,
flowing ¡nformat¡on and excfianging data.
me FNFA would serìre as ã catalyst betsreen the non-aboriginal and First
Nations farming secfqrs, organizing field trips to successful farms and lacilitating
inlormation sharing between the lwo groups.
oBy particfpating in the non-aboriginal farming organizations, Firsl NaÍions farn¡ers
woilid havè an upCate¿ accounl of the irdustry and r¡ror¡ld be eble to share
information, suPport and lobby efforis with all farmers in Manhoba'
Participating ln non-aboriginal producers Organizations t¡lot¡ld ensUre that
First l.latioñs fañners have a voice in lhe policy making and recommendation to
thãt the orsanggliglg-Pg{lqpelgjn.

¡
r
.

r
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14.4 Strengthen Governrnent Support and Commitment to First Nations
Agriculture

Current Poficies

First Nations Gorernment do not have Concrete poficies to supporf First Nations
Agricglture. Not alt bands have implemented effective land use plans and land tenure
policiesThe provincial government does not have any specific plan or strategy to support First

Nations agriculture.
Since the collapse of MIADCO. the Federal Government has not provided any dÍrect
supporl ecl¡vil¡es for First Nations agriculture.

The Federal and Provincial governmenls do have income support progfäms that are
avalla1leto some farmers, hq¡rever, festrict¡ve criteria have limited the ability of First
Nations farmers to æess needed support.

Limitations/Goncems

First Nations farmers need the support of local govefnments in order to develop
zuccessful farm operations on-reserveFirst Nat¡ons farmers want to be a part of the Manitoba farming sector alongside nonaboriginal farmers. Provincial support is required to ensure that First l.lations farners
.r'
have equal ecoess to

opportunities.

Cunent federal/provincial programs are not supporlive to Fírst Nations farmers tuho
are struggling to establish commercially viable farm units.

First Nations goyernments need to establ¡sh and implement
clear land tenure and land use polic¡es on-resetYe to develop
available natural re$ouroes and support stable long term growthThe Provincial Gavernment should establish e Protocol
Agreement wifü llllanitoba First Nations to solidÍfy their
partnership in the agriculture industry.
The Federal govemment needs to support Fírst Nations
Agriculture by províding funds for activities such as the Fi¡st
Nations Farmee Association, füe First Nations Loan Guarantee
Program, First trlations Youth Agricultural Loan Fund etc.

Recommended
Policies

Benefits

.

Given the curre¡rt economie climate. government suppoft at all tñree levels
(federal, provincial and local) is required ¡n order to ensure a hælthy agriculture
sedor both on and off reserve.
Govemment support will assist far¡ners in lheir eñorts to boast economic
adívity in the province ard provide spinoff jobs both on reserve and offBy providing the poticy support required by First Nations farmers, First
Nations governments will be working towards establishing a healthy and stable
economic base from which to support self-government.
The developmert of he:lthy economic aclivity on reserve will senæ to reduce
social assiStance deper¡dence and foster a new spirit of entreprenanrship ard

r
.

r

indqenderrcett
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14.5 Focus on Niche
Current Policies

Market and strategic Development

The Manitoba First Nalíons Etk ancl Bison Council has been established to assist First
Nations farrners who want to get involved in the dk and bison industry.

Financial supports and tectrnical information are cunently not readily
¡trailahle fo First Nations oeoOle who wish to entef into niche market OpportC4aties.-

Limitations/Concerns

No other Euppofts exist for First Nations farmeñs wlro are intereeted in

niche marfeti ofüer than elk and bison. Niche opportunitíes do exist,
however First Nations farmers require technical and financial assistance
to çnter into the emerging sectors.
Existing First Nations furding sources are reluclant to provide financial support for new
enrerging nicfie markets.

Recommended

Policies

Benefits

7.

A First Nations strategic oevelopment Fund which provides both
financiat and technicat support for farmerc who wänt to take

advantage of recognized niche market opportunitÍes.

Niche market opportunities provide a higher relum on inveslment than
conventional agricultural enterprises.
First Nations farrners establ¡shing agriatltural enterprises thet are rnore
suited to soil classification of reserye lands, resulting in a higher degree
of sr¡ccess.
First Nalions pêople establishing joint venluÍÊ anangements to
succæsfully eflter large-scale modem agrículture. i-e., hog producl¡on'

